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 This dissertation presents an investigation of the applicability of magnetic shielding to 

low-power Hall thrusters as a means to significantly improve operational lifetime.  The key life-

limiting factors of conventional Hall thrusters, including ion-bombardment sputter erosion of the 

discharge channel and high-energy electron power deposition to the channel walls, have been 

investigated extensively for a wide range of thruster scales.  As thruster power is reduced to the 

“miniature” (i.e. sub-500 W) power regime, the increased surface-to-volume ratio of the discharge 

channel and decreased thruster component sizes promotes increased plasma-wall interactions and 

susceptibility to overheating, thereby reducing thruster operational lifetime and performance.  

Although methods for compensating for these issues have been investigated, unshielded miniature 

Hall thrusters are generally limited to sub-45% anode efficiencies and maximum lifetimes on the 

order of 1,000 h.  A magnetically shielded magnetic field topology aims to maintain a low 

electron temperature along the channel surfaces and a plasma potential near that of the discharge 

voltage along the entire surface of the discharge channel along its axial length.  These features 
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result in a reduction of the kinetic energy of ions that impact the channel surfaces to near to or 

below the sputtering threshold, thus preventing significant ion-bombardment erosion of the 

discharge channel.  Improved confinement of high-energy electrons is another byproduct of the 

field structure, aiding in the reduction of electron power deposition to the channel.  Magnetic 

shielding has been shown to dramatically reduce plasma-wall interactions on 4 – 6 kW Hall 

thrusters, resulting in significant increases in projected operational lifetimes with minimal effects 

to thruster performance. 

 In an effort to explore the scalability of magnetic shielding to low-power devices, two 

magnetically shielded miniature Hall thrusters were designed, fabricated and tested.  The 

performance of the first thruster, called the MaSMi-40, was characterized at an operating 

condition of 275 V and 325 W.  A peak thrust of approximately 13 mN with a specific impulse of 

approximately 1,100 s at an anode efficiency of approximately 22% were measured at the 

nominal operating point.  Observations of the near exit plasma discharge during operation, and 

the discharge channel after operation, suggested that the outer channel wall of the thruster was 

well shielded from ion bombardment while the inner channel wall appeared to be weakly 

shielded.  Further analysis concluded that the MaSMi-40 generated a partially-magnetically 

shielded field topology.  However, the shortcomings of the MaSMi-40's magnetic circuit design 

were investigated in detail and are now well understood.   

 The second design iteration in the development of a low-power magnetically shielded Hall 

thruster was the MaSMi-60.  Magnetic field measurements confirmed that a symmetric and fully 

shielded magnetic field topology was generated by this device across a wide range of possible 

operating conditions.  At operating powers of 160 W to nearly 750 W, the key performance 

metrics of the MaSMi-60 included a measured thrust ranging from approximately 8 mN to over 
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33 mN with anode specific impulses of up to approximately 1370 s at anode efficiencies of over 

28%.  Downstream plume measurements identified the primary factors contributing to the low 

anode efficiency.  Visual observations of the discharge plasma and channel walls during and after 

thruster operation offered strong evidence of magnetic shielding.  Erosion rates of the channel 

were approximated using carbon backsputter measurements; the results suggested a 10x - 100x 

decrease in wall erosion compared to unshielded Hall thrusters, corresponding to an equal 

increase in discharge channel lifetime compared to conventional miniature unshielded Hall 

thrusters.   

 The physics and behaviors of the MaSMi-60's plasma discharge upstream of and in the 

near-field of the thruster exit plane were investigated using Hall2De, the 2-D axisymmetric code 

developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for the simulation of the partially ionized plasma in 

Hall thrusters.  Simulations of the MaSMi-60 suggested that the thruster achieved the plasma 

properties required for effective magnetic shielding, including low electron temperatures and a 

near-constant plasma potential along the channel walls. This was the final piece of evidence 

suggesting that magnetic shielding was attained at the miniature scale.  The experimentally 

measured performance of the MaSMi-60 was captured by the Hall2De model, offering physical 

explanations for the low measured anode efficiency and leading to suggestions for improving the 

performance in future design iterations. 
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English Alphabet 

 

A Fitting coefficient 

A Vector potential 

Aen Entrained neutral mass flow area [m
2
] 

Ap Probe area [m
2
] 

ARPA RPA orifice area [m
2
] 

As Surface area [m
2
] 

Aw Channel surface area in contact with  

plasma [m
2
] 

Ax Cross-sectional area perpendicular to heat 

flow [m
2
] 

B Magnetic field (magnitude) [T,G] 

B Magnetic field (vector) [T,G] 

Br,max Peak radial magnetic field along channel 

centerline [T,G] 

b Discharge channel width [m]; exponential 

fit coefficient 

bref Reference discharge channel width [m] 

d ExB probe parallel plate separation 

distance [m]; temperature gradient 

distance [m] 

dm Mean channel diameter [m] 

dref Reference mean channel diameter [m] 

E Electric field (magnitude) [V/m];    

Energy [J] 

E Electric field (vector) [V/m] 

e  Electron charge [C] 

F Lorentz force [N]; net force (vector) [N] 

Fi Specific force on ions [N] 

f Electron distribution function 

fi Current fraction of the i
th
 ion species; ion 

distribution function; ionized propellant 

fraction 

fn Neutral particle distribution function; 

neutral propellant fraction 

g Earth’s gravity constant [m/s
2
] 

I Delta tensor 

I
+,++,… 

Current of each ion charge species [A] 

Ia Anode current [A] 

Ib Beam current [A] 

Id Discharge current [A] 

Id,corr Corrected discharge current [A] 

Ie Electron current [A] 
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Ien Entrained ion current [A] 

Iew Electron current to channel walls [A] 

Ie,sat Electron saturation current [A] 

Ii Current of the i
th
 ion species [A] 

Ii,sat Ion saturation current [A] 

Iiw Ion current to channel walls [A] 

Ip Probe collected current [A] 

Isp Specific impulse [s] 

Isp,corr Corrected specific impulse [s] 

Ji Ion current density [A/m
2
] 

jTe Electron thermal flux [W] 

j, j Current density (vector) [A] 

je Electron current density (vector) [A] 

ji Ion current density (vector) [A] 

Kn Knudsen number 

k Boltzmann constant [m
2 
kg/s

2 
K] 

L Discharge channel length [m] 

Lref Reference discharge channel length [m] 

M Xenon atomic mass [kg] 

m Electron mass [kg] 

mBN Particle mass of BN [kg] 

mC Particle mass of carbon [kg] 

md Delivered mass [kg] 

mp Propellant mass [kg] 

  a Anode mass flow rate [kg/s] 

  a,corr Corrected anode mass flow rate [kg/s] 

  b Beam mass flow rate [kg/s] 

  c Cathode mass flow rate [kg/s] 

  en Entrained neutral mass flow rate [kg/s] 

  i Ion mass flow rate [kg/s] 

  T Total propellant flow rate [kg/s] 

na Anode propellant particle density [m
-3

] 

ne Electron density [m
-3

] 

ne0 Channel centerline electron density [m
-3

] 

ni  Ion density [m
-3

] 

ni,fast Fast (beam) ion density [m
-3

] 

ni,slow Slow (charge-exchange) ion density [m
-3

] 

nn  Neutral density [m
-3

] 

nref Reference plasma density [m
-3

] 

P Vacuum chamber pressure [Pa] 

Pa Power to anode from electron loss [W] 

Pb Beam power [W] 

Pd Discharge power [W] 

Pi Power for ionization [W] 

Pjet Jet power [W] 

Pk Keeper power [W] 

Pmag Magnet power [W] 

PR Plasma radiative power loss [W] 

Pref Reference discharge power [W] 

PT Total thruster input power [W]; 

pressure [Torr] 

PT,corr Corrected total power [W] 
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Pw Power deposited to channel walls [W] 

pe Electron pressure tensor 

pi Ion pressure tensor 

pe Electron pressure 

pi Ion pressure 

Qe Thermal conduction heat flux tensor 

       Conductive heat transfer [W] 

      Radiative heat transfer [W] 

q Particle charge [C] 

qe Electron charge [C] 

qe Conductive heat flux [W] 

qi Ion charge [C] 

RC Carbon backsputter rate [μm/h] 

Re Electron drag force [N] 

Ri Ion drag force [N] 

RL Ion Larmor (gyro-) radius [m] 

Rn n
th 

radial distance of the probe from 

centerline [m]  

r Position (vector) [m] 

rL Electron Larmor (gyro-) radius [m]  

T Thrust [N] 

T1 Temperature of zone rejecting heat (heat 

out-flux) [K] 

T2 Temperature of zone receiving heat (heat 

in-flux) [K] 

Tcorr Corrected thrust [N] 

Te,TeV Electron temperature [K,eV] 

Te0 Channel centerline electron 

temperature [K] 

Ti Ion temperature [K] 

Tn Neutral gas temperature [K] 

t Discharge plasma thickness [m]; time [s] 

tBN Discharge channel thickness [m] 

tgrid Total RPA grid transparency 

U
+
 Ionization potential [V] 

ue Mean electron velocity [m/s] 

ui Mean ion velocity [m/s] 

ui Normal component of ion velocity [m/s] 

V Plasma volume [m
3
] 

VA Anode potential [V] 

Vb Beam voltage [V] 

Vbias Bias potential [V] 

Vcg Cathode-to-ground voltage [V] 

Vd Discharge Voltage [V] 

Vfloat Floating potential [V] 

Vg RPA grid potential difference [V] 

Vp Plasma potential [V] 

Vref Reference discharge voltage [V] 

V⊥ Ion velocity perpendicular to the magnetic 

field [m/s] 

v Particle velocity [m/s] 

v,v Particle velocity (vector) [m/s] 
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vE ExB drift velocity [m/s] 

ve Electron velocity [m/s] 

vex Effective exhaust velocity [m/s] 

vi Ion velocity [m/s] 

vn Neutral velocity [m/s] 

vth Neutral thermal velocity [m/s] 

v⊥ Electron velocity perpendicular to the 

magnetic field [m/s] 

w Radial width of plasma beam sampled by 

probe [m] 

x RPA grid spacing [m] 

YXe-BN Sputter yield of BN under xenon ion 

incidence 

YXe-C/BN Sputter yield of carbon-coated BN under 

xenon ion incidence 

Z Ion charge state 

Zi Charge state of the i
th
 ion species 

z Axial location [m] 
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Greek Alphabet 

 

α Doubly charged correction factor; sticking 

coefficient 

β Bohm coefficient 

Γexit Ionized particle flux exiting the discharge 

plasma [m
-2

s
-1

] 

Γincident Neutral particle flux entering the 

discharge plasma [m
-2

s
-1

] 

Γn Neutral particle flux [s
-1

] 

γ Secondary electron yield 

γi Ion adiabatic coefficient 

ΔV Change of velocity [m/s] 

ε Emissivity 

ε Pre-sheath energy [J] 

ε0 Vacuum permittivity [A
2 
s

4
/kg m

3
] 

εXe-BN Erosion rate of BN under xenon ion 

incidence [m/h] 

ζen Entrained mass utilization factor 

ηa Anode efficiency 

ηb Beam current utilization efficiency 

ηc Cathode efficiency 

ηc,corr Corrected cathode efficiency 

ηd Plume divergence efficiency 

ηloss Wall, anode, and ionization power loss 

factor 

ηm Mass utilization efficiency 

ηo Electrical utilization efficiency 

ηo,corr Corrected electrical efficiency 

ηq Charge utilization efficiency 

ηT Total efficiency 

ηT,corr Corrected total efficiency 

ηtc Effective thruster efficiency 

ηv Beam voltage utilization efficiency 

θ Beam divergence half-angle [Rad] 

κ Thermal conductivity [W/m
2 
K] 

κe Electron thermal conductivity [W/m
2 
K] 

λ Mean free path [m] 

λD Debye length [m] 

λi Ionization mean free path [m] 

νa Anomalous collision frequency [1/s] 

νe (Total) electron collision frequency [1/s] 

νen Electron-neutral collision frequency [1/s] 

   
  Electron-neutral ionization collision 

frequency [1/s] 

ρBN BN mass density [kg/m
3
] 

ρC Carbon mass density [kg/m
3
] 

σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant [W/m
2
K

4
] 

σi Ionization cross section [m
2
] 
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σ* Excitation cross section [m
2
] 

Ф Plasma potential [V] 

Ф0 Channel centerline plasma potential [V] 

Фs Sheath potential [V] 

ϕ Potential [V] 

Ωe Electron Hall parameter 

Ωi Ion gyrofrequency (i.e. cyclotron 

 frequency) [rad/s] 

ωc Electron gyrofrequency (i.e. cyclotron 

frequency) [rad/s]  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION  

 

1.1. Motivation 

 Propulsion is, by definition, a means of generating a force that leads to motion of a body.  

Spacecraft propulsion is generally achieved by ejecting mass in the opposite direction of desired 

motion, thereby realizing a net change in momentum and a resulting acceleration of the 

spacecraft.  Two primary means of propulsion are available today for spacecraft mobility: 

chemical and electric.  Chemical propulsion relies on the heating and accelerating of a propellant 

using the energy stored within the propellant itself to achieve thrust.  Electric propulsion (EP), by 

contrast, is a technology that uses electricity to generate thrust by accelerating charged particles at 

high exhaust velocities.  The energy used to accelerate the propellant in an EP thruster is 

generated by an external power source, such as solar energy, and transferred to the EP system 

from an on-board power-processing unit.  While chemical propulsion has been used on spacecraft 

since the dawn of space flight, the unique advantages of electric propulsion has led to an 

increasing number of successful missions employing EP devices.   

 The figures of merit for EP thrusters are similar to those for conventional chemical 

propulsion devices, allowing for fair comparisons between the two technologies.  These include 

thrust (T), efficiency (η), and specific impulse (Isp) as they relate to the delivered payload mass 

and total change in spacecraft velocity during a mission.  Chemical thrusters generally deliver 

significant impulse at relatively low Isp over short firing periods, often limiting the importance of 

long-duration thruster operation.  Unlike many chemical systems, improving the useful life of EP 
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thrusters is an important area of research for the aerospace community.  EP devices generate 

significantly lower thrust at much higher Isp than chemical systems, offering improved "fuel 

efficiency" of the system while requiring significantly longer firing periods to achieve the 

mission-required impulse.  Therefore, operational lifetime for EP devices, which directly 

translates to total delivered impulse, is a major concern for EP-based space missions. 

1.2. Problem Statement 

 The goal of this research is to investigate the miniature-scale application of a magnetic 

shielding to extend the operational lifetime of low-power Hall thrusters.  As this is a vast 

undertaking, this thesis focuses on the scalability of magnetic shielding by developing and testing 

a magnetically shielded miniature Hall thruster in an effort to demonstrate and understand the 

performance, plasma physics, and challenges of scaling magnetic shielding to low-power devices.  

It has been reported in the literature that the primary life-limiting mechanisms for Hall thrusters 

can be effectively eliminated by use of magnetic shielding (MS); to date, this has been 

demonstrated only on >1 kW devices [1,2].  In this thesis, we aim to develop a detailed 

understanding of the physical mechanisms of magnetic shielding as it is applied to low-power 

Hall thrusters. 

 This investigation is divided into three distinct tasks: 

1) Design, fabricate, and experimentally test a low-power Hall thruster with a 

magnetically shielded field topology to determine the device's performance (thrust, 

efficiency, approximate lifetime, etc.) in comparison to unshielded low-power Hall 

thrusters. 

2) Use a state-of-the-art computational Hall thruster plasma code to model the 

discharge plasma of the magnetically shielded miniature Hall thruster.  These 
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results are then used to validate the claims of MS made during the experimental 

portion of this investigation.   

3) Use the experimental performance analysis and computational results to draw 

conclusions about the overall performance, plasma-physical behavior, and unique 

challenges of MS as it is applied to low-power Hall thrusters. 

The thruster that was designed, fabricated, and tested for this investigation will herein be 

called the MaSMi (Magnetically Shielded Miniature) Hall thruster.  Two versions of the thruster 

were ultimately fabricated:  

 MaSMi-40 - discharge channel outer diameter of ~40 mm 

 MaSMi-60 - discharge channel outer diameter of ~60 mm  

The discussion of the development and testing of these devices is presented in Chapters 6 and 7, 

respectively, to maintain chronology of the investigation throughout this thesis. 

1.3. Dissertation Overview 

This thesis is organized based on the chronology of events that led to the successful 

completion of the investigation. 

Chapter 2 introduces electric propulsion and describes its unique advantages when 

compared to chemical propulsion.  A brief overview and the major classes of EP thrusters are also 

presented. 

Chapter 3 presents an overview of Hall thruster types, operational principles, performance 

theory, and life-limiting factors.  The heritage and limitations of low-power Hall thruster is 

reviewed, and the unique Hall thruster magnetic field structure known as magnetic shielding is 

thoroughly explained.   
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Chapter 4 presents the development process and design features of the MaSMi-40.  The 

pre-experimental testing analysis used to predict the thruster’s performance is also discussed. 

Chapter 5 reviews the necessary facilities and tools required for Hall thruster performance 

analysis.  This includes a description of the experimental setups at the two experimental facilities 

used in this investigation as well as the various diagnostics utilized to measure the performance of 

a Hall thruster. 

Chapter 6 presets the performance analysis of the MaSMi-40.  This chapter is broken into 

two sections: the first reviews the performance of the MaSMi-40 measured at the University of 

California, Los Angeles (UCLA) Electric Propulsion Test Facility while the second discusses the 

performance results measured at NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) High Bay Facility. 

Chapter 7 reviews the experimental characterization of the MaSMi-60, which was 

completed exclusively at the JPL High Bay Facility. 

Chapter 8 introduces Hall2De, a computational tool used to model the discharge plasma 

inside and just downstream of a Hall thruster.  The plasma simulation results for the MaSMi-40 

and MaSMi-60 are presented and compared with one another and with low-power magnetically 

shielded Hall thrusters. 

Chapter 9 offers concluding remarks about this investigation and suggests future efforts as 

a continuation of this research.       
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Chapter 2 

ELECTRIC PROPULSION OVERVIEW 

 

 In this chapter, a general overview of electric propulsion is presented.  The fundamental 

differences between chemical and electric propulsion are explored in Section 2.1, including the 

advantages and limitations of EP systems.  Section 2.2 outlines the three general classes of EP 

devices: electrothermal, electromagnetic, and electrostatic.  A brief history of the development 

and flight heritage of EP thrusters is reviewed in Section 2.3. Concluding remarks are made in 

Section 2.4. 

2.1. Rocket Propulsion Basics 

The thrust generation mechanism for EP and chemical thrusters is the same: accelerate a 

stored propellant (mass) and eject it at high velocity to generate a force on the spacecraft.  To 

highlight the benefits of electric propulsion, we must examine the relationship between a 

spacecraft’s change in velocity and mass during thruster firing, as shown by the Rocket Equation: 

        
              

              1.1-1 

where mp is the propellant mass, md is the delivered mass, ΔV is the change in spacecraft velocity, 

vex is the effective exhaust velocity of the propellant, Isp is the specific impulse, and  g is the 

acceleration of gravity at the Earth’s surface.  This equation shows a key relation involved in 

spacecraft propulsion: the amount of propellant required to change the velocity of a given 

delivered payload decreases as the effective exhaust velocity (specific impulse) increases. 

Chemical rockets store the energy used to generate thrust in a propellant and are thereby 

limited by the energy density of available propellants.  Chemical thrusters using modern 
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propellants provide typical specific impulse values ranging from 300 - 450 s with exhaust 

velocities of 3 - 4 km/s [3].  Electric thrusters use energy from an external source such as the Sun 

to accelerate a propellant.  This energy is processed with an onboard power system and used to 

accelerate the propellant mass in the form of energetic charged particles.  The limitation on the 

performance of electric thrusters is therefore related to the power available rather than the 

propellant energy density, yielding much higher specific impulses and exhaust velocities than 

chemical systems (Isp of 2,000 - 10,000 s and vex 100+ km/s) [3].  

A direct result of the high exhaust velocities attainable by EP thrusters is a significantly 

lower required propellant mass (on the order of 10x) for EP-based missions.  As the exhaust 

velocity increases, however, the mass flow rate of the ejected particles must decrease for a given 

system’s thrust and power; increasing the thrust from an EP system a constant thruster efficiency 

without a proportional increase in propellant flow rate is impossible without an increase in power 

at (the physics of this relationship are discussed in Chapter 3).  The high specific impulse 

combined with the low mass flow rates characteristic of EP systems yield significantly lower 

thrust values than chemical propulsion systems; therefore, longer mission trip times (on the order 

of 2x) are generally observed.  This is seen by examining the total impulse equation, where 

constant thrust is assumed:  

              1.1-2 

where t is time.  Equation 1.1-2 shows that to achieve a given impulse, thruster operation time 

must increase as thrust is decreased.  The long thruster operation times required by EP-based 

spacecraft to deliver a mission-specified impulse emphasizes the need for long lifetimes of EP 

thrusters.   
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 It should be noted that electric thrusters require an additional onboard power-processing 

system that is not necessary for chemical thrusters.  The mass of this power system, however, is 

usually significantly less than the propellant mass required for chemical thrusters to achieve a 

given mission trajectory.  Therefore, the lower total propulsion system mass (thruster, supporting 

equipment, and propellant) of EP systems equates to lower launch masses than chemical 

propulsion systems, yielding lower total mission costs.   

2.2. Electric Thruster Classes 

2.2.1.  Electrothermal 

Electrothermal thrusters (resistojets and arcjets) use electricity to thermally heat a 

propellant before it is ejected to produce thrust.  In a resistojet, increased exhaust velocities are 

attained by passing a propellant over a resistively heated element or chamber before entering a 

downstream nozzle, yielding specific impulses of approximately 500 s [3].  Arcjets, on the other 

hand, pass a propellant through a high-current arc before it is sent to a downstream nozzle.  

Plasma effects in these thrusters are negligible because the propellant is only weakly ionized, and 

specific impulses of less than 700 s are common [3].  To show the basic differences in geometry, 

Figure 2.2-1 shows an illustration of a resistojet and an arcjet. 
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Figure 2.2-1: Illustration of the geometry and operation of a resistojet (top) and an arcjet 

(bottom). 

2.2.2.  Electromagnetic 

Electromagnetic thrusters (pulsed plasma and magnetoplasmadynamic thrusters) 

accelerate an ionized (charged) propellant by use of an electromagnetic force.  Because of their 

thrust generating mechanism, these devices are also known as Lorentz-force accelerators (LFA).  

A pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) uses a pulsed discharge to ablate and ionize a fraction of a solid 

propellant into a plasma and accelerate it using electromagnetic effects.  Specific impulses of up 

to 1,200 s are achievable with PPT’s [3].  Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters utilize a high-

current arc to ionize a propellant and then accelerate the charged particles using electromagnetic 

forces.  These devices usually require very high powers to operate at high specific impulse, which 

can exceed 10,000 s [3].  An illustration of an MPD thruster is shown in Figure 2.2-2, where j is 

the current density, B is the magnetic field, and F is the Lorentz force. 
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Figure 2.2-2: Illustration of the geometry and operation of a magnetoplasmadynamic thruster / 

Lorentz-force accelerator. 

2.2.3. Electrostatic 

Electrostatic thrusters, which include gridded ion thrusters and Hall thrusters, ionize a 

propellant through electron bombardment and then use a stationary applied electric field to 

electrostatically accelerate the charged propellant.  While the electrostatic classification is clear 

for ion thrusters, some maintain that Hall thrusters should be classified as electromagnetic devices 

because the thrust force is transferred between the ions and the thruster through the magnetic 

field.  However, the acceleration of the propellant which generates the thrust force is achieved 

through the application of a stationary electric field, therefore justifying the classification of Hall 

thrusters as electrostatic devices.   

Ion thrusters use electrically biased grids to selectively extract and accelerate ions from a 

magnetically confined plasma.  These devices demonstrate the highest efficiency of all EP devices 

(up to >80%) and can produce specific impulses of between 2,000 s and 10,000 s [3].  An 

illustration of a cylindrical gridded ion thruster's geometry and operation is shown in Figure 2.2-3.  

Note that various anode geometries, with most of the distinguishing features occurring near the 

back region, have been used in ion thruster design. 

Cathode Anode

Propellant
B

j

F = j x B
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Figure 2.2-3: Illustration of the geometry and operation of a gridded ion thruster. 

Hall thrusters use the Hall Effect (transverse particle motion from the application of 

perpendicular magnetic and electric fields) to generate and confine a plasma discharge.  The 

transverse magnetic field creates resistivity in the plasma, effectively restricting electron mobility 

towards the anode and producing an axial electric field that accelerates ions from the plasma 

discharge.  Specific impulse and efficiency are usually lower in Hall thrusters when compared to 

ion thrusters (1,000 - 3,000 s), but higher thrust and thrust-to-power ratios are achievable [3].  

Figure 2.2-4 illustrates the basic geometry of a Hall thruster, where E is the electric field (a 

detailed explanation of the operation is given in Section 3.2).  This class of electrostatic thrusters 

is the focus of this research investigation. 
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Figure 2.2-3: Illustration of the basic geometry of a Hall thruster. 

2.3. Electric Propulsion Background 

The first record of the concept of electric propulsion was published by Goddard in 1906, 

followed by an independent study by Tsiolkovskiy in Russia in 1911 [4,5].  Although other 

scientists suggested uses and concepts for EP, the first complete analysis of the technology was 

made by Stuhlihger in 1964; a thorough analysis of the physics of EP thrusters by Jahn followed 

in 1968 [6,7].  Early electric propulsion devices used mercury and cesium propellants and were 

intended for basic low thrust mission trajectories [8].  Numerous text book chapters discussing the 

operation principles and characteristics of electric propulsion devices have been published [9–12]. 

In the 1960’s, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) established 

extensive electric propulsion research programs in the United States and Russia to develop 

thrusters for deep-space propulsion and station-keeping.  The first experimental ion thrusters were 
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launched in the early 1960’s and continued into the 1980’s [3].  The Russian's use of the SPT-60 

on the 1971 Meteor satellite marked the first extensive use of Hall thrusters for on-orbit station-

keeping [13].  The commercial use of Hall thrusters began for the U.S. in 2004 on Space System 

Loral’s MBSAT, which used a Fakel SPT-100 thruster [14].  The first ion thruster system 

intended for station-keeping was launched by Japan in 1995 on the Engineering Test Satellite 

(ETS); the ion thrusters were successfully operated in space despite a failure that prevented the 

system from providing accurate station-keeping to the satellite [15].  The commercial use of ion 

thrusters in the U.S. began with the 1997 launch of a Hughes Xenon Ion Propulsion System 

(XIPS) [16].  This was shortly followed by NASA's first deep space application of electric 

propulsion, marked by the 1998 launch of NASA’s Solar Electric Propulsion Technology 

Applications Readiness (NSTAR) ion thruster on the Deep Space 1 spacecraft [17].  The Japanese 

asteroid sample return Hayabusa mission used microwave discharge ion thrusters as the prime 

mean of propulsion in 2003; the same year, the European Space Agency (ESA) launched the 

SMART-1 spacecraft which performed operations around the Moon using the SNECMA PPS-

1350-G Hall thruster [18,19].  The launch of the DAWN spacecraft in 2007 marked the beginning 

of perhaps the most challenging EP-based missions in history.  Six years later, DAWN's 

successful (and ongoing) tour of two separate celestial bodies in a single deep space mission using 

an ion propulsion system represents the culmination of modern electric propulsion technologies, 

showcasing the capabilities of EP for future missions [20–25].  To date, over 250 electric thrusters 

have flown on more than 50 communications satellites and deep space mission spacecraft 

[3,26,27].  
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2.4. Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, an overview of electric propulsion technologies was presented.  The 

distinctions between chemical and EP thrusters was discussed, highlighting the unique advantages 

of EP devices.  Most notable is the significantly higher propellant exhaust velocities attainable 

with EP thrusters, which translates to higher specific impulse and lower propellant mass required 

for a mission at the expense of increased mission times.  The basic operation of the three classes 

of EP devices was presented, followed by a brief review of the flight heritage of electric 

propulsion.  Chapter 3 continues with a review of Hall thruster propulsion theory followed by a 

detailed overview of Hall thrusters, including geometry, operating principles, and limitations to 

operational life.  The performance and heritage of low-power Hall thrusters, as well as a review of 

magnetic shielding, are also presented. 
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Chapter 3 

HALL THRUSTERS 

 

 This chapter offers a detailed overview of the geometry, operation, and limitations of Hall 

thrusters.  The theory used to characterize the performance of Hall thrusters is presented in 

Section 3.1.  Section 3.2 introduces the two primary types of Hall thruster: the Hall effect thruster 

and the TAL thruster.  Section 3.3 presents the general operational principles of Hall thrusters, 

including a discussion of the physics involved in maintaining the thrust-producing discharge 

plasma.  Section 3.4 discusses the primary life-limiting factors for conventional Hall thrusters.  

The heritage and limitations of low-power Hall thrusters is presented in Section 3.5.  The chapter 

concludes with a thorough discussion of the theory and applications of magnetic shielding in 

Section 3.6, followed by concluding remarks in Section 3.7. 

3.1. Electrostatic Propulsion Theory 

A key component of this thesis investigation is the characterization and testing of a Hall 

thruster using plasma probe diagnostics and EP theory.  The governing equations for the methods 

used in this research are herein described. 

  The thrust (T) generated by an electrostatic thruster is given by 

                 
        

 
 

  
  
  

 

 3.1-1 

where     is the ion mass flow rate,      is the average ion velocity, ηb is the beam current 

utilization efficiency, Id is the discharge current, M is the mass of a xenon atom, ηv is the beam 
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voltage utilization efficiency, ηd is the plume divergence efficiency, e is the charge of an electron, 

Zi is the charge state of the i
th

 ion species, and fi is the current fraction of the i
th

 species given by 

 
   

  
  

 3.1-2 

where Ii is the current of the i
th

 ion species and Ib is the beam current (the efficiencies in Equation 

3.1-1 are defined below).  It is important to note that Id is the current input to the thruster's plasma 

discharge while Ib is the current produced by the thruster to generate useful thrust.  The correction 

term in Equation  3.1-1, which accounts for the presence of multiply charged species in the ion 

beam, can be calculated for any number of ion charge states as 

 

 
  
  

 

 
   

 
     

 
       

  
 3.1-3 

where I
+
, I

++
, and I

+++
 are the currents of singly, doubly, and triply ionized particles in the plasma 

beam. 

The anode specific impulse is given by 

 

    
 

    
 

  

 
 
        

 

 

 
 
 

  
   

 

 
  
  

 

 

 
 

 3.1-4 

where     is the thruster anode mass flow rate, ηm is the mass utilization efficiency (defined 

below), Vd is the discharge voltage, and 

 

 
  

    

 
     

       
       

  
    3.1-5 

Note that this can easily be converted to thruster Isp by using the total mass flow rate instead of 

the anode mass flow rate.  
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 The total efficiency (ηT) is the ratio of the jet power (Pjet) in the thruster exhaust to the 

total thruster input power (PT): 

 
   

    

  
  

  

      
  

   
   

  
  

  
               3.1-6 

where Pd is the discharge power (discharge current multiplied by the discharge voltage),     is the 

total propellant flow rate (sum of the anode and cathode flow rates), ηa is the anode efficiency, ηc 

is the cathode efficiency, ηo is the electrical utilization efficiency, and ηtc is an effective thruster 

efficiency consisting of the efficiency contributions of the thruster and cathode.  The anode 

efficiency can be broken into the product of five utilization efficiencies given by 

 
   

  

      
            3.1-7 

where the utilization efficiencies for the beam voltage, beam current, mass, beam divergence, and 

charge (ηq) are 

 
   

  

  
         

  
  

         
   
   

 
   
    

   
  
  

 

    

                   

  
  

   
  

 

 
  
  

 

   

3.1-8 

In these equations, Vb is the beam voltage,     is the beam propellant mass flow rate, and θ is the 

beam divergence half-angle.  The cathode, electrical utilization, and effective thruster efficiencies 

are given as 

 
   

   
       

 
   
   

         
  

  
 

    
            

                3.1-9 

where     is the cathode mass flow rate, Pmag is the magnet power, and Pk is the keeper power.   
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 Because thruster experiments are conducted in an imperfect vacuum environment, a 

correction can be made to yield estimates of the true vacuum performance values.  The effects of 

background pressures observed during thruster operation are accounted for through a method of 

compensating for neutral gas entrained into the thruster channel and subsequently used to 

generate excess thrust [28].  The entrained neutral mass flow rate (    ) is given by  

 
         

   

 
 
    
  

 
   

      
 

     
 
   

 3.1-10 

where Aen is the entrainment area approximated as a hemisphere with a radius equal to the 

discharge channel outer diameter, nn is the background neutral density, k is the Boltzmann 

constant, Tn is the temperature of the background neutral particles, and P is the Facility pressure.  

This entrained mass flow can be used to approximate the excess discharge current (   ) produced 

by the thruster due to ingestion of entrained neutrals, given by 

         
 

 
 3.1-11 

where it is assumed that the neutral particles are singly ionized.  Similar corrections can be 

applied to the measured discharge current and anode flow rate: 

                                         3.1-12 

where the subscript corr represents the values corrected for a complete vacuum environment 

(background pressure of 0 Torr).  The entrained mass correction for thrust (Tcorr) is given by  

 
             

    
        

  3.1-13 

where     is the entrained mass utilization factor used to account for ingested neutrals that were 

ionized but that did not contribute to useful thrust.  The value of the entrained mass utilization 

factor is 0.5 according to the literature [28].  The vacuum specific impulse (Isp,corr) can then be 

calculated from Equation 3.1-4 using the corrected thrust (Equation  3.1-13) and the measured 
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anode propellant flow rate; this is because only the thrust term is dependent on the facility 

pressure.  Using the corrected thrust and specific impulse, a vacuum total efficiency (ηT,corr) can 

be calculated using a modified form of Equation  3.1-6 given as 

 
         

 

 
 
             

       
                 3.1-14 

where PT,corr, ηo,corr, and ηc,corr are given by 

                             

        
         

       
             

        

            
   

3.1-15 

3.2. Hall Thruster Geometry and Types 

A Hall thruster consists of a cylindrical channel containing an interior anode, an internal 

magnetic circuit that generates a radial magnetic field across the channel gap, and a hollow 

cathode outside of the channel.  Two general types of Hall thrusters exist: Hall thrusters (also 

called Hall effect thrusters [HET’s], stationary plasma thrusters [SPT’s], and magnetic layer 

thrusters) and TAL thrusters (thruster with anode layer).  Hall thrusters use a metallic, electrically 

biased anode at the base of an annular discharge channel to inject the majority of the thruster’s 

propellant into the discharge.  The remainder of the propellant is used to operate a hollow cathode 

located either outside of the thruster's body or along the thruster centerline.  Hall Thrusters use a 

plasma discharge channel constructed from a dielectric insulator with a low sputtering yield under 

bombardment from the ionized propellant (usually xenon) to reduce erosion.  Common channel 

materials include boron nitride (BN) and borosilicate glass (a.k.a. borosil, BN-SiO2) [3].  Figure 

3.2-1 shows a cross section of a Hall thruster with an externally mounted hollow cathode.  The 

figure displays the radial magnetic field and the axial electric field generated by the thruster and 

labels the paths of electrons and xenon atoms to demonstrate how they interact with these fields.   
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Figure 3.2-1: Hall thruster cross-section showing the applied electric and magnetic fields along 

with the xenon neutral, xenon ion, and electron paths [3]. 

TAL thrusters use metallic conducing discharge channel walls instead of insulating walls.  

The electric field region where ionization occurs is therefore shortened and significantly narrowed 

[29].  The metallic channel walls, often used as a component of the magnetic circuit, are biased 

negatively to prevent electron power deposition by repelling electrons in the ionization region.  

Further differences between these devices can be found in the literature [30].  Figure 3.2-2 shows 

a cross section of a TAL thruster with an externally mounted hollow cathode.  As with Figure 

3.2-1, the paths of electrons and xenon atoms are shown to highlight their interaction with the 

thruster’s magnetic and electric fields. 
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Figure 3.2-2: TAL thruster cross-section showing the applied electric and magnetic fields along 

with the xenon neutral, xenon ion, and electron paths [3]. 

3.3. Operation Principles 

In Hall thrusters, a voltage is applied between the anode at the base of the discharge 

channel and the hollow cathode mounted outside of the discharge channel, drawing electrons 

from the cathode towards the anode.  The thruster's internal magnetic circuit generates a radial 

(transverse) field used to prevent cathode electrons from streaming directly to the anode.  The 

electrons instead gyrate along the magnetic field lines inside the discharge channel with a 

gyroradius (or Larmor radius, rL) defined by the applied magnetic field and the particle's velocity 

perpendicular to the magnetic field (v⊥): 

    
   

  
 

  

  
 3.3-1 

where m is the mass of an electron, q is the particle's charge, B is the magnetic field magnitude, 

and ωc is the electron cyclotron frequency.  Similarly, ions gyrate due to the presence of the 

applied magnetic field according to  
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 3.3-2 

where RL is the ion Larmor radius, V⊥ is the ion velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field, and 

Ωi is the ion cyclotron frequency.  However, the gyroradius of an ion (on the order of km's) is 

many orders of magnitude greater than that of an electron (on the order of mm's) for a typical Hall 

thruster magnetic fields due to the mass ratio of the two particles (M ~ 2.18x10
-25

 kg vs. m ~ 

9.1x10
-31

 kg).  With Hall thruster peak radial magnetic field strengths rarely exceeding 300 G, 

Equations 3.3-1 and 3.3-2 show that electrons are well confined to the discharge channel via the 

magnetic field (these electrons are considered "magnetized") whereas ions are largely unaffected 

by the magnetic field.   

 The electrical circuit created between the anode and cathode is closed by diffusion of the 

electrons to the anode enabled by collisional processes and electrostatic fluctuations in the plasma 

discharge; similar phenomena cause diffusion of a portion of the electron population to the 

discharge channel walls.  Because the strong radial magnetic field significantly reduces axial 

electron mobility, the discharge voltage created between the anode and cathode is distributed 

axially within the quasi-neutral plasma over long distances compared to the Debye length [3].  

This results in a predominantly axial electric field across the discharge channel's width and along 

its length.   

 In addition to the gyration induced by the radial magnetic field, the perpendicular 

intersection of the magnetic and electric fields generate an azimuthal (ExB) drift on the electrons 

based on the Lorentz force: 

            3.3-3 

where F is the net force vector on the particle and v is the particle's velocity vector.  Solving this 

equation for the transverse velocity of the particle gives 
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 3.3-4 

where vE is the ExB ("E cross B") drift velocity of the electrons.  Although this drift is generally 

considered the sole mechanism of confining electrons to their azimuthal paths around the annular 

discharge channel, recent studies have suggested that electrons may travel in predominantly linear 

paths between the inner and outer channel walls (essentially bouncing between them) while 

migrating azimuthally around the channel.  These paths trace helical trajectories in the azimuthal 

direction and are caused by the non-axial electric field near the discharge channel walls (a plasma 

sheath effect that repels electrons towards the channel centerline) and the magnetic mirroring 

effect of the thruster’s magnetic circuit near channel surfaces [31].  The combination of the 

cyclotron motion of electrons along the magnetic lines of force and the ExB drift effectively 

confines the electrons within the discharge channel.   

 The electrons confined to the magnetic field near the discharge channel's exit efficiently 

ionize neutral gas particles injected into the channel from the anode; this occurs in what is known 

as the ionization region.  Care must be taken in the design of a Hall thruster such that the vast 

majority of injected neutral propellant becomes ionized and accelerated to generate useful thrust.  

The ratio of the ionized particle flux exiting the discharge plasma (Γexit) to the neutral particle flux 

incident on the discharge plasma (Γincident) over the discharge plasma thickness (t) is represented 

by 

 
     

         
           3.3-5 

where λi is the ionization mean free path.  According to Equation 3.3-5, achieving a minimum 

ionization fraction of 95% requires the plasma thickness to be at least three times the ionization 

mean free path.  This leads to a key Hall thruster scaling law: 
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               3.3-6 

Neutrals that are successfully ionized by the energetic electrons confined in the discharge plasma 

are too massive to be significantly affected by the transverse magnetic field as shown by Equation 

3.3-1; these ions are electrostatically accelerated by the axial electric field to produce thrust.   

Low-frequency oscillatory behavior is a common characteristic of Hall thruster operation.  

The discharge's ion density fluctuates due to a periodic depletion of neutral gas in the ionization 

region, giving way to related fluctuations in electron conductivity through the radial magnetic 

field (towards the anode).  These effects, which are essentially predator-prey interactions between 

the electrons and neutral particles in the ionization zone, yield discharge current oscillations on 

the time scale of neutral replenishment.  These oscillations are called "breathing modes" or 

"predator-prey modes" and typically occur with an amplitude of between 30% - 100 % of the 

discharge current at a frequency on the order of 10 - 30 kHz [3]. 

Unlike gridded ion thrusters, space charge limitations are not a concern for Hall thrusters 

as the acceleration of ions occurs in the plasma region near the discharge channel exit, allowing 

for higher ion current and thrust densities [3].  Additionally, Hall thrusters require a single hollow 

cathode to provide electrons to both ionize the neutral propellant (thereby maintaining the plasma 

discharge) and to neutralize the beam.  By contrast, gridded ion thrusters require two hollow 

cathodes: one to ionize the propellant inside the thruster and a second to neutralize the external 

plasma beam.  

A diagram of the voltage distribution common in Hall thrusters is shown in Figure 3.3-1.  

The potential between the anode and cathode is the discharge voltage.  The cathode-ground 

voltage (Vcg) is the negative potential between the cathode and ground.  The plasma potential (Vp) 

is the voltage measured from ground to the beam’s floating potential.  The beam voltage, which 
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represents the net accelerating potential for ions born inside a Hall thruster's discharge channel, is 

the potential between the anode and the plasma potential.   

 

Figure 3.3-1:  Typical Hall thruster voltage distribution along the length of the discharge 

channel. 

The plasma physics involved in Hall thrusters are far more complicated than in ion 

thrusters; the results of these physics have a direct relation to the thruster’s efficiency, 

performance, and life as has been discussed in the literature [29–34].  In general, flight-qualified 

Hall thrusters have lower efficiency and specific impulse than ion thrusters at the same power 

level, but tend to yield higher thrust-to-power ratios [35,36].  Additionally, the propellant 

throughput of conventional Hall thrusters is generally greater than ion thrusters despite their 

shorter useful life, generating nearly comparable total delivered impulse [3].  

3.4. Life-Limiting Factors 

The primary life-limiting factor for Hall thrusters is ion bombardment erosion of the 

discharge channel walls.  Due to the zero net current condition at the insulating walls, a large 

sheath potential forms to reject the bulk of the electron population.  This electron repelling sheath 

generates a significant drop in the potential structure and creates a radial electric field component 
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local to the channel surfaces that, along with variations in the discharge potential (discussed in 

Section 3.6), accelerates nearby ions into the walls; this is shown in Figure 3.4-1 [1,37–39].  The 

resulting sputter erosion is concentrated near the exit plane and can wear through the discharge 

channel walls, exposing the thruster’s pole pieces to ion bombardment.  The complete erosion of 

the discharge channel walls is considered a "soft failure" as it does not necessarily end the useful 

life of the Hall thruster; the device may operate after the discharge channel walls erode with only 

a minor impact on performance [40].  This suggests that, while soft failures may be used to 

characterize the longevity of certain Hall thruster components, the complete erosion of the 

discharge channel walls and exposure of the pole pieces to the plasma is only a part of the total 

operational lifetime of a Hall thruster [40]. 

 

Figure 3.4-1: Illustration of the wall sheath potential structure (Φs) in an unshielded Hall 

thruster and its effect on the ion and electron populations in the bulk plasma. 

Another key performance-limiting factor in Hall thrusters is high-energy electron power 

loss to the discharge channel walls causing overheating and adverse thermal effects.  In 

conventional Hall thrusters, the radial magnetic field lines near the exit plane intersect the channel 

walls, as shown in Figure 2.4-1.  High-energy electrons gyrate along these field lines, and the 
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most energetic ones bombard the discharge channel walls while the bulk of the distribution is 

reflected back into the plasma by either the plasma sheath or the magnetic mirror created at the 

pole pieces.  This high-energy electron power deposition results in performance-robbing heating 

of the Hall thruster structure that can also affect operational lifetime due to temperature 

limitations of the thruster’s materials and construction [3,41].   

 

Figure 3.4-2: Illustration of the magnetic field topology in an unshielded Hall thruster. 

 The effects of ion bombardment and electron power loss increase rapidly in low-power 

Hall thrusters, primarily due to their characteristically larger surface-to-volume ratios.  The 

erosion rates of conventionally sized and miniature Hall thrusters may be comparable; however, 

shorter operational lifetimes are always observed in miniature devices due to their reduced 

channel wall thickness.  Operational lifetimes of miniature Hall thrusters are generally low, 

ranging from tens of minutes to hundreds of hours with few devices surviving beyond 1,000 hours 

[42–49]. 

3.5. Low-Power Hall Thrusters 

A significant portion of the recent research on micro-propulsion technologies has focused 

on gridded ion thrusters due to their favorable performance at the 1 – 5 cm scale [50–57].  Of note 
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is the 3 cm Miniature Xenon Ion (MiXI) thruster developed by R. Wirz, et al, which demonstrated 

thrust values of up to 1.55 mN with a specific impulse of over 3,000 s and a total efficiency of up 

to 56% [54,57].  On the other hand, Hall thrusters tend to show poor efficiency (generally below 

50%) and life (generally 100’s of hours, sometimes exceeding 1,000 hours) when scaled down to 

the sub-7 cm regime [46–49,58–60].  To combat low performance and efficiency caused by high 

surface-to-volume ratios, miniature Hall thrusters are often designed with large discharge 

channels relative to the size of the thruster.  This corresponds to an increased channel volume 

compared to the channel surface area, thereby reducing the surface-to-volume ratio at reduced 

scales.  The discharge channel width-to-mean-diameter ratios (b/dm) for a variety Hall thrusters 

are plotted in Figure 3.5-1 against their power level, showing the increasing trend of b/dm as a 

Hall thruster’s scale is reduced. 

 

Figure 3.5-1: Trends of discharge channel width-to-mean-diameter ratio vs. input power for a 

variety of Hall thrusters [46–48,58–61]. 
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Low-power Hall thrusters have traditionally been used for spacecraft station keeping, and 

numerous devices of varying sizes and performance levels have been developed over the past 

several decades to this end.  The French designed SPT-20 thruster has an operational power of 

approximately 50 W with 20 mm discharge channel outer diameter.  It has demonstrated up to 

5 mN of thrust with a specific impulse of 1,000 s at an efficiency of approximately 15% [61].  

The SPT-30 is a Russian-developed miniature Hall thruster with a 30 mm discharge channel outer 

diameter which nominally operates at 200 W.  At this power condition, the SPT-30 produces 

approximately 11 mN of thrust at an specific impulse of 1,170 s with an efficiency of up to 32% 

and has an estimated operational lifetime of more than 600 h [58].  The Russian SPT-50 employs 

a 50 mm discharge channel outer diameter and, during operation between 350 - 500 W, 

demonstrates a maximum anode efficiency of nearly 40% with a thrust of between 20 - 30 mN 

and a specific impulse of between 1,300 - 2,000 s; a flight-demonstrated lifetime of 

approximately 2,500 h is reported in the literature [49,61].   The A3 thruster, a 60 mm Russian 

design, shows very similar thrust, specific impulse, and efficiency performance to the SPT-50 

[61].  The Russian SPT-70 (70 mm discharge channel outer diameter) has a nominal power of 

approximately 700 W and develops approximately 40 mN of thrust, a specific impulse of 

approximately 1,500 s, and has a claimed flight-demonstrated lifetime of approximately 3,100 h 

[49].  In an effort to examine the operation of micro-Hall thrusters, a 4 mm channel diameter Hall 

thruster was developed at Stanford University.  The thruster was operated at 10 - 40 W, yielding 

0.6 - 1.6 mN of thrust at a specific impulse of 300 - 850 s [42,43].  The anode efficiency remained 

in the range of 10 - 15% and the device demonstrated a limited useful operational lifetime of 

~20 minutes before the discharge stability was compromised by thermal drift [42,43].     
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In recent years, several new high performance low-power Hall thrusters have been 

developed.  The CAM200, a derivative of the CAMILA thruster developed in Israel, has been 

demonstrated from approximately 100 W up to nearly 400 W with a nominal power in the 250 W 

range [62].  This device demonstrated a maximum thrust of over 20 mN with a specific impulse 

of approximately 1700s at an anode efficiency of approximately 47%; the nominal performance is 

approximately 11 mN, 1500 s, and 37%, respectively [62].  The Fakel-designed Plas-40 Hall 

thruster has been demonstrated over a power range of 100 W to 650 W with maximum thrust, 

specific impulse, and anode efficiency of over 40 mN, over 1,800 s, and nearly 50%, respectively 

[63].  While a nominal operating point was not specified in the cited literature, the thruster is 

reported to have a lifetime of over 4,000 h at an operating power of 200 W (Vd of 160 V), 

corresponding to a thrust of 15 mN, a specific impulse of over 800 s, and an anode efficiency of 

approximately 30% [63].  Sitael (Italy) has developed two low-power Hall thruster, the HT100 

and HT400, which have also shown promising performance.  The HT100 has a nominal thrust of 

8.5 mN at an anode efficiency of nearly 35% at a discharge power of 175W; thrust and specific 

impulse values of up to 16 mN and 1,450 s have been reported over the thruster's power range of 

120 W to 300 W [64].  Additionally, the HT100 has completed over 940 h published 

(approximately 1,700 h reported at the time of the paper's presentation) of continuous firing 

during an endurance life test [64].  While the HT400 is still under development, it has a 

demonstrated power range of 350W to 800 W, thrust values between 20 mN and 50 mN, a 

specific impulse range of  1,100 s to 1,800 s, anode efficiencies ranging from 30% to 50%, and 

has a predicted lifetime of 4,000 h [64].   
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Figure 3.5-2: Photograph of the Busek BHT-200 Hall thruster [68]. 

One of the most well-documented low-power Hall thrusters is the Busek BHT-200, shown 

in Figure 3.5-2.  This 200 W Hall thruster employs a 3 cm discharge channel outer diameter and 

is capable of 12.8 mN of thrust and a specific impulse of 1,390 s at an anode efficiency of 44%; a 

second nominal point specified in the literature is 11.4 mN, 1,570 s, and 42% [44–48,65].  It has 

been utilized to validate numerous computational plume models for laboratory thrusters and has 

been used for a variety of Hall thruster cluster investigations [46,47,66,67].  Experimentally 

determined useful lifetimes of over 1,700 h have been observed; however, operational times 

between 1,300 - 1,500 h have led to failure of the thruster's nose-cone, exposing the centerline 

pole pieces to ion bombardment [48].  As the current state of the art in low-power Hall thruster 

design, the BHT-200 is considered a benchmark of miniature Hall thruster performance. 

 A summary of the size, power level, and performance of the aforementioned low-power 

Hall thrusters is presented in Table 3.5-1. 
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Table 3.5-1.  Summary of the size, power, performance, and useful life of a selection of low-power 

Hall thrusters. 

Name dchannel (mm) Pd (W) T (mN) Isp (s) ηa Useful Life (h) 

Micro-Hall 4 10 - 40 0.6 - 1.6 300 - 850 10 - 15% 0.33 

       
SPT-20 20 50 5 1,000 15% - 

       
HT100 - 175 8.5 - 35% 1700+ 

 
- 120 - 300 16 1,450 - - 

       
BHT-200 30 200 12.8 1,390 44% - 

 
30 200 11.4 1,570 42% 1700+ 

       
SPT-30 30 200 11 1,170 32% 600 

       
Plas-40 40 200 17 950 30% 4000 

 
40 100 - 650 40 <1880 50% - 

       
CAM200 - 250 11 1,500 37% - 

 
- 100 - 400 20 1,700 47% - 

       
HT400 - 350 - 800 20 - 50 1,100 - 1,800 30 - 50% - 

       
SPT-50 50 350 - 500 20 - 30 1,300 - 2,000 40% 2500 

       
A3 60 350 - 500 20 - 30 1,300 - 2,000 40% - 

       
SPT-70 70 700 40 1,500   3100 

 

3.6. Magnetic Shielding Theory 

Magnetic shielding is a method of significantly reducing the life-limiting factors of Hall 

thruster through the careful design of the magnetic field topology, yielding improvements to 

operational lifetimes on the order of 100 - 1000x [1].  Magnetic shielding was first described by 

JPL and Aerojet-Rocketdyne after the BPT-4000 reached a near-zero-erosion state after 

approximately 5,600 hours into a 10,400 hour wear test [2,38].  In a series of simulations and 

experiments using a modified version of JPL's 6 kW H6 Hall thruster (called the H6MS), a more 

complete understanding of the physics of magnetic shielding was realized; the unique field 
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topology was shown to reduce erosion rates by up to three orders of magnitude compared to 

unshielded Hall thrusters [1,38,39].  The extensibility of magnetic shielding to higher specific 

impulse, high power density, higher power, lower power, and alternate wall materials are key 

questions now being addressed by NASA as the limits of magnetic shielding are explored [69–

75].   

Magnetically shielded Hall thrusters benefit from a unique magnetic field topology that 

prevents the field lines from intersecting the discharge channel walls in the ionization and 

acceleration regions.  Instead, the lines of force originating from both the inner and outer poles 

curve around the downstream edges of the discharge channel and follow the channel surfaces 

towards the anode (see Figure 3.6-1).  It should be noted that the magnetic field line passing 

closest to, but not touching or intersecting, the discharge channel walls is known as the "grazing 

line."  The shape and depth of penetration of the grazing line are key factors in the ultimate 

performance of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster. 

 

Figure 3.6-1: Illustration of the field topology in a magnetically shielded Hall thruster. 

Two important properties of Hall thrusters originally identified by Morozov in the 1960's 

and 1970's are exploited in a magnetically shielded field topology: the near isothermality and 
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approximate equipotentialization of the magnetic field lines [34,76,77].  The isothermality of the 

lines of force means that the electron temperature (Te) along a field line is essentially constant: 

        3.6-1 

where Te0 is the reference, or channel centerline, electron temperature.  This is a valid assumption 

due to the high electron mobility along a field line, which enables any fluctuations in electron 

energy to be nearly immediately distributed throughout that field line's electron population.  This 

property allows the deep-penetrating magnetic field lines in an MS configuration to capture cold 

(~5 eV) electrons near the anode and transport them adjacent to the discharge channel surfaces, 

maintaining a low average Te  near the wall [1,39,78].  Because the sheath potential is a function 

of Te for a given material, low electron temperatures at the discharge channel surfaces produce 

reduced wall sheath potential drops.  This then reduces the energy of ions passing through the 

sheath potential and bombarding the wall. 

Another byproduct of the cold electron temperature near the channel walls is observed 

through the thermalized potential equation: 

            
  

   
  3.6-2 

where Ф is the plasma potential, ne is the electron density, and the subscript 0 denotes the channel 

centerline (reference) values.  The electron density decreases away from the discharge channel 

centerline as a result of two primary factors: first, the majority of the electron population is 

reflected away from the walls due to the plasma sheath with a minor, if not negligible, 

contribution from magnetic mirroring effects; second, the highest energy electrons that are not 

reflected by the sheath subsequently are lost to the channel walls [31].  This radial electron 

density variation causes the natural log term in Equation 3.6-2 to be negative, thereby reducing 

the plasma potential across the discharge channel.  However, cold electron temperatures near the 
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channel surfaces (a result of field line isothermality and a magnetically shielded field topology) 

reduces the value of the temperature term attached to the natural log, making the total change in 

plasma potential small compared to the reference (centerline) value.  This enables the assumption 

of magnetic-force-line equipotentialization to hold to a greater extent near the channel walls than 

in unshielded Hall thrusters, maintaining a plasma potential close to that of the discharge voltage 

along the length of the discharge channel [1,39,78].  The effects of the approximate field line 

isothermality and equipotentialization on electron temperature and discharge potential are shown 

in Figure 3.6-2, where the upper half of a Hall thruster's discharge channel is depicted with 

representative magnetic field structures and resulting electric field orientations [37].  

 

Figure 3.6-2: Illustration of the upper half of a Hall thruster's discharge channel with 

representative magnetic field structures (top) and electron temperature and discharge plasma 

potential profiles (bottom) [37].  Left: general features of Hall thruster operation with typical 

profiles along the channel centerline (CL).  Middle: field topology and profiles observed in 

unshielded Hall thrusters.  Right: field topology and profiles observed in magnetically shielded 

Hall thrusters. 

 The combination of the approximate isothermality and equipotentialization of the field 

lines in a magnetically shielded Hall thruster ultimately enables the observed increase in thruster 
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operational life.  The essentially constant discharge potential across and along the channel nearly 

eliminates the radial component of the electric field near the channel surfaces, preventing ions 

from being accelerated with significant energy towards the channel walls.  A carefully selected 

channel geometry and magnetic field design aids in directing the electric field nearly 

perpendicular to the discharge channel surfaces (see Figure 3.6-2) [1,37,39,78].  The kinetic 

energy gained by ions that are accelerated towards the channel walls is further reduced by the low 

sheath potential drops along the channel surfaces.  Ion bombardment sputter erosion of the 

channel is therefore effectively eliminated, resulting in an increase of thruster lifetimes by as 

much as a factor of 1,000 compared to unshielded Hall thrusters [1,39,78].  Additionally, because 

the field lines do not intersect with the channel walls, high-energy electron confinement is 

improved while power deposition to the walls is reduced [1,39,78].  A representative illustration 

of the wall sheath potential structure and the paths of ions and electrons near the channel walls in 

a magnetically shielded Hall thruster is presented in Figure 3.6-3, showing that ions accelerated 

towards the insulating channel walls have insufficient energy to cause significant ion 

bombardment erosion.   
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Figure 3.6-3: Illustration of the wall sheath potential structure in a magnetically shielded Hall 

thruster and its effect on the ion and electron populations in the bulk plasma.  The sheath 

potential structure for an unshielded thruster is also shown for comparison (dashed line). 

 During the testing of EP devices, energetic carbon atoms are liberated from the graphite 

material lining the vacuum chamber walls due to the incident plasma beam.  These atoms travel 

randomly and are generally deposited on the first surface they contact.  The buildup of carbon on 

a surface suggests a lack of plasma-induced erosion; “cleaning” of a surfaces is caused by ion-

bombardment or other plasma-surface interaction mechanisms.  In the case of a magnetically 

shielded Hall thruster, the lack of significant ion bombardment sputter erosion of the discharge 

channel walls enables a net deposition of these carbon atoms on the channel surfaces, resulting in 

a significant blackening the discharge channel after a sufficiently long test (on the order of ~10 h 

or less) [1,74].  While this is not conclusive evidence, this feature enables a visual indication that 

magnetic shielding may have been achieved.   

 In terms of performance, the implementation of magnetic shielding on the H6 Hall thruster 

resulted in a slight drop in efficiency (<2%), a significant drop in insulator ring (discharge 

channel downstream edge) temperature (12-16%), and an increase in specific impulse (~3%) 
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primarily due to an increase in multiply charged ions from the decreased electron wall losses and 

resulting higher electron temperature [1,37,39,78].   

3.7. Concluding Remarks 

 In this chapter, the geometry, types, operation, performance theory, and magnetic 

shielding of Hall thrusters was discussed.  The life limiting factors of Hall thrusters, including 

sputter erosion and electron power loss to the channel walls, were introduced.  These life limiting 

factors were shown to have a greater effect on a thruster’s operational life as the scale (power) of 

the device is reduced due to an increasing surface-to-volume ration of the discharge channel, 

which encourages increased plasma-wall interactions.  A review of numerous low-power Hall 

thrusters was presented, showing that anode efficiencies of approximately 40% or less and total 

operational lifetimes on the order of 1,000 hours are common.  The chapter concluded with a 

summary of the concept and theory behind magnetically shielded Hall thrusters.  By achieving a 

specific magnetic field topology, two key properties of Hall thruster operation are exploited: near 

field line isothermality and approximate force-line equipotentialization.  These factors 

significantly decrease ion bombardment erosion and electron heating of the discharge channel 

walls, resulting in a significant increase of a thruster’s useful life.  The 6 kW H6MS magnetically 

shielded Hall thruster was calculated to a ~1,000x improvement in useful life with minimal 

effects to its performance.  To explore the scalability of magnetic shielding, a magnetically 

shielded miniature Hall thruster was developed and tested.  Chapter 4 introduces this thruster, 

providing an overview of its key design features and projected performance.   
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Chapter 4 

MAGNETICALLY SHIELDED MINIATURE HALL THRUSTER: PRELIMINARY 

DESIGN AND PROJECTED PERFORMANCE 

 

This chapter introduces the device designed and built to undertake this thesis research: the 

magnetically shielded miniature (MaSMi) Hall thruster.  Section 4.1 discusses the early 

development of the thruster and initial performance estimates based on scaling arguments.  The 

key features of the device are also outlined.  More detailed performance modeling for the 

magnetically shielded miniature Hall thruster are presented in Section 4.2.  Included is a 

discussion of the unique features of the magnetically shielded miniature Hall thruster’s far-field 

magnetic field topology.  Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.3. 

4.1. Preliminary Design of the MaSMi-40 

4.1.1. Scaling Methodology and Results 

Hall thrusters present unique design challenges as they are scaled to the sub-7 cm outer 

channel diameter regime.  These challenges include, but are not limited to, reducing the ion 

bombardment erosion of the discharge channel, decreasing high-energy electron loss to the 

channel walls, and developing a symmetric magnetic circuit to avoid localized magnetic field 

concentrations [41].  Although these challenges are not dissimilar to those faced in the design of 

conventionally sized Hall thrusters, their effects are more significant in miniature devices due to 

higher surface-to-volume ratios and reduced discharge channel dimensions.  The increasing 

surface-to-volume ratio as nominal power level is reduced significantly contributes to the non-

linear scaling of miniature Hall thrusters [59,60].  No scaling methods have been developed for 
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magnetically shielded thrusters to date; therefore, a proven scaling methodology for unshielded 

Hall thrusters was applied to the MaSMi-40 as a means to roughly approximate the performance 

of the device [59,60].  The scaling method requires full knowledge of the geometry and 

performance of several reference thrusters which will be effectively scaled to the desired power 

level [59,60].  The performance of the scaled thruster can then be predicted using a set of physical 

relationships based on the ratios of the scaled and reference thrusters’ fundamental performance 

parameters.   

The five fundamental parameters required for this scaling procedure are discharge channel 

mean diameter, discharge channel width, discharge channel length (L), discharge voltage, and 

propellant gas particle density exiting the anode (na).  Values for both the reference thruster(s) 

(ref) and the target thruster design are needed for each of these five parameters; ratios between the 

target thruster and the reference thruster are used for the scaling process: 

 
  

    
 

 

    
 

 

    
 
  

    
 
  

    
    4.1-1 

The discharge current is proportional to the anode propellant mass flow rate, which in turn is 

proportional to the product of the anode propellant particle density, the mass of a xenon atom, the 

effective exhaust velocity, the discharge channel mean diameter, and the discharge channel width.  

This is expressed as 

                         4.1-2 

Therefore, assuming the same exhaust velocity and propellant type for the reference and target 

thrusters, the ratio of discharge currents between the two can be calculated as 
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Multiplying Equation 4.1-3 by the voltage term from Equation 4.1-1 yields the discharge power 

ratio for the reference (Pref) and target thruster, defined as 

 
  

    
  

  

    
  

  

    
  

  

    
  

 

    
     4.1-4 

The thrust can be calculated from a slightly modified version of Equation 3.1-1: 

         4.1-5 

where the ion exhaust velocity and ion mass flow rate only consider singly and doubly charged 

ions and are given by 

          
             

 
   

                

 
 4.1-6 

      
    
 

        4.1-7 

where α is the doubly charged correction factor and ηloss accounts for power losses to the wall, 

anode, and propellant ionization.  Lastly, the specific impulse used for this scaling method is 

calculated by combining Equations 4.1-5 and 3.1-4. 

Using the BHT-200, A-3, and SPT-100 as the reference thrusters, a thruster model with a 

~40 mm discharge channel outer diameter was generated (the MaSMi-40) [47,48,58–60].  The 

discharge power, thrust, and specific impulse were calculated and plotted against the reference 

thrusters’ channel diameters, as shown in Figure 4.1-1.  The non-linear scaling trends result from 

the many variables changing in the optimization of each design.  The applied scaling laws predict 

a discharge power of approximately 320 W, a thrust of approximately 19 mN, and a specific 

impulse of approximately 1380 s.   
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Figure 4.1-1: Predicted discharge power, thrust, and specific impulse for the MaSMi-40 based on 

scaling laws.  The diamonds represent MaSMi-40’s predicted performance based on each 

reference thruster (BHT-200, A3, and SPT-100) and the circles represent MaSMi-40’s predicted 

performance averaged over the reference thrusters. 

4.1.2. Geometry 

 The design of the MaSMi-40's magnetic circuit was completed using the design process 

outlined in [79].  The thruster has a channel width-to-mean-diameter ratio of 0.222, placing it in 

line with the trends of unshielded miniature Hall thrusters shown in Figure 3.5-1.  The MaSMi-40 

employs a variable-placement anode, permitting a discharge channel length of up to twice the 

width.   

4.1.3. Magnetic Field 

 The computational model of the thruster’s magnetic circuit predicted a magnetically 

shielded field topology with no intersection of the magnetic field lines and the discharge channel 

walls.  Additionally, a maximum radial magnetic field strength along the channel centerline 

(Br,max) of over 200 G was predicted.  This exceeded the Br,max required to constrain electron 

Larmor radii to 10% of the discharge channel width (assuming an electron temperature of 20 eV) 

as is generally deemed optimal [3].  
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4.2. Performance Modeling 

4.2.1. Power Balance 

The total power deposition to the discharge channel walls and anode was estimated based 

on the thruster’s expected operational parameters.  It should be noted that the equations used for 

this power deposition model were developed for unshielded Hall thrusters.  A linear curve fit of 

the secondary electron yield of boron nitride was used to predict finite secondary electron yields 

at low incident energies [80].  The electron temperature at the thruster exit plane was then 

calculated using an iterative process outlined in the literature based on the linear secondary 

electron yields and the thruster operating parameters [3].  The discharge power, which by 

definition is equal to the total power out of the thruster, is modeled to the first order as 

                   4.2-1 

where Pb is the beam power, Pw is the power deposited to the discharge channel walls by 

electrons and ions, Pa is the power deposited to the anode by electrons, PR is the plasma’s 

radiative power loss, and Pi is the power to produce ions that either become the beam or bombard 

the channel walls.  These power terms are presented in the literature as 

         4.2-2 

 

          
   
 

 

 
  

 
  

  
 

 
  

 
   
    

 

 
 
   
 

        4.2-3 

                  4.2-4 

                 4.2-5 

                               
  4.2-6 

where Aw is the surface area of the inner and outer discharge channel walls in contact with the 

plasma, ε is the pre-sheath ion energy, TeV is the electron temperature in electron volts, Ia is the 
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current to the anode,        is the excitation reaction rate coefficient including the excitation cross 

section and the electron velocity, V is the volume of the high-temperature plasma region, Iiw is the 

ion current to the walls, U
+
 is the ionization potential, Iew is the electron current to the walls, and γ 

is the secondary electron yield [3].   

To complete this analysis, several assumptions were made.  The anode-region electron 

temperature was assumed to be 4 eV and the axial depth of the high-density plasma near the exit-

region of the thruster was assumed to be 3 mm.  The current and voltage efficiencies were 

assumed to be 70% and 90%, respectively, and the magnetic field strength at the peak field point 

was assumed to be 160 G.  A discharge current of 1.3 A and a total propellant flow rate of 

20 sccm were also assumed.  Using these assumptions and the known MaSMi-40 thruster 

dimensions, the various power loss terms presented in Equations 4.2-2 through 4.2-6, in addition 

to the beam power and the electron temperature, were calculated as functions of the discharge 

voltage.   

The beam power, the net power carried by the plasma beam, was approximately 245 W 

according to the unshielded power model.  The power deposited to the channel walls is broken 

into two terms: the first is the power deposition of electrons that overcome the repelling sheath 

potential and the second is the power deposition of ions that fall through the pre-sheath and sheath 

potentials (the cooling effect of emitted secondary electrons is neglected).  Electron and ion 

heating of the walls accounted for approximately 115 W and 5 W, respectively, of the predicted 

total 145 W of power dissipated to the discharge channel walls.  The remaining 25 W consisted of 

contributions from xenon ionization, electron power deposition to the anode, and radiation.  The 

xenon ionization power predicted to be approximately 13 W and was not sensitive to changes in 

the thruster model’s operation conditions.  The power deposited to the anode was calculated based 
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on the assumption that the discharge current was effectively equal to the electron current collected 

at the anode and assumed that the plasma potential was equal or slightly higher than the anode 

potential.  Electrons were assumed to deposit 2TeV of energy from the plasma to the anode, 

totaling to approximately 11 W of power loss for the unshielded model.  The radiative power loss 

is the thermal power radiated by the plasma volume (the product of the discharge channel cross-

sectional area and the axial thickness of the high-temperature plasma region) based on the 

excitation of neutrals in the plasma.  Radiative power losses for the unshielded thruster totaled to 

approximately 3 W.  The power to produce ions is the sum of the power used to generate the 

beam ions (product of the beam current and the ionization potential) and the power used to create 

ions that will bombard the discharge channel walls (product of the ion current to the walls and the 

ionization potential).  Alternatively, this power can be calculated based on the beam efficiency 

and the electron current to the discharge channel walls, accounting for emitted secondary 

electrons; the sum of these factors is multiplied by the discharge current and ionization potential.  

Ionization power to the beam and wall ions totaled to approximately 17 W for the unshielded 

thruster model.  Other terms, including the power electrons may carry into the beam, are generally 

small and were neglected [3].    

 For MaSMi-40’s original expected operating conditions (300 V, 1.3 A), the electron 

temperature was calculated to be approximately 18 eV with a total power deposition of 

approximately 145 W according to the power model.  Figure 4.2-1 shows the electron temperature 

and total power deposition to the discharge channel walls and anode for a variety of discharge 

voltages at the expected operation discharge current of 1.3 A.  An additional 35 W of power was 

expected to be generated by the two magnetic coils during nominal operation based on a 

temperature-sensitive model relating applied current and resulting magnetic field strength.  The 
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180 W of thermal power generated by the operation of the MaSMi-40 represented a significant 

challenge for long-duration operation. 

 

Figure 4.2-1: Estimated electron temperature and total power deposition as a function of 

discharge voltage for a ~40 mm unshielded Hall thruster operating at 1.3 A discharge current. 

4.2.2. Thermal Design 

A basic radiative-heat transfer thermal balance was performed to determine MaSMi-40’s 

approximate operating temperature based on the power deposition model presented in Section 

4.2.1.  Assuming no conduction, a total power loss of 180 W, an emissivity of 0.3 (bare Hiperco), 

and a radiation area equal to the surface area of the thruster body, the predicted equilibrium 

operation temperature was approximately 660°C, which far exceeded the thermal rating of the 

insulated magnet coil wire (~ 400°C).  In order to efficiently dissipate the predicted 180 W of 

power loss, a thermal radiator was constructed to fit over the thruster’s outer core.  The radiator 

(affectionately called the "X-Wing" radiator) was constructed from four 1.6 mm copper sheets 

with a quarter-circular bend in the center and bolted together tightly in the shape of an “X” to 

ensure thermal contact with the thruster body.  The two upper fins were spread apart for greater 
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surface area.  The radiator, with a total space-viewing surface area of approximately 1000 cm
2
, 

was oxidized (emissivity approximated at 0.75) to yield a predicted thruster operation temperature 

of approximately 370°C, assuming a 50% radiator efficiency.  A photograph of the MaSMi-40 

mounted in its thermal radiator is presented in Figure 4.2-2. 

 

Figure 4.2-2: Photograph of the MaSMi-40 fitted with the "X-Wing" radiator and hollow 

cathode. 

4.2.3. Separatrix Analysis 

Conventional Hall thrusters generally have one of two magnetic coil configurations to 

achieve the desired field topology.  The first configuration uses discrete outer coils located at 

multiple, equally spaced azimuthal locations oriented parallel to the thruster’s axis.  These coils 

are magnetically coupled to the thruster’s magnetic core to complete the thruster’s magnetic 

circuit.  The second thruster configuration uses a single outer coil, concentric with the thruster 

discharge channel and oriented along the thruster axis.  This single coil is generally sheathed by 
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the thruster’s outer magnetic core to connect the coil to the thruster’s magnetic circuit.  In either 

thruster design, a single inner magnet coil located radially inward from the inner wall of the 

discharge channel may be implemented.  Thrusters using discrete outer coils generate two species 

of field lines that extend outside the thruster body.  The first circulates through the magnetic 

circuit and then travels from the inner pole to the outer pole.  The second extends from the front 

of the outer coils and reconnects at the back of the outer coils, traveling around the thruster body 

(not conducted by the magnetic circuit).  The boundary between the two regions of similarly 

connected flux lines is called the separatrix.  Figure 4.2-3 shows the magnetic field structure of a 

Hall thruster using discrete outer coils, highlighting the location of the separatrix.  Thrusters using 

a single outer coil generate only one magnetic field line species that extend outside the thruster 

body.  These field lines travel from the thruster inner pole and reconnect at the outer pole, sides, 

and rear of the thruster body to be circulated through the thruster’s magnetic circuit.  In this type 

of thruster configuration, no separatrix exists in the magnetic field topology. 
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Figure 4.2-3: Magnetic field structure of a Hall thruster with discrete outer coils showing the two 

species of magnetic field lines and the location of the separatrix [81]. 

 The placement of the thruster’s hollow cathode is a critical design feature depending on a 

thruster’s magnetic coil configuration.  Work is necessary for electrons born from the cathode to 

travel to the anode and ion beam, overcoming both strong magnetic fields and insufficient 

collision frequency, to maintain charge quasi-neutrality.  The minimization of this work, which 

can be considered an energy loss mechanism, results in more effective cathode coupling with the 

thruster and improved thruster efficiency [82,83].  In a series of cathode coupling investigations 

using a BPT-2000 Hall thruster (which uses four discrete outer coils), it was determined that 

placing a Hall thruster’s hollow cathode orifice within the separatrix (towards the thruster’s 

centerline) yielded significantly better thruster efficiency and improved cathode coupling [82,83].   

To demonstrate that cathode coupling issues should be minor with the MaSMi-40, the 

thruster's far-field magnetic field structure was simulated to confirm that no separatrix existed in 

the field topology (recall that the MaSMi-40 utilizes a single outer magnetic coil design).  As 
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expected, the fields model predicted that that no separatrix exists in MaSMi-40’s external 

magnetic field structure.  Therefore, cathode placement was expected to have a minimal impact 

on thruster performance. 

4.3. Concluding Remarks 

 The basic design and features of the MaSMi-40 were discussed throughout this chapter.  

The scaling methodology used to predict ballpark performance figures of the MaSMi-40 was 

reviewed.  More involved performance estimates were made, accompanied by a discharge channel 

power balance and thermal balance model to predict the thruster’s plasma-wall interaction effects 

and operating temperature.  MaSMi-40’s local and far-field magnetic field topology was also 

predicted by commercial magnetic fields modeling software.  Results from the simulations 

suggested that strong cathode coupling would be relatively insensitive to cathode placement 

relative to the thruster.  With design and fabrication complete, the MaSMi-40 was prepared for 

experimental testing.  An overview of the experimental facilities and diagnostics used for the 

performance testing are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES, DIAGNOSTICS, AND TEST SETUPS 

  

 Chapter 5 reviews the tools utilized to characterize the performance of the MaSMi Hall 

thruster.  Section 5.1 describes the vacuum chamber and experimental equipment central to the 

UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility.  Section 5.2 presents the experimental vacuum system 

and diagnostic equipment at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory's High Bay Facility.   A 

discussion of the various diagnostics used to measure the performance of a Hall thruster and to 

analyze the plasma beam is presented in Section 5.3.  The chapter ends with concluding remarks 

in Section 5.4. 

5.1. UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility 

 The first set of experiments characterizing the MaSMi-40 were carried out at the Electric 

Propulsion Test Facility in the Plasma and Space Propulsion Laboratory at UCLA.  The UCLA 

Electric Propulsion Test Facility, shown in Figure 5.1-1, uses a custom built cylindrical vacuum 

chamber measuring 2.8 m long with a diameter of 1.8 m.  Two CTI CryoTorr 10 cryogenic 

pumps operate in parallel for a combined xenon pumping speed of approximately 1,300 l/s.  

Pressures were monitored by a wall-mounted ionization gauge located approximately 0.5 m 

downstream of the thruster.  This system is capable of achieving a nitrogen base pressure of 

approximately 5x10
-7

 Torr, and during operation with a 10 - 15 sccm xenon flow the chamber 

pressure remains in the mid-high 10
-5 

Torr range, corrected for xenon.  To prevent energetic ion 

sputtering, electric charging, and heating of the vacuum chamber, a high-energy beam dump was 

installed downstream of the thruster.  The beam dump safely absorbs high energy electrons and 
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ions, preventing them from reaching the vacuum chamber walls.  Beam dumps can be made from 

a variety of materials, including copper, aluminum, and carbon; however, carbon materials are 

highly favorable due to their low sputter yield under xenon ion bombardment [84].  The Electric 

Propulsion Test Facility high energy beam dump, consisting of a 1.25 m x 1.25 m square of 

1.6 mm carbon felt mounted to a grounded aluminum frame, was mounted approximately 80 cm 

downstream of the MaSMi-40.  The close proximity of the beam dump to the thruster was 

selected to provide a short path for energetic carbon atoms ejected from the felt to easily 

backsputter onto the thruster discharge channel, enabling a visual verification of successful 

magnetic shielding. 

 

Figure 5.1-1: UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility chamber and supporting equipment. 

Commercially available power supplies and mass flow controllers were used to operate 

the MaSMi-40.  All power required by the thruster, including the anode, coil magnets, cathode 

heater, and cathode keeper was supplied by Sorensen DLM-series power supplies.  Research 
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grade xenon was supplied to the thruster and cathode by Apex mass flow controllers (calibrated 

at 0°C) via stainless steel propellant lines.  The MaSMi-40 was coupled to a BaO-W cathode 

similar to the ISS plasma contactor and the NSTAR ion thruster cathodes.  The MaSMi-40’s 

cathode has a 0.75 mm diameter cathode orifice and a tantalum keeper with a 4.76 mm diameter 

orifice.  All other dimensions are similar to the NSTAR hollow cathode.  The cathode was 

mounted at an angle of approximately 23° angle relative to the thruster’s centerline axis with the 

orifice approximately one discharge channel outer diameter above the thruster centerline in the 

plane of the thruster exit and directed towards the beam.   

5.2. JPL High Bay Vacuum Facility 

The second phase of experimental testing was conducted at the High Bay vacuum 

Facility at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.  The High Bay Facility, shown in Figure 5.2-1, utilizes 

a cylindrical vacuum chamber measuring 2.6 m in diameter and 5.2 m long.  All internal surfaces 

of the chamber with line-of-sight to the thruster’s discharge channel are covered with either 

graphite panels or other carbon material to protect the vacuum chamber walls from ion 

bombardment erosion.  Three cryogenic pumps are operated in parallel for a combined xenon 

pumping speed of over 40,000 l/s.  The chamber pressure is monitored by two ionization gauges 

calibrated for xenon.  The first gauge is located on the thruster exit plane approximately 1 m 

from the thruster and is used as the primary indication of chamber pressure.  The second gauge, 

used to confirm pressure readings from the first gauge, is mounted along the chamber wall just 

downstream of the thruster exit plane.  For these experiments, the nitrogen base pressure of the 

system was less than 5x10
-8

 Torr.  During operation with xenon flow of approximately 30 sccm, 

the chamber pressure remains below 1.5x10
-5

 Torr, corrected for xenon.  A xenon flow bypass, 

regulated by a hand-operated needle valve, is incorporated into the flow system (flow outlet 
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located approximately 2 m downstream of and oriented away from thruster face) to increase the 

facility background pressure if desired. 

 

Figure 5.2-1.  JPL High Bay Facility vacuum chamber and supporting equipment. 

To characterize the performance of the High Bay Facility, the chamber pressure as a 

function of the total hot propellant flow rate (during thruster operation) was recorded.  Figure 

5.2-2 presents these results, showing a highly linear trend of pressure with increasing propellant 

flow.  Slightly higher pressures were observed as the discharge voltage increased (seen as a 

vertical displacement of the curves), likely due to the more energetic ion populations inside the 

chamber.  Overall, the facility showed linear and predictable pressure behavior with increasing 

propellant flow rate. 
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Figure 5.2-2.  High Bay Facility pressure as a function of total propellant flow rate at five 

discharge voltage operating points using the MaSMi-60. 

Commercially available power supplies and propellant flow controllers were used for all 

experiments.  Thruster discharge, cathode heater, and cathode keeper power was supplied by 

Sorensen DLM-series power supplies while the coil magnets were powered by Power Ten 

supplies.  Research grade xenon was supplied to the thruster and cathode by Apex mass flow 

controllers (calibrated at 0°C) via stainless steel lines.  Both controllers were calibrated prior to 

testing and were digitally controlled to an accuracy of ± 1% of the set point.  The same BaO-W 

cathode used during the UCLA testing was utilized for all JPL experiments.  The cathode 

positioning and orientation was maintained from the UCLA testing for the MaSMi-40 (23° 

relative to the thruster axis with the orifice at the thruster exit plane and one discharge channel 

outer diameter above centerline).  During testing of the MaSMi-60, the cathode was placed at a 

45° angle with respect to the thruster axis with the orifice placed one discharge channel outer 

diameter above centerline and in the plane of the thruster exit.  The modification in cathode 
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position from the MaSMi-40 setup was made based on the cathode positions used on two flight 

thrusters: the BHT-200 and the SPT-100 [65,66,85–87]. 

5.3. Assessment of the Magnetically Shielded Field Topology 

 The driving motivation of this thesis work is to demonstrate that magnetic shielding can 

be applied to low-power Hall thrusters as a means to extend their useful lifetimes.  Therefore, the 

results from both the experimental and computational portions of this work must offer conclusive 

evidence that the MaSMi thruster produced a magnetically shielded field topology.  

Traditionally, probes have been embedded into the discharge channel walls of magnetically 

shielded Hall thrusters to measure the electron temperature, plasma potential, and approximate 

erosion rates along these surfaces [1].  The measurement of low electron temperature and plasma 

potentials close to that of the discharge voltage by wall probes suggest that the two key features 

of a MS are satisfied (see Section 3.6).  The calculated erosion rates, along with the approximate 

bounding of the wall erosion (see Section 5.3.2.8.1), offers further evidence of MS.  The small 

discharge channel dimensions of the MaSMi Hall thruster, however, prevent the use of wall 

probes; alternative methods must therefore be employed to confirm the presence of a 

magnetically shielded field topology. 

1) Magnetic Field Measurements:  The magnetic field of the MaSMi Hall thruster was 

measured in ambient conditions to determine its strength and topology.  Due to the 

sensitive in nature of these results, they are not be presented in this document but are 

available in an export-controlled publication [79]. 

2) Visual Observations:  Two unique visual features of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster 

are a clear offset of the near-exit plasma from the discharge channel walls (i.e. the plasma 

forms a toroidal shape and is confined between the walls rather than being in contact with 
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them) and a carbon coated discharge channel observed after operation [1].  During and 

after operation of the MaSMi Hall thruster, observations were made to confirm the 

presence of these two features suggesting successful MS; these results are presented 

alongside the experimentally measured performance for the MaSMi-40 and MaSMi-60 in 

Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. 

3) Beam Composition:  The ion species content of an MS Hall thruster's discharge is 

significantly different than an unshielded Hall thruster.  Unshielded Hall thrusters of all 

power levels generate favorable ion species mixes.  The BHT-200-X3, for example, 

produces approximately 95.5% singly charged, 3.7% doubly charged, and 0.8% triply 

charged ions [88].  By contrast, the H6MS Hall thruster generates a species mix of 57.5% 

singly, 25.9% doubly, and 16.6% triply and quadruply charged ions; the larger 

populations of multiply charged ions is a result of an MS field's improved confinement 

and retention of higher-energy electrons compared to unshielded Hall thrusters [1,37].  

Therefore, the ion species contents of the MaSMi-40 and the MaSMi-60 were measured 

and compared to results published for the H6MS to confirm a similarly high content of 

multiply charged ions in the beam. 

4) Numerical Simulations:  Simulations of the MaSMi Hall thruster's discharge plasma 

using Hall2De provided predictions of the electron temperature, discharge potential, and 

erosion rates along the channel surfaces.  For the MaSMi-60, the predicted electron 

temperature and plasma potential were compared to experimentally measured values 

downstream of the thruster's exit plane.  Results from the computational investigation, 

including the sensitivity study to determine the variability of Hall2De's outputs as a 

function of the user inputs, are presented in Chapter 8. 
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5.4. Performance and Plume Characterization 

 To determine the performance of a Hall thruster and to understand the plasma 

environment in the thruster plume, a variety of diagnostics must be employed.  These diagnostics 

are used to measure the thrust and efficiency of the device along with a variety of plasma 

parameters, including plasma potential, plasma density, ion energy, and electron temperature.  

Each of these parameters and the methods used to measure them are described below. 

5.4.1. Thrust Stand 

 A thrust stand is a device that allows for the direct measurement of the thrust produced by 

an EP device.  A custom-built water-cooled inverted-pendulum thrust stand was used to take 

thrust measurements at the JPL High Bay Facility.  Displacement of the thrust stand pendulum 

due to an applied thrust is converted to a digital signal via a linear variable differential 

transformer (LVDT).  This signal is passed through a feedback-based damping control system 

which eliminates any AC component of the pendulum displacement caused by plasma 

oscillations, cryogenic pump operation vibrations, external facility vibrations, etc., maintaining 

that only the DC component of thrust is reported by the LVDT.  A force-to-displacement 

calibration of the thrust stand is performed prior to each test to ensure accuracy in the LVDT 

output.  Throughout testing, the thrust stand demonstrated a minimum thrust resolution of 

approximately 0.1 mN with a measurement uncertainty of less than 5% of the reported thrust 

value.  A photograph of the thrust stand installed in the experimental facility is shown in 

Figure 5.4-1. 
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Figure 5.4-1.  Photograph of the MaSMi-40 mounted to the thrust stand installed in the JPL 

High Bay vacuum chamber. 

5.4.2. Plasma and Thruster Diagnostics 

 The key plasma parameters involved in determining a Hall thruster's performance are 

described below.  A review of the plasma diagnostics used to measure these parameters follows.  

Included are operation principles, geometry and data collection procedures, and descriptions of 

the applied uncertainty analysis techniques (where applicable) of the probes used during this 

investigation. 

5.4.2.1. Key Plasma and Thruster Performance Parameters 

 While details on the diagnostics used to determine the plasma parameters pertaining to 

Hall thruster performance are detailed in the next section, a brief description of these parameters 
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are given here.  The plasma potential, or coupling voltage, is the local voltage to which the 

plasma floats above ground.  Emissive probes are ideal for measuring the plasma potential 

directly.  The ion current density is the number of particles per unit area accelerated by the 

thruster at a given downstream location.  This plasma parameter, along with the beam current 

and beam profile, can be easily determined by utilizing a scanning planar or Faraday probe.  

 The ion energy (also known as the most probable ion potential) is the net potential drop 

through which beam ions are accelerated.  This is, by definition, equivalent to the beam voltage.  

This parameter can be measured using a retarding potential analyzer.  The beam composition, or 

ion species mix, is the current contribution of each ion charge species in the plasma beam 

relative to the total beam current.  This can be determined by use of an ExB probe.  The electron 

temperature is a measure of the energy of electrons. This can be measured by using a Langmuir 

probe.  The discharge channel erosion rate due to ion bombardment can be estimated based on 

the rate of carbon deposition onto the channel walls.  The rate of carbon deposition is measured 

by a quartz-crystal microbalance.  

5.4.2.2. Emissive Probe 

5.4.2.2.1. Operation Principles 

 An emissive probe is used to directly measure the plasma potential; a cross-sectional 

diagram of an emissive probe is shown in Figure 5.4-2.   

 

Figure 5.4-2: Cross-sectional diagram of the filament-end of an emissive probe. 
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 These probes operate by passing a current through an electrode (generally tungsten) that 

causes electron emission.  If sufficient current is passed through the electrode while it is 

immersed in a thruster's plasma beam, the probe’s electron emission and collection will reach 

equilibrium and the probe will float to near the plasma potential.  By convention, this is 

identified by the approximate location of the knee in the floating potential vs. heater current 

trace.  Because the emissive probe can never float to the actual plasma potential (the filament 

melts before this point), a small correction must be applied to the measured probe floating 

potential based on the electron temperature local to the emissive probe.  While for form of this 

correction depends on the emissive probe measurement location (upstream of the exit plane, 

near-plume region, or far-field region), the correction used for this investigation was 

 
          

  
 

 5.4-1 

where Vfloat is the measured floating potential.  Although an emissive probe provides a direct 

method of measuring plasma potential, it is very challenging to determine and apply the correct 

amount of current to float the probe electrode to the plasma potential and not melt the filament.  

Therefore this measurement has some uncertainty in determining the actual plasma potential.   

5.4.2.2.2. Geometry and Data Collection Procedure 

   The emissive probe used at the JPL High Bay Facility consisted of a 0.13 mm tungsten 

filament spot-welded to a pair of 0.51mm tantalum rods sheathed in alumina insulators.  The 

probe was mounted on a grounded, stationary structure approximately 40 cm downstream of the 

thruster exit plane.  A heater current from a Kepco 4 A power supply was applied to the filament 

while the probe's floating potential was recorded; both the heater current and floating potential 

were measured by a simple data acquisition system.  The floating potential was plotted against 

the applied heater current to find the knee in the curve, indicating the correct heater current to 
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identify the local plasma potential.  No emissive probe measurements were taken during the 

testing of the MaSMi-40 at either the UCLA EP Test Facility or the JPL High Bay Facility. 

5.4.2.2.3. Uncertainty Analysis 

 The uncertainty analysis in the plasma potential measurements was based on the assumed 

electron temperature local to the emissive probe.  The electron temperature was assumed to fall 

between 2 eV to 4 eV; based on Equation 5.4-1, this corresponds to an uncertainty of 

approximately +/-1 V in the plasma potential measurement.   

5.4.2.3. Planar and Faraday Probes 

5.4.2.3.1. Operation Principles 

 Planar probes and Faraday probes are used to determine the ion current density, 

integrated beam current, and beam profile of a thruster plume.  Cross-sectional diagrams of a 

planar probe and a Faraday probe are shown in Figure 5.4-3.   

 

Figure 5.4-3: Cross-sectional diagram of a planar probe (left) and a Faraday probe (right) 

showing the effects of the negative collector bias on the incident plasma. 

 A scanning planar probe is comprised of a flat single-sided disk electrode with a negative 

voltage bias.  A Faraday probe has a similar geometry, but incorporates a shield around the disk 

electrode set at the same bias as the electrode to inhibit plasma sheath expansion effects at the 
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disk edge from changing the disk’s collected current (as represented in Figure 5.4-3 by the 

dashed arrows).  In both cases, the negative bias voltage provides for ion collection by the probe 

while eliminating the collection of electrons.  

 The ion current density in the plasma plume (Ji) is calculated as 

          5.4-2 

 where Ip is the ion current collected by the negatively biased probe and Ap is the probe area.  A 

single probe scan measures the ion current density profile across the entire thruster plume.  The 

total beam (ion) current is determined by integrating the ion current density at each measurement 

location around half of the azimuthal distance of the beam.  The current from the two azimuthal 

halves of the ion beam are then summed to account for slight asymmetries in the beam profile 

from one side of the thruster to the other.  This simplifies to 

              5.4-3 

where w is the width of the beam sampled by the probe (usually equal to the resolution of the 

scan) and Rn is the n
th

 radial distance of the probe from the thruster’s centerline (in the plane of 

the probe trace).   

 The angular spread in the plasma beam, which relates to the amount of useful thrust 

generated parallel to the thruster's axis, is characterized by the beam's divergence half-angle.  

The divergence half-angle is approximated as the beam angle which encompasses 95% of the 

momentum-weighted ion current, which is described in detail in [89]. 

5.4.2.3.2. Geometry and Data Collection Procedure 

 To measure the ion current density profile of the MaSMi Hall thruster, a planar probe was 

used at the UCLA EP Test Facility while a shielded Faraday probe was used at the JPL High Bay 

Facility.  During the early stages of this investigation at UCLA, planar probes were used due to 
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their simplicity in construction.  However, as the project matured and moved to the JPL facility, 

existing Faraday probes were made available for use with the MaSMi thrusters.  The planar 

probe used at UCLA was a 4 mm diameter, 0.125 mm thick molybdenum disk electrode 

connected to an alumina-insulated 1.25 mm diameter tantalum wire.  The probe’s electron-

repelling bias was measured at -28 V relative to chamber ground.  The planar probe was scanned 

+/-12 cm from the thruster’s centerline in the radial direction at two locations, 1 L and 2 L, 

downstream of the thruster's exit plane.  A scan at approximately one discharge channel outer 

diameter downstream of the exit plane was used for ion current density measurements because 

charge-exchange effects are minimized near the thruster exit plane.  A scan at approximately two 

discharge channel outer diameters downstream of the exit plane offered insight into the evolution 

of the beam's properties downstream of the thruster while helping reduce the effects of the 

negatively biased body on the discharge plasma local to the thruster.  A Velmex single-axis 

mechanical translation stage with supporting Velmex VXM stepping motor controller provided 

horizontal motion across the thruster face.  Only one probe stage was available in the UCLA 

Electric Propulsion Test Facility at the time of testing; therefore, the axial location of the probe 

was locked prior to pump-down of the chamber. 

   Ion current density measurements at JPL were taken using a 24 mm outer diameter 

cylindrical graphite Faraday probe with a collector diameter of 19 mm.  The probe was biased to 

-28 V for all testing.  Perpendicularly mounted LinTech stages driven by Vexta stepper motors 

operated by Velmex VXM stepping motor controllers were used to first establish the desired 

axial position of the probe downstream of the thruster and then to translate the probe +/-35 cm 

from the thruster centerline in the radial direction.  At each radial position, the probe's reported 

measurement was the average of 2000 data points captured at 200 kHz in an effort to account for 
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discharge oscillations that may skew a single-point measurement.  Early measurements were 

taken at approximately two discharge channel outer diameters downstream of the thruster exit 

plane to match the UCLA experiments.  However, observations of the discharge plasma coupling 

to the negatively biased probe motivated later measurements to be taken at approximately five 

discharge channel outer diameters downstream of the exit plane.    

 A correction is necessary for both planar and Faraday probe measurements to account for 

charge-exchange (CEX) effects, which result from an imperfect vacuum environment.  These 

effects are observed across the full ion current density profile and are most easily identified by 

the "wings" of the probe trace near the radially outward edges of the plasma beam.  The 

correction is made by subtracting the value of the wings from the ion current density 

measurement across the full profile to account for effects of background charge-exchange effects 

[90].  An example of this is shown in Figure 5.4-4.  The calculated ion current using this charge-

exchange correction is slightly more conservative than alternative methods suggested in the 

literature, which involves fitting an exponential curve to the data collected near the thruster 

centerline and extending it to the limits of the data collection range [67].   
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Figure 5.4-4: Uncorrected and corrected current density profiles highlighting the charge-

exchange effects on the measurement data. 

5.4.2.3.3. Uncertainty Analysis 

 Several methods were employed to determine the approximate uncertainty of the planar 

probe measurements.  Sheath expansion effects were considered based on the studies of probe-

plasma interactions by Sheridan; however, the results presented are applicable to a double-sided 

flat probe in a stationary plasma [91].  The ions in a Hall thruster discharge comprise a flowing 

plasma (on the order of 10’s of km/s) and the planar probe utilized was single-sided and of a very 

small size; however, the high background pressures observed during thruster operation would 

lead to increased presence of charge-exchange ions in the near-exit region of the thruster that 

would not be accounted for using established correction techniques.  This was accounted for by 

the assumption of a probe sheath expansion of 33%, directly applied to the planar probe's 

collection area.  This led to an uncertainty in the ion current density measurements of 

approximately +/-0.25 mA/cm
2
.  A beam divergence half-angle uncertainty of +/-5° was 
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estimated based on a combination of the position accuracy of the probe stages and the 

uncertainty in the integration of the probe current profile due to the error in the ion current 

density estimate from the probe. 

 The uncertainty of the ion current density measurements using the Faraday probe was 

approximately +/-0.05 mA/cm
2
, based on the probe measurement resolution and the post-

processing electronics' sensitivities to the ion current signal.  The uncertainty in the divergence 

half-angle was approximately +/-2.5°, based on uncertainty in the probe's ion current density 

measurements and position data recorded by calibrated string pots attached to the probe stages.  

The improvement in uncertainty observed with the Faraday probe is largely attributed to the lack 

of sheath expansion effects enabled by the Faraday shield and the larger probe area (ratio of 

current collected by sheath effects compared to the total collected current decreases as the area of 

the probe increases).  

5.4.2.4. Retarding Potential Analyzer 

5.4.2.4.1. Operation Principles 

 A retarding potential analyzer (RPA) utilizes a series of biased grids to measure ion 

energy.  A cross-sectional diagram of a typical 4-grid RPA is shown in Figure 5.4-5.   
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Figure 5.4-5: Cross-sectional diagram of a 4-grid retarding potential analyzer. 

 The first grid, used to reduce the influx of plasma into the probe based on its 

transparency, is in contact with the plasma and floats to the plasma potential.  The second grid is 

negatively biased to repel electrons and prevent them from being registered by the collector 

electrode.  The third (and sometimes fourth) grid is used as a positively biased ion discriminator, 

allowing only ions with energies greater than the applied voltage to reach the collector.  

Sometimes a final negatively biased grid is used to repel any secondary electrons generated at 

the collector to prevent current losses.  An electrode is placed behind the series of grids to collect 

ions that pass through the grid optics, yielding an ion current measurement.  The ion energy 

(velocity) distribution is obtained by taking the first derivative of the collected ion current with 

respect to the ion discriminator bias potential (Vbias), shown in Equation 5.4-4, which should 

yield a clear peak slightly below the applied discharge voltage [92,93]:   

  
   

      
 

         

  
       5.4-4 

where Z is the ion charge state, tgrid is the total RPA grid transparency, and fi(V) is the ion energy 

distribution function with respect to potential.  Taking the maximum value of this peak and 
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subtracting the local plasma potential, measured by an emissive probe adjacent to the RPA, 

yields the most probable ion potential; the plasma potential must be subtracted to achieve the net 

accelerating potential experienced by the ion, as shown in Figure 3.3-1.  The spread of ion 

velocities is described by the width of the distribution at half of the peak value, called the full 

width at half maximum, or FWHM. 

5.4.2.4.2. Geometry and Data Collection Procedure 

While the scale and number of grids may differ depending on the specific application of 

an RPA, the general architecture of the device remains similar.  The spacing of the electron 

repeller grid and ion discriminator grid inside of an RPA is critical due to space-charge 

limitations, which occurs when a charged species (positive or negative) is selectively removed 

from the flow.  This results in a build-up of charge between the grids, yielding a potential hill 

that may become greater than the applied voltage and thereby may disrupt the proper operation 

of the RPA.  Assuming the plasma density is the maximum possible before space charge 

limitations affect the RPA, the relationship between the grid spacing (x) and the potential 

difference between the electron repeller and ion discriminator grids (Vg) is given by  

  

  
      

   

   
 

 
  

 5.4-5 

where λD is the Debye length [94,95].  In general, Vg is several times larger than Te to ensure that 

electrons are repelled; this leads to a spacing requirement for the electron-ion grids:  

         5.4-6 

 An RPA was custom built for all of the UCLA testing and a portion of the JPL testing.  It 

has a 9.5 mm diameter entrance orifice to the grid assembly.  Stainless steel grids mounted to 

0.5 mm stainless steel rings reduce the plasma flux to the collector plate; the plasma, electron 
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repeller, and ion discriminator grid transparencies are 36%, 44%, and 40%, respectively.  Each 

grid is separated by a 0.4 mm insulator ring, and the entire assembly is insulated from the 

aluminum outer shield by a cylindrical insulator.  RPAs using a single grid ion discriminator may 

permit lower-than-desired energy ions through the gird due to reductions in the discriminator 

potential at the centers of the ion grid orifices, leading to an over-estimate of collected ion 

current for a given discriminator potential [96].  To combat this effect and improve ion energy 

resolution, the UCLA RPA employs a four-grid design where the third and fourth grids act as a 

double ion discriminator (therefore, the effective grid transparency of the ion discriminator is 

0.16). At the end of the assembly is a 0.75 mm stainless steel disk acting as a simple collector 

plate.   

 It should be noted that, while the operation principles remain the same, a custom JPL-

designed 5-grid RPA (including a secondary electron repelling grid in between the ion 

discriminator grids and the collector plate) with a 19 mm orifice was used for several of the 

MaSMi-40 experiments conducted at the JPL High Bay Facility.  Poor current resolution across 

the saturated portion of the ion current trace, however, led to the use of the UCLA RPA at the 

JPL facility for experiments with the MaSMi-60. 

 The RPA's electron repelling grid(s) was biased to between -20 V and -30 V relative to 

ground (whichever produced the cleanest ion current trace) while the potential applied to the ion 

discriminator grid was swept from 0 V to 400 V.  The RPA was mounted on a stationary 

grounded structure approximately 80 cm downstream of the thruster exit plane at the UCLA EP 

Test Facility; this distance was reduced to 40 cm at the JPL High Bay Facility for improved ion 

current resolution.  
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5.4.2.4.3. Uncertainty Analysis 

 The uncertainty in the UCLA RPA's reported most probable ion potential was estimated 

at +/-10 V based on the uncertainly in the plasma potential from the emissive probe, the 

measurement of Vcg used to determine the coupling voltage, and broadening in the RPA 

measurements related to the ion optics possibly due to a build-up of pressure inside the probe 

[27].  The uncertainty of the 5-grid JPL RPA was assumed to be the same as the UCLA RPA.  

For the RPA measurements at the UCLA EP Test Facility, an additional uncertainly of 2Te (6 V) 

was assumed to account for the absence of an emissive probe measurement. 

5.4.2.5. ExB Probe 

5.4.2.5.1. Operation Principles 

An ExB probe is a band-pass filter used to determine the charge-state of ions in a plasma 

(singly charged, doubly charged, etc).  An illustration of this ExB probe is shown in 

Figure 5.4-6.   
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Figure 5.4-6:  Illustration of an ExB probe with the orientation of the electric and magnetic 

fields relative to the incident plasma specified. 

Ions entering the probe are exposed to perpendicularly-oriented uniform electric and 

magnetic fields, both oriented perpendicular to the ion velocity vector.  The net force on these 

particles is described by the Lorentz equation, modified here to show the charge state of ions: 

               5.4-7 

Based on Equation 5.4-7, the probe's internal fields generate opposing forces on the ions: a linear 

force along the electric field, an azimuthal (i.e. turning) force around the magnetic field lines, 

and a drift force perpendicular to both the electric and magnetic fields.  For an ion to pass 

through the filter and be collected, the particle must travel in an axial trajectory through the 

probe (i.e. have no net turning forces).  Applying this feature to Equation 5.4-7 yields 
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               5.4-8 

Assuming the electric and mangetic fields are perpendicular, the velocity of ions passing through 

the probe is deterimned by solving Equation 5.4-8, giving 

    
 

 
 5.4-8 

which, interestingly, is independent of the ion charge state and mass.  From Equation 5.4-8, it is 

clear that the ion velocity can be adjusted by changing the applied (crossed) electric and 

mangetic fields.  Generally, ExB probes use permanent magnets to generate a constant and 

approximately uniform magnetic field.  The spectrum of the beam composition collected by the 

probe’s detector is therefore generated by sweeping the magnitude of the electric field, which is 

accomplished by changing the applied bias potential between the two internal parallel plates 

separated by a fixed distance (d): 

    
     

 
    5.4-9 

Combining Equations 5.4-8 and 5.4-9 yiels the velocity of the ions inside the probe, yielding 

   
     

  
    5.4-10 

Therefore, an ExB probe is simply a velocity discriminator. 

The acceleration of an ion as it passes through a potential drop is proportional to the 

square root of the ion’s charge-state, thereby generating different velocities for each ion charge-

state species in a thruster's plume.  This can be shown based on the energy equation for charged 

particles (in this case, xenon ions): 

   
 

 
   

           
  

 
  

     

 
 5.4-11 
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where E is the ion energy, and the acceleration potential through which an ion in a Hall thruster 

travels is the beam voltage.  Substituting Equation 5.4-11 into Equation 5.4-10 and solving for 

the applied potential in the ExB probe gives 

          
     

 
    5.4-12 

This shows that the velocity distribution function in the ion beam is a function of the effective 

accelerating potential for each ion charge state.  Because the acceleration potential experienced 

by ions depend on their charge state, each ion species entering the ExB probe will experience 

different intensities of the applied electromagnetic forces based on its velocity.  By sweeping 

Vprobe across a sufficiently wide potential band, the fractional populations of each ion charge 

species in the thruster beam can be identified.    

5.4.2.5.2. Geometry and Data Collection Procedure 

 A custom-built ExB probe placed approximately 40 cm downstream of the thruster was 

used to measure the ion species mix in the thruster's plasma beam at the JPL High Bay Facility.  

The forward collimating optics included 0.075 mm diameter orifices while the rear optics 

consisted of a 2.2 mm x 5.7 mm slot.  A parabolic collector was used to aid in the recovery of 

secondary electrons generated by ions impacting the collector electrode, thereby improving the 

accuracy of the ion current measurements.  A stationary, vertically-oriented magnetic field with a 

centerline magnitude of approximately 0.12 T was generated by a pair of permanent magnets.  

The perpendicular electric field was generated between two plate electrodes spaced 31 mm apart; 

a swept potential from 0 V to 200 V (yielding a maximum electric field magnitude of over 

6,400 V/m) was applied to one plate while the second plate was grounded to the chamber. 
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Gaussian curves are fit to the ExB probe traces to estimate the charged species content of 

the plasma beam.  The relative areas under the Gaussian curves of each ion species are directly 

proportional to each species' fractional contribution to the total beam current.  To account for any 

lack of resolution in the ion velocity spectra, the sum of the Gaussian curves for the three ion 

species were matched with the measurement.  Additionally, each Gaussian was approximately 

centered at the expected bias potential required to balance the ExB probe's stationary magnetic 

field based on the probe's geometry. 

5.4.2.5.3. Uncertainty Analysis 

The uncertainty in the ion current fraction for each charge species was estimated based on 

the ExB probe's measurement sensitivity for each ion species, the probe's resolution, and the 

probe's misalignment to the plasma beam.  This resulted in an uncertainty of approximately 

+/-0.05 for each of the ion species fractions.  Combined with the uncertainty in the ion current 

measurements and the mass flow meters' reported uncertainty, this leads to an uncertainty in the 

mass utilization efficiency of approximately +/-8%.    

5.4.2.6. Langmuir Probe 

5.4.2.6.1. Operation Principles 

 A Langmuir probe is a common plasma diagnostic used to determine the plasma 

potential, plasma density, and electron temperature from a single trace measurement.  A current-

voltage (I-V) characteristic (i.e. trace) results from current and voltage measurements of a 

plasma, yielding the abovementioned plasma parameters.  The probe consists of an electrode 

placed in a plasma with an applied voltage sweep.  The negative portion of the voltage sweep 

collects ion current while the positive portion results in electron current collection.  An example 

Langmuir I-V characteristic is presented in the two plots shown in Figure 5.4-7 with the three 
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key regions of the trace highlighted; the first plot uses a linear vertical scale while the second 

plot uses a semi-log plot vertical scale (note that the values in the second plot have been scaled to 

avoid values below zero).  The example data have been multiplied by -1, by convention, because 

more electron current is collected than ion current due to the electrons’ higher velocity.   

 

Figure 5.4-7: Example Langmuir trace with a linear (top) and semi-log (bottom) vertical scale 

highlighting the ion saturation, electron saturation, and electron retardation regions. 
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 In the ion saturation region, the large negative probe bias repels nearly all electrons and 

causes ions to be accelerated through the established probe sheath to be collected.  The ion 

velocity to the probe will satisfy the Bohm sheath criterion required for plasma and potential 

stability at the sheath edge, given by  

     
           

 
   

   
 

   5.4-13 

where γi is the adiabatic coefficient for the ions and Ti is the ion temperature [3].  Assuming a 

quasineutral plasma, the ion current density is described by  

             5.4-14 

The current density is therefore not a function of bias potential (neglecting sheath effects); 

however a sufficient bias must be used to repel the higher energy tail of the electron distribution.  

Combining Equations 5.4-13 and 5.4-14 gives the ion saturation current (Ii,sat): 

               
   
 

   5.4-15 

where β is the Bohm coefficient.  Assuming a collisionless plasma such as in a Hall thruster, the 

value of β is conventionally 0.5 [97,98]. 

 As the probe bias becomes less negative (but still below the plasma potential), some high 

energy electrons will be collected by the probe while the low energy population will continue to 

be repelled; this is the transition into the electron retardation region of the Langmuir trace.  A 

Boltzmann distribution can be used to model electrons at the probe sheath edge: 

       
 

     
 

 
  

    

 
    

   
     5.4-16 

The electron current to the probe (Ie) therefore becomes 
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     5.4-17 

The local electron temperature can be extracted from Equation 5.4-17, assuming the electron 

population is Maxwellian.  This is also accomplished by generating an exponential fit to the 

electron retardation region of the Langmuir trace in the form of              A is a fitting 

coefficient and b is the exponent fit coefficient.  The electron temperature is inversely 

proportional to b, as shown in Figure 5.4-8.   

 As the probe bias becomes positive relative to the plasma potential, ions will be repelled 

from and electrons will be accelerated to the probe.  Because no electron-repelling sheath exists 

in this condition, the effective probe area remains constant with further increases to probe bias 

and the collected current will saturate.  This yields the electron saturation current, 

          
 

 
      

    
  

 

 
  

 5.4-18 

which is derived from Equation 5.4-18 with a sheath potential equal to zero.  As with the 

electron retardation region, an exponential fit can be made to this portion of the Langmuir trace, 

using the same formulation as before, which allows for the approximation of the plasma 

potential.  Note that a complete derivation of Equation 5.4-17 is presented in the literature [3,99].   

 The plasma potential can then be roughly determined by finding the intersection of the 

exponential curve fits to the electron retardation and electron saturation regions, which is most 

easily accomplished by plotting the fits on a semi-log plot.  While this method gives a rough 

approximation of the plasma potential, large uncertainties are associated with approximate fits to 

the exponential curves which cause significant changes in the estimated plasma potential; 

therefore, other methods, such as an emissive probe, should be considered to gather more 

accurate plasma potential data.  Figure 5.4-8 presents an example of the exponential fists 
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mentioned above and identifies the values of the electron temperature and plasma potential based 

on the selected fits; note that only the electron retardation and electron saturation regions are 

shown in the figure.    

 

Figure 5.4-8: Example Langmuir trace showing the exponential fits to the electron retardation 

and electron saturation regions and highlighting the method for determining the electron 

temperature and plasma potential from exponential fits to the trace. 

5.4.2.6.2. Geometry and Data Collection Procedure 

 The Langmuir probe used for this investigation consisted of a 1.5 mm long blunt-ended 

cylindrical electrode made from 0.127 mm diameter Ta wire.  The wire was fed through an 

alumina sheath for electrical isolation and structural support.  A BN sleeve approximately 25 mm 

long was placed over the alumina tube nearest to, but not shadowing, the electrode.  This sleeve 

allows for more accurate measurements in the high density plasma region just downstream of the 

thruster exit plane due to BN's low secondary electron yield under xenon ion bombardment. 
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 The Langmuir probe was mounted to a vertically-oriented Velmex fast-scanning probe 

stage with a sweep range of three thruster diameters, centered at the thruster centerline.  The fast-

scanning stage was mounted to an axially-oriented Velmex probe stage, enabling axial placement 

of the Langmuir probe from approximately 2.5 mm to over 30 mm downstream of the thruster 

exit plane.  Both stages were driven by a VXM stepper motor controller and string pots mounted 

to each probe stage recorded position data.  A Wavetek 178 function generator driving a Kepco 

high voltage power supply was used to bias the Langmuir probe with potential ramps fro +/-50 V 

at a frequency of 50 Hz.  Measurements were taken across the entire thruster face at z/L values 

of approximately 1.15 to 1.9 by increments of 0.15.  From these data, the Langmuir trace 

associated with the channel centerline was selected and processed.  

5.4.2.6.3. Uncertainty Analysis 

 Two sources of uncertainty in the Langmuir probe analysis were considered: the selected 

fits to the probe data and the physical location of the probe relative to the thruster.  The primary 

source of uncertainty in the Langmuir probe data was the selection of the most representative 

portion of the data (specifically, the slope of the electron retardation region) to determine the 

electron temperature and plasma potential.  As can be deduced from Figure 5.4-8, the value of 

the electron temperature can change, sometimes significantly, with minor changes to the selected 

exponential fit to the electron retardation portion of the Langmuir trace.  To estimate the 

uncertainty associated with the selected curve fit, several exponential fits were applied to each 

Langmuir trace to effectively span the range of (subjectively) good fits to the data.  The 

uncertainty in the electron temperature was then approximated based on the spread of electron 

temperatures from the different fits.  The same method was used to approximate the uncertainty 

in the plasma potential measurements.  This led to uncertainties in the electron temperature 
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spanning from less than +/-2 eV to over +/- 8 eV and in the plasma potential ranging from +/-4 V 

to +/-27 V.   

 A secondary source of uncertainty was the axial position of the Langmuir probe relative 

(physically) to the thruster exit plane, but more importantly, relative to the discharge plasma.  

When probe scans were taken near to and through the acceleration zone, a clear perturbation of 

the plasma was observed.  In these regions, an uncertainty of +/-10% of the MaSMi-60's 

discharge channel length was assumed to encompass both the uncertainty of the physical probe 

location and the magnitude of the shift in the plasma (discussed in Chapter 8).  Probe scans taken 

at locations which left the plasma unperturbed had an axial uncertainty of approximately +/-2.5% 

of the MaSMi-60's discharge channel length based on the alignment of the probe relative to the 

thruster and the position data recorded by calibrated string pots attached to the probe stages. 

 Because the above uncertainties were dependent on each individual Langmuir trace, error 

bars were added to the plotted data to represent the uncertainty in the specific measurement. 

5.4.2.7. Quartz Crystal Microbalance 

5.4.2.7.1. Operation Principles 

 A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a diagnostic that measures the rate of material 

sputtered from a surface and collected by the probe.  An illustration of the QCM sensor is 

presented in Figure 5.4-9.   
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Figure 5.4-9:  Illustration of the sensor element of a quartz crystal microbalance system. 

 QCMs operate by stimulating a piezoelectrically active crystal to vibrate at its resonant 

frequency.  As atoms sputtered from a surface are deposited onto the QCM's crystal, the mass of 

the crystal (and therefore its resonant frequency) changes as a function of time.  This frequency 

change can then be converted to a mass flux to the crystal surface, which corresponds to a sputter 

and redeposition rate for the plasma environment surrounding the QCM.  It should be noted that 

temperature control of the QCM sensor is important to ensure accuracy of the reported 

measurements; as such, most QCM sensors (i.e. crystal holders) feature water-cooling to 

maintain constant operating temperatures and prevent thermal drift.    

5.4.2.7.2. Geometry and Data Collection Procedure 

 An Inficon QCM system was used to measure carbon backsputter rates during operation 

of the MaSMi-60 at the JPL High Bay Facility.  Standard Inficon gold-plated crystals optimized 

for thin-film deposition measurements were used in an Inficon water-cooled crystal sensor.  The 

sensor was mounted approximately 20 cm laterally away from the thruster centerline with the 

sensor face in the plane of the thruster exit.   

 The carbon backsputter rate, measured by a QCM, can be used to estimate the lifetime of 

the channel before it fails due to ion bombardment erosion (discussed in greater detail in 
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Section 7.2).  This offers an estimate on the total useful life of the Hall thruster based on the 

most common failure mechanisms.  The QCM measurement system was calibrated for the 

measurement of carbon deposition prior to operation.  The total carbon deposition as a function 

of time was monitored throughout a minimum of 20 minutes of continuous thruster operation to 

ensure a constant deposition rate was measured.  This rate was then used approximate an upper 

bound on the discharge channel erosion rate (see Section 7.2). 

5.4.2.7.3. Uncertainty Analysis 

 According to the Inficon QCM user manual, the measurement uncertainty in the total 

deposited film thickness is approximately +/-5 % of the reported value.  Despite the highly 

conservative approach to estimating the discharge channel erosion rate (making the QCM 

measurement uncertainty effectively negligible compared to the applied assumptions), this 

uncertainty was nevertheless carried through the discharge channel erosion rate calculation.  

5.4.2.8. Installed Diagnostics 

Images of the experimental configurations used during testing of the MaSMi-40 and 

MaSMi-60 at the UCLA EP Test Facility and the JPL High Bay Facility are shown below.  

Figure 5.4-10 shows the test setup for the MaSMi-40 at the UCLA facility.  Figures 5.4-11 and 

5.4-12 show the test setup used for both the MaSMi-40 and MaSMi-60 at the JPL facility. 
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Figure 5.4-10:  Experimental configuration inside the vacuum chamber at the UCLA EP Test 

Facility. 

 

Figure 5.4-11:  Downstream experimental configuration at the JPL High Bay Facility showing 

complete coverage of all downstream diagnostics structures in carbon materials. 
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Figure 5.4-12:  Upstream experimental configuration at the JPL High Bay Facility (Langmuir 

probe, Langmuir probe drives, and QCM were used for the MaSMi-60 only). 

5.5. Concluding Remarks 

 The facilities and thruster diagnostics used to characterize the performance of the MaSMi 

Hall thruster were reviewed throughout this Chapter.  Details about the dimensions and 

capabilities of the UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility and the JPL High Bay Facility were 

reviewed.  A thorough explanation of the operating principles, geometry, data collection 

procedure, and uncertainty estimation for each of the nine thruster diagnostics was presented.  

The methods for assessing the quality of the magnetically shielded field topology generated by 

the MaSMi Hall thrusters was also discussed.  These facilities and diagnostics were used to 

experimentally measure the performance of the MaSMI-40 and MaSMi-60, the details of which 

are presented in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, respectively.  
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Chapter 6 

MaSMi-40 PERFRMANCE TESTING 

 

 Chapter 6 reviews the performance testing and analysis of the MaSMi-40.  Chapter 6, 

Part I details the initial performance testing of the MaSMi-40 conducted at the UCLA Plasma 

and Space Propulsion Laboratory's Electric Propulsion Test Facility.  Section 6.1 describes the 

results from the performance testing of the MaSMi-40, including a discussion of the 

measurements from each plume diagnostic used and a summary of the thruster’s overall 

performance.  Concluding remarks about the UCLA phase of testing are made in Section 6.2.  

Chapter 6, Part II presents the continued experimental performance testing of the MaSMi-40 

conducted at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's High Bay Facility.  Section 6.3 presents the 

performance results for the MaSMi-40.  Section 6.4 reviews the behavior of the MaSMi-40, 

identifying features that may have led to its poor performance.  Concluding remarks regarding 

the testing the MaSMi-40 at JPL are made in Section 6.5. 
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CHAPTER 6, PART I:  ELECTRIC PROPULSION TEST FACILITY, UCLA 

6.1. Experimental Results and Discussion, UCLA EP Test Facility 

Initial performance characterization experiments for the MaSMi-40 were conducted at a 

discharge voltage of 275 V and a discharge power of 325 W.  Early operation point optimization 

began at 300 V and 1.3 A in an effort to achieve the original design point of 390 W; however, 

testing revealed that the final operation conditions (275 V and 325 W) yielded a more stable 

discharge and constant temperatures throughout the duration of a given test.  It should be noted 

that the nominal operation point is nearly identical to the predicted discharge power suggested by 

scaling laws utilized prior to thruster fabrication (Section 4.1.1).  The inner and outer magnet 

coils were operated at 5.2 A and 1.5 A, respectively, to achieve a sufficiently high channel 

centerline field strength.  The total propellant flow rate was approximately 12 sccm of xenon 

with a cathode flow split of approximately 10%.  The cathode keeper was supplied with a current 

of 2 A during all testing to avoid having to restart the cathode heater if the anode discharge 

extinguished.  The discharge channel length was set to twice the channel width, based on anode 

placement.  The thruster body was grounded during all tests at UCLA.  Average operational 

temperatures of approximately 450°C and 475°C were measured with K-type thermocouples at 

the base of the discharge channel and at the front pole piece, respectively.   

Two minor cracks in the thruster parts occurred during the final stages of testing (after 

the operation point was optimized to 325 W).  The first was an axial crack along the outer wall of 

the discharge channel; the second was a radial crack on the inner graphite ring of the anode (see 

Figure 6.1-2).  These cracks were found to be due to thermal expansion of the anode; additional 

margin was built into later versions of the discharge channel.  The operation of the MaSMi-40 
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thruster at nominal conditions was unaffected by these cracks and testing was concluded before 

the parts were replaced.   

6.1.1. Magnetic Shielding Assessment 

A photograph of the MaSMi-40 during nominal operation, with a magnified view of the 

upper discharge channel, is presented in Figure 6.1-1.  To the naked eye, the plasma discharge 

appeared to be slightly offset from the outer channel wall and more concentrated towards the 

center of the discharge channel.  Similar to the visual observations with the H6MS, this was the 

first evidence suggesting that MaSMi-40 achieved at least partial magnetic shielding [1].  The 

brightness of the discharge and the small scale of the thruster make it difficult to visually 

determine if the discharge was similarly offset from the inner channel wall.  

 

Figure 6.1-1.  Operation of the MaSMi-40 at 275 V and 325 W (left) with a magnified view of 

the upper region of the discharge channel (right) showing a slight offset of the plasma from the 

wall typical of magnetic shielding. 

A visual inspection of the MaSMi-40’s inner and outer discharge channel walls was 

conducted after each performance test.  Figure 6.1-2 shows a comparison of MaSMi-40’s 

discharge channel before and after approximately 4 hours of experimental testing.  An even 
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coating of carbon was deposited on the outer wall of the discharge channel along its full axial 

length and the chamfered exit region; no exposed BN was visible anywhere on the outer channel 

wall.  The inner wall of the discharge channel was found to be slightly darker (more gray) in 

color than it was before testing, but significantly lighter in color than the outer discharge channel 

wall.  Additionally, thin exposed rings of clean BN were found along the edges of the chamfers 

on the inner wall near the downstream edge.  The carbon coating of the outer wall suggested that 

the backsputter rate of carbon from the high-energy beam dump may have exceeded the ion 

sputter (erosion) rate of the outer wall material.  The inner wall, however, showed little evidence 

that plasma-wall interactions had been significantly reduced, suggesting the need for further 

investigation into the magnetic field topology in this region.  

 

Figure 6.1-2.  Comparison of the MaSMi-40’s discharge channel before and after approximately 

4 hours of operation.   

6.1.2. Planar Probe Results 

 The measured ion current, corrected for background charge-exchange effects, was 0.78 

A.  A momentum-weighted beam divergence half-angle of approximately 42° was also observed.  

The corrected ion current density as a function of the probe’s radial position from the thruster 

centerline at the two measurement locations is shown in Figure 6.1-3.  As expected, a strong 
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peak near centerline is measured by the probe scan nearest to the discharge channel exit while a 

wider beam profile is measured further downstream of the thruster.   

 

Figure 6.1-3.  Current density as a function of the planar probe’s radial position from the 

thruster centerline, corrected for background charge-exchange effects and measured for nominal 

MaSMi-40 operating conditions at one and two discharge channel diameters downstream of the 

thruster face.  

6.1.3. Retarding Potential Analyzer Results 

 The most probable ion potential measured directly from the RPA was approximately 

261 V.  The floating potential was measured from the RPA’s plasma grid during each thruster 

test; values were approximately 1 V.  Because an emissive probe was unavailable to directly 

measure the plasma potential at the RPA location, a series of assumptions were made to estimate 

this value.  First, a local electron temperature of 3 eV was assumed at the RPA location; this 

relatively high value was selected to maintain a conservative estimate of the plasma potential.  

Second, the plasma potential was approximated by equating the electron current with the fast 

(beam) and slow (charge-exchange) ion currents local to the RPA, taking the form of 
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  6.1-1 

where ARPA is the area of the RPA orifice, ni,slow is the slow ion density, and ni,fast is the fast ion 

density.  The fast ion density near the RPA was approximated based on the plasma density 

calculated from the planar probe measurements taken at one and two discharge channel 

diameters downstream of the thruster and then extrapolated for a 42° plume expansion based on 

the ratio planar probe measurements.  The centerline values of the plasma density were used for 

this calculation as the RPA was located axially downstream of the thruster.  This resulted in a 

plasma density reduction factor of approximately 2x10
15

 m
-1

 divided by the beam area at a given 

downstream location, yielding a fast ion density of approximately 2x10
15

 m
-3 

near the RPA.  The 

slow ion density was calculated based on equating the rate of charge-exchange ion production in 

the beam and the rate of ions lost from the beam traveling at the Bohm velocity.  The resulting 

slow ion density was several orders of magnitude smaller than the fast ion density and was 

neglected, which allowed for the assumption of quasineutrality (ne ≈ ni,fast).  The voltage 

utilization efficiency was initially guessed and then iterated on simultaneously with the plasma 

potential (note that Equation 6.1-1 is a function of both the plasma potential and the voltage 

utilization efficiency).  The result was a calculated plasma potential of 8 V, or roughly 3Te, 

above the local floating potential.  Subtracting the calculated plasma potential and measured 

floating potential from the RPA-measured ion energy results in a most probable ion potential of 

252 V.  Figure 6.1-5 shows the normalized ion current and its normalized derivative plotted as 

functions of the ion discriminator grid bias for the nominal operation point of the MaSMi-40.  
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Figure 6.1-4.  Normalized ion current and its derivative as functions of ion discriminator grid 

potential for MaSMi-40’s nominal operating condition. 

6.1.4. Thrust, Efficiency, and Specific Impulse Calculations 

 To calculate the MaSMi-40’s anode efficiency, the beam composition was assumed 

because ExB probe measurements were unavailable during early experimental testing.  In an 

effort to maintain conservative results similar to those demonstrated by magnetically shielded 

Hall thrusters, the MaSMi-40’s beam was assumed to be composed of three ion charge states 

with a species mix equal to that produced by the H6MS (57.5% singles, 25.9% doubles, and 

16.6% triples and quadruples) [37].   Using these assumed values along with the plasma 

diagnostic measurements, the MaSMi-40's voltage utilization, current utilization, mass 

utilization, divergence, charge utilization, and anode efficiencies were calculated.  However, the 

measurements discussed above were taken during operation of the MaSMi-40 at relatively high 

background pressures (~7x10
-5

 Torr) and must therefore be corrected for the presence of 

entrained background neutrals (see Equations 3.1-10 to 3.1-15).  An entrained mass flow of 
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approximately 8.2x10
-8

 kg/s was calculated, yielding an entrained current of approximately 60 

mA or 5% of the discharge current.  A summary of the calculated performance demonstrated by 

the MaSMi-40, corrected for the presence of background neutrals, is presented in Table 6.1-1. 

Table 6.1-1.  Summary of the MaSMi-40’s calculated anode performance, corrected for 

background neutrals, for operation at the UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility.   

ηv ηb ηm ηd ηq ηa,calc Tcalc (mN) Isp,calc (s) Uncertainty 

92% 64% 71% 55% 96% 22% 13 1,100 +50% / -20% 

 

6.2. Concluding Remarks, UCLA EP Test Facility 

In this part of Chapter 6, the experimental performance results for testing of the 

MaSMi-40 at the UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility was presented.  Observations of the 

plasma and carbon deposition patterns on the discharge channel suggested significantly longer 

useful life of at least the outer channel wall, which was well shielded; however, the inner wall 

showed signs of poor magnetic shielding and higher erosion rates.  Based on an assumed beam 

composition, the thrust and anode specific impulse was calculated to be 13 mN and 1,100 s, 

respectively, at an anode efficiency of 22%.  Large uncertainties were associated with these 

calculated performance values due to corresponding large uncertainties in the diagnostics 

measurements.  The second part of this chapter discusses a more rigorous test campaign of 

MaSMi-40 at the JPL High Bay Facility. 
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CHAPTER 6, PART II:  HIGH BAY FACILITY, JPL 

6.3. Experimental Results and Discussion, JPL High Bay Facility 

6.3.1. Operating Conditions 

Experiments were conducted at various operating conditions with discharge voltages 

ranging from 150 V to 300 V at discharge currents of 1 A to 2.3 A, focusing primarily on the 

nominal condition of 275 V and 1.2 A.  The inner and outer magnet coils were operated at 

approximately 5.2 A and 1.5 A, respectively.  At this nominal condition, the total xenon flow 

rate was 13 sccm with a cathode flow fraction of approximately 8%.  Slightly higher anode flow 

rates were required due to the significantly improved vacuum environment of the High Bay 

Facility (<1x10
-5 

Torr vs. ~7x10
-5

 Torr at the UCLA facility during nominal operation), which 

suggests a significant drop in background neutral ingestion by the thruster.  A keeper current of 

2 A was applied during most of this investigation’s experiments to maintain the high cathode 

temperature; removal of the keeper current yielded slightly higher discharge currents but no 

notable change to the thruster’s performance parameters.  The thruster was allowed to float from 

ground during operation; a cathode coupling voltage of approximately -9 V was observed for all 

tests.  During testing, two distinct operating modes were observed that were directly related to 

the thruster’s operating temperature.  The shift from a low-temperature “jet” mode to a high-

temperature “diffuse” mode occurred consistently at a thruster temperature of approximately 

380°C, measured using K-type thermocouples.  Once the thruster entered the diffuse mode, it 

was impossible to revert to the jet mode without a full shut-down and cool-down of the device.  

The "X-Wing" radiator was used for a portion of the testing to maintain lower operating 

temperatures.  With the radiator, MaSMi-40’s stable operating temperature was approximately 

300°C; without the radiator, temperatures increased to over 400°C with the temperature rising at 
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a constant rate until thruster shut-down.  The water-cooled thrust stand temperature remained 

stable at approximately 22°C throughout all testing.  A total operation time of approximately 26 

h was logged during this series of experiments. 

It should be noted that the MaSMi-40 was operated with both an elongated (~2 discharge 

channel widths) and shortened (~1 discharge channel width) discharge channel during this 

investigation.  This modification was made in an effort to reduce the unfavorable oscillations 

observed during operation in the low-temperature jet mode by reducing the transit distance of 

neutral particles from the anode to the ionization region.  However, the performance of the 

thruster (thrust, efficiency, oscillations, etc.) in these two discharge channel configurations was 

within the error of the measurements. 

6.3.2. Magnetic Shielding Assessment 

The effectiveness of the magnetically shielded field topology was assessed based on 

visual observations of the near-exit plasma discharge during thruster operation and an inspection 

of the discharge channel after operation.  During operation in both the jet and diffuse modes, a 

high-density plasma region in the shape of a torus formed just downstream of the discharge 

channel exit.  This plasma was clearly offset from the outer discharge channel wall, which 

suggests strong magnetic shielding in this region.  It is worth noting that the gap between the 

plasma torus and outer channel wall appeared to be greater in the diffuse mode than in the jet 

mode.  However, the plasma appeared to be ostensibly close to, if not contacting, the inner wall 

in both operating modes; this can be seen from Figure 6.3-2.  Inspection of the MaSMi-40’s 

discharge channel after operation in either mode showed a layer of carbon deposited along the 

full length of the outer wall.  After operation in the jet mode, a coating of carbon was found on 

the majority of the inner channel wall with the exception of the downstream chamfered edges, 
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which were noticeably whiter.  By contrast, the inner wall had virtually no signs of carbon 

deposition after operation in the diffuse mode, suggesting a significant increase in plasma-wall 

interactions.  These findings matched the evidence for the MaSMi-40's partial magnetic shielding 

observed at the UCLA EP Test Facility.  A photograph comparing the discharge channel after 

operation in the two modes is shown in Figure 6.3-1.   

 

Figure 6.3-1.  Comparison of the MaSMi-40's discharge channel after operation in the jet mode 

(left) and the diffuse mode (right), showing a significant reduction in carbon deposition along 

the inner wall.  

6.3.3. Performance Measurements: Thrust Stand 

Operation in the jet mode at the nominal operating condition yielded a thrust of 

approximately 13 mN, corresponding to a specific impulse of approximately 1,100 s.  These 

values matched well with those recorded at the UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility.  A 

maximum thrust of over 20 mN was observed at a discharge current of 2.3 A.  The low-

temperature jet mode was visually characterized by the presence of a plasma spike extending 
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approximately 10 – 15 cm along the thruster centerline and a region of high luminosity just 

downstream of the thruster exit. 

A thrust stand measurement of approximately 12 mN was recorded at the nominal 

operating condition in the diffuse mode, corresponding to a specific impulse of approximately 

1,000 s.  The high-temperature diffuse operating mode showed no plasma spike extending along 

the thruster centerline and significantly less luminosity of the plasma downstream of the thruster 

exit, instead having a more diffuse appearance.  Additionally, the anode was considerably 

brighter (increased visual radiation intensity) after thruster shutdown when compared to the jet 

mode, suggesting elevated anode temperatures.   

A comparison of the near-exit thruster plumes for operation of the MaSMi-40 in the jet 

and diffuse modes is shown in Figure 6.3-2. 

 

Figure 6.3-2.  The MaSMi-40’s near-exit plasma discharge while operating at 275 V and 1.2 A 

in the low-temperature jet mode (left) and the high-temperature diffuse mode (right).  
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6.3.4. Performance Measurements: Plasma Diagnostics 

6.3.4.1. Faraday Probe Results 

The scanning Faraday probe measured an ion current of approximately 0.82 A, corrected 

for background charge-exchange collisions, for MaSMi-40 operation in jet mode.  The corrected 

ion current for operation in the diffuse mode was nearly the same at approximately 0.80 A.  A 

beam divergence half-angle of approximately 43° was observed in jet mode while operation in 

the diffuse mode yielded a divergence half-angle of approximately 48°.  Operation in the diffuse 

mode yielded a 10% increase in divergence half-angle and a 10% reduction in centerline peak 

ion current.  The notable increase in beam divergence is not apparent in the ion current density 

profiles; however, this result suggests that significantly more ions are being accelerated at high 

angles relative to the thruster axis, ultimately yielding lower thruster performance (this is further 

emphasized by the fact that the calculated half-angle is based on the momentum-weighted ion 

current).  Figure 6.3-3 shows a comparison of the ion current density profiles measured for the 

two operation modes.   
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Figure 6.3-3.  Corrected ion current density as a function of lateral position from thruster 

centerline for the MaSMi-40 operating at nominal conditions in the jet and diffuse operating 

modes.   

6.3.4.2. Retarding Potential Analyzer Results 

For this series of experiments, the JPL-designed 5-grid RPA was used to determine the 

most probable ion potential.  A value of approximately 250 V was reported by the RPA for jet 

mode operation while approximately 261 V was reported in the diffuse mode; both of these 

measurements were corrected for the plasma potential local to the RPA during post-processing, 

which was approximated at 8 V based on the analysis performed in Section 6.1.3.  The increase 

in most probable ion potential during operation in the diffuse mode is likely a result of the 

increase in divergence half-angle; lower energy ions would be more susceptible to off-axis 

accelerating potentials (creating the increased beam spread) while higher energy ions would be 

less affected by these radial fields.  Therefore, the ions collected by the RPA positioned along the 

thruster centerline would tend to be of higher energy in the diffuse mode compared to the jet 

mode.  Plots of the normalized collected current and its derivative with respect to the ion 
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discriminator bias is presented in Figure 6.3-4 for the two operating modes.  The ion saturation 

portion of the trace is approximated due to poor resolution in the collected current signal 

(represented by the horizontal dashed line).   

 

 

Figure 6.3-4.  Normalized ion current (top) and its derivative (bottom) as functions of ion 

discriminator bias potential for nominal operation of the MaSMi-40 in the jet and diffuse modes. 
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6.3.4.3. ExB Probe Results 

During operation in jet mode, the MaSMi-40's plasma discharge was composed of 

approximately 64.8% singly, 24.4% doubly, and 10.8% triply charged ions.  Operation in this 

mode yielded an ion species mix with relatively high concentrations of doubly and triply charged 

ions relative to the singly charged ion population.  These findings are consistent with published 

data on the H6MS, suggesting that the MaSMi-40 had achieved a partially-shielded field 

configuration [37].  In the diffuse mode, the discharge was comprised of approximately 73.6% 

singly, 19.0% doubly, and 7.4% triply charged ions, showing a 9% increase in singly charged ion 

current.  Unlike jet mode operation, these data are more consistent with unshielded miniature 

Hall thruster beam compositions, where the singly charged ion current is a significantly larger 

portion of the total beam current compared to magnetically shielded thrusters [37,88].  Figures 

6.3-5 and 6.3-6 presents the normalized ion velocity spectra for the MaSMi-40 at nominal 

conditions in both operating modes.   

 

Figure 6.3-5.  Normalized ion velocity spectra showing the MaSMi-40’s beam composition 

during operation at nominal conditions in the jet mode.  
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Figure 6.3-6.  Normalized ion velocity spectra showing the MaSMi-40’s beam composition 

during operation at nominal conditions in the diffuse mode.  

6.3.4.4. Calculated Performance Summary 

A summary of the voltage utilization, current utilization, mass utilization, divergence, 

charge utilization, and anode efficiencies measured by the beam diagnostics compared to the 

anode efficiency measured by the thrust stand is presented in Table 6.3-1.  The approximate 

uncertainties associated with these efficiency calculations are also included.  All performance 

values fell within the uncertainty of the plasma beam measurements, resulting in good matching 

between the calculated and measured anode efficiency.  Additionally, the measured and 

calculated values matched well with the performance data calculated during testing of the 

MaSMi-40 at the UCLA Electric Propulsion Test Facility. 
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Table 6.3-1.  Summary of the MaSMi-40's efficiencies measured and calculated at the JPL High 

Bay Facility. 

Mode ηa,meas ηv ηb ηm ηd ηq ηa,calc 
Uncertainty 

(ηa,calc) 

Jet 22% 88% 68% 76% 54% 97% 24% +15% / -10% 

Diffuse 19% 92% 67% 79% 45% 97% 21% +14% / -9% 

 

6.3.5. Discharge Current Oscillations 

 A comparison of the MaSMi-40’s performance metrics while operating in the two 

observed modes revealed that the thruster’s overall thrust and efficiency is largely unchanged, 

slightly favoring the jet mode.  In an effort to better characterize the different plasma behaviors 

in each operating mode, discharge current oscillations were recorded using a commercial current 

probe (measurement uncertainty <4%) read into a Tektronix oscilloscope.  Figure 6.3-7 presents 

a comparison of the oscillations recorded for the jet and diffuse operating modes.  The jet mode 

exhibited highly oscillatory behavior consistent with a deep breathing mode.  For the nominal 

1.2 A discharge with a 2 A applied keeper current, fluctuations in the current had a peak-to-peak 

value of approximately 3-4 A (2.5-3.5 times the mean current) with a frequency of 19-22 kHz.  

The trough of each cycle reached less than 10% of the mean current, suggesting that the thruster 

effectively enters a temporary “off” state; operation at under 33% of the mean discharge current 

persisted for more than 30% of the total oscillation cycle.  When the keeper current was 

removed, the current oscillations increased (approximately 3-4 times the mean current), 

demonstrating that an applied keeper current had a minor stabilizing effect on the discharge.  By 

contrast, the diffuse mode exhibited minor, randomized discharge current oscillations which 

remained within approximately 20% of the mean.  As with the jet mode, the oscillations in the 
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diffuse mode increased slightly (to approximately 25-30 % of the mean current) when the keeper 

current was removed.  

 

Figure 6.3-7.  Comparison of the discharge current oscillations measured during operation 

of the MaSMi-40 in the low-temperature jet mode and the high-temperature diffuse mode. 

6.4. MaSMi-40 Performance Overview 

 The onset of the diffuse mode in the MaSMi-40 was observed to be directly related to the 

thruster's operating temperature.  A similar trend was observed by Azziz when testing a BHT-

1500 Hall thruster [100].  Before the BHT-1500 reached thermal equilibrium, only a “jet” mode 

was observed where the thruster's behavior was insensitive to changes in the applied magnetic 

field strength.  This mode was visually characterized by a large plasma spike along the thruster 

axis; deep breathing mode oscillations of approximately 100% of the mean discharge current at a 

frequency of 20 - 30 kHz were also observed.  After thermal equilibrium was reached, however, 

the thruster could be operated in a “collimated” mode by reducing the magnetic field strength 

across the channel, yielding a cylindrical discharge that converged to a jet approximately 20 cm 

downstream of the thruster exit [100].  A reduction in thrust performance by approximately 5% 
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and minimal discharge current oscillations of approximately 35% of the mean were reported.  

Analysis of the thruster’s performance in these two modes suggested that reductions in the 

permeability of the thruster’s magnetic circuit at the (high) equilibrium operating temperatures 

yielded changes in the magnetic field strength and topology, possibly forcing the ionization 

region upstream of its nominal position.  This, in turn, appeared to cause increased interactions 

between the plasma and the discharge channel walls, leading to a collimating of the beam; ions 

born and accelerated at angles sufficiency far from the thruster axis would impact the channel 

surfaces rather than travel downstream of the thruster to produce thrust.  This conclusion was 

further supported by discharge channel temperature measurements, where higher temperatures 

were reported in the collimated mode, suggesting increased plasma-wall interactions and plasma 

heating. 

 Experiments with the BHT-1500 suggest that the strength and shape of a Hall thruster’s 

applied magnetic field, which is affected (and sometimes limited) by the temperature of the 

thruster’s magnetic circuit, has a the ability to change the operating mode of a Hall thruster.  

Similar to the BHT-1500, the MaSMi-40 entered a new operating mode once a sufficient 

operating temperature was reached.  The MaSMi-40 could not be reverted to the jet mode by 

changing the applied magnetic coil currents during operation; a complete shut-down of the 

thruster followed by a 2- 3 h cool-down period was necessary to reestablish jet mode operation.  

Assuming the cause of MaSMi-40’s diffuse operating mode is similar to the BHT-1500’s 

collimated mode (i.e. an upstream shift of the ionization region due to changes in magnetic field 

structure and strength), the most likely region for significant changes to MaSMi-40’s magnetic 

field structure would be along the inner wall where poor shielding of the channel was observed.  

By contrast, the outer channel wall appeared to be well shielded during all testing with a possible 
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improvement in shielding in the diffuse operating mode.  Therefore, an upstream shift in the 

ionization region would likely be asymmetric across the MaSMi-40's channel, penetrating more 

deeply along the inner channel wall.  This would lead to a skewing of the field’s lensing effect, 

offering an explanation for the observed increase in angular divergence of the beam, the greater 

plasma-wall interactions along the inner channel surfaces (specifically ion bombardment 

erosion), and the shift of the ion species mix towards singly charged particles (a significant 

population of the high-energy electrons responsible for multiply charged ions would be lost to 

the wall). 

An important aspect of the BHT-1500’s behavior was the significant reduction in 

discharge current oscillations observed between the nominal jet mode and the collimated mode, 

which was characterized by increased plasma-wall interactions.  Experiments with the BHT-

1500, along with studies using other thrusters, have shown that plasma-wall interactions and 

sheath effects impart a damping effect on discharge current oscillations [100,101].  This behavior 

was also observed with the MaSMi-40 where discharge current oscillations dropped from up to 

400% of the mean current in jet mode to less than 30% of the mean current in the diffuse mode.  

The significant increase in plasma-wall and plasma-sheath interactions suggested by these results 

further supports the theory that MaSMi-40’s magnetic field was becoming more asymmetric and 

biased towards the inner wall after the thruster’s temperature reached a critical value.  

6.4.1. MaSMi-40 Magnetic Field Topology: Investigation and Correction 

Based on the evidence of temperature-dependent changes in the MaSMi-40's magnetic 

field topology, a thorough investigation of the thruster's magnetic circuit was conducted.  Due to 

the sensitive nature of the investigation's findings, complete details can be found in literature 

(export-controlled) [79].  
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6.5. Concluding Remarks, JPL High Bay Facility 

 The experimental testing of the MaSMi-40 at the JPL High Bay Facility was presented in 

this part of Chapter 6.  The thruster was found to operate in two distinct modes depending on the 

thruster's temperature.  Performance was similar between the two operating modes; a thrust of 

between 12 – 13 mN, corresponding to a specific impulse of approximately 1,000 - 1,100 s and 

an anode efficiency of between 19 – 22% was measured.  Results from the beam diagnostics 

showed good matching with these measurements while offering evidence as to the cause of the 

MaSMi-40's temperature-dependant mode shift and poor performance.  While not disclosed here, 

the findings from an investigation of the MaSMi-40's magnetic circuit were published in an 

export-controlled paper [79].  The second iteration of the MaSMi Hall thruster, the MaSMi-60, 

was developed to overcome the design shortfalls of the MaSMi-40.  A basic overview of the 

geometry and features of the MaSMi-60, along with the details of a thorough experimental test 

campaign, is presented in Chapter 7. 
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 Chapter 7 

MASMI-60 DEVELOPMENT AND PERFRMANCE TESTING 

 

 This chapter covers the development efforts and experimentally measured performance of 

the MaSMi-60.  Section 7.1 presents an overview of the thruster's geometry and key features.  

The thorough experimental testing of the MaSMi-60 is discussed in Section 7.2.  Concluding 

remarks follow in Section 7.3. 

7.1. MaSMi-60 Thruster Design 

The following offers a brief overview of the design and geometry of the MaSMi-60.  

During the course of this investigation, changes to ITAR (International Trade and Arms 

Regulations) led to the classification of the MaSMi-60 as ITAR restricted.  Further details on the 

MaSMi-60 can therefore be found in the literature [79].  

7.1.1. Geometry 

The design for the MaSMi-60’s magnetic circuit was completed using the process and 

key geometry considerations discussed in [74,79].  The MaSMi-60's low-power capabilities were 

maintained by keeping the discharge channel exit area as small as possible while allowing a 

sufficient channel width to achieve the desirable magnetic field topology across the channel.  

The MaSMi-60's discharge channel has a b/dm ratio of 0.157, which is notably lower than the 

established b/dm trends for low-power Hall thrusters [74].  However, this value is very similar to 

the b/dm ratios used in moderate- to high-power Hall thrusters, especially those aiming to achieve 

high specific impulse [27].  A variable-placement anode, using a similar design to the MaSMi-

40, allows for a range of discharge channel lengths up to twice the channel width. 
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7.1.2. Magnetic Field  

Near perfect agreement (published in ITAR controlled reference [79]) was observed 

between the field topologies predicted by the validated magnetic fields software and the 

measured field; the predicted and measured peak radial field strength along the channel 

centerline (Br.max) matched to within 1%.  A symmetric topology was measured to remain 

constant over a large range of Br.max.  Further details on the MaSMi-60's magnetic field strength 

and topology can be found in [79]. 

7.1.3. Thermal Modeling 

The overheating observed during operation of the MaSMi-40 suggested that a 

significantly improved thermal design was necessary for the MaSMi-60, leading to the 

development of a more sophisticated thermal model.  Details on this model can be found in [79].  

In sum, the thruster's internal components were discretized into separate zones between which 

heat was allowed to freely transfer either radiatively or conductively, depending on the location 

and geometry of the component inside the thruster.  The equation used to model all radiative heat 

transfer (radiation between components and radiative heat loss) is given by 

              
    

   7.1-1 

where       is the radiative heat transfer, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ε is the zone’s 

emissivity, As is the zone’s surface area, and T1 is the temperature of the zone rejecting heat, and 

T2 is the temperature of the zone receiving heat; the view factor between the two zones is 

assumed to be 1.  The conduction of heat between components of the thruster was modeled as 

 
       

          

 
 7.1-2 

where   is the thermal conductivity of the material through which heat is flowing, Ax is the 

zone’s cross-sectional area perpendicular to the direction of heat flow, and d is the distance, 
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parallel to the direction of heat flow, over which the temperature gradient is occurring.  Power 

generated by the thruster (discharge plasma and magnet coils) was assumed to be an internal heat 

source emanating from the nearest affected zone.  The result of these simplifications yielded a 

system of equations, one for each discrete thruster zone, with one unknown temperature for each.   

The improved thermal model was validated against temperature measurements taken for 

the MaSMi-40 and then applied to the MaSMi-60.  At an assumed discharge power of 450 W, 

approximately 170 W of plasma heating of the discharge channel was predicted by the power 

deposition model presented in  [74].  Using this value, along with conservative estimates of 55 W 

and 22 W for the inner and outer magnet coils (based on the MaSMi-40 coil conditions), 

respectively, a body temperature of approximately 450°C was predicted for the MaSMi-60.  This 

result, which represents a worst case scenario as it assumes no radiator, high magnet powers, and 

poor surface emissivity, suggests a significant improvement in thermal design over the 

MaSMi-40.  

In an effort to further ensure that no thermal problems would inhibit the performance of 

the MaSMi-60, the thruster was mounted to a radiator consisting of a square copper plate with 

notch removed to allow clearance for the cathode.  The overall profile of the radiator was 

selected to simulate the thruster mounting region of a spacecraft, with the maximum dimensions 

only as big as necessary to accommodate the hollow cathode used in these experiments.  The 

copper radiator was heat treated with an asetylene torch to achieve a dark surface color, yielding 

an increased emissivity.  While the radiator was used to mount the thruster to the thrust stand, 

multiple layers of Mica were used between each metal-metal interface to effectively thermally 

isolate the thruster from the water-cooled thrust stand.  An image of the thruster mounted to the 

radiator and interfaced to the thrust stand is presented in Figure 7.1-1. 
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Figure 7.1-1.  The MaSMi-60 mounted to the thermal radiator on the JPL High Bay Facility 

thrust stand. 

7.2. Experimental Results and Discussion 

7.2.1.   Operating Conditions 

 A summary of the operating conditions used for thrust stand measurements is presented 

in Table 7.2-1.  The test matrix shows the nominal power achieved as a function of discharge 

voltage and anode propellant flow rate.  Testing of the MaSMi-60 was conducted at a range of 

discharge voltages from 200 V to 400 V in increments of 50 V.  At each of the five discharge 

voltages, the propellant flow rate was varied from 12 sccm to 28 sccm in increments of 2 sccm; 

the flow rate was increased until 28 sccm was achieved with stable thruster operation or until the 

thruster demonstrated unfavorable behaviors, such as localized wall heating (these conditions are 

marked with an "X" in Table 7.2-1).  This matrix of voltages and flow rates at the nominal 
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operating point for each condition yielded a range of discharge powers from 160 W to nearly 

750 W.  A total operation time in excess of 83 hours was logged during this testing campaign.   

Table 7.2-1.  Operating conditions for the MaSMi-60 during thrust stand measurements, 

summarizing nominal power achieved as a function of discharge voltage and anode flow rate. 

  
  Discharge Voltage (V) 

    200 250 300 350 400 

A
n

o
d

e 
F

lo
w

 R
a
te

 (
sc

cm
) 

12 160 W 205 W 243 W 291 W 344 W 

14 200 W 255 W 309 W 368 W 420 W 

16 242 W 308 W  378 W 487 W 596 W 

18 290 W 363 W 453 W 560 W X 

20 346 W 448 W 549 W X X 

22 436 W 548 W 720 W X X 

24 502 W 643 W X X X 

26 564 W 745 W X X X 

28 628 W X X X X 

 

 The cathode flow rate was held to approximately 7-9% of the anode flow rate, but was 

never supplied with less than 1 sccm to maintain stable cathode operation.  The thruster was 

operated both with and without an applied keeper current of 2 A, resulting in no observed 

sensitivities of the thruster operation to the application of keeper current.  The cathode-ground 

potential remained between -8 V and -20 V, depending on the specific operating condition.  

During all tests, the thruster was allowed to float from chamber ground and the discharge 

channel length (based on anode placement) was set to twice the discharge channel width.  

Temperatures recorded by K-type thermocouples at the front outer pole and near the center core 

at the back pole remained below 250°C and 220°C, respectively, for all tests; the temperature 

gradient along the radius of the back pole remained below 30°C.   
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 The inner and outer magnet coils were operated at up to 4.2 A and 2.2 A, respectively, 

with a varying coil current ratio to achieve a symmetric and shielded field topology across a wide 

range of magnetic field strengths.  This corresponded to a total magnet power between 60 W and 

75 W; these high values were due to temperature-related increases in the magnet coil's resistance.  

Localized wall heating, azimuthally asymmetric discharge plasma shapes near the channel exit, 

and other unfavorable thruster behaviors were observed at high discharge powers despite the 

relatively high applied field strength; these data are not presented in Table 7.2-1.  Additionally, 

the MaSMi-60 exhibited inconsistent discharge current oscillations, measured with a commercial 

current probe (uncertainty <4%) read into a Tektronix oscilloscope, depending on how a specific 

operating condition was approached (i.e. ramping the coil currents up vs. down, beginning from 

a lower vs. higher discharge voltage or current, etc.).  The oscillations ranged from very quiet 

modes (peak-to-peak currents less than 30% of the mean discharge current) to highly oscillatory 

modes (peak-to-peak currents greater than 200% of the mean discharge current).  While the 

measured performance of the thruster was observed to be unaffected by the character of these 

oscillations, they may affect other aspects of the device such as the observed pole erosion.  These 

unfavorable behaviors, the thruster's inability to achieve true nominal operation at the majority of 

its available operating conditions, and the thruster's inconsistent discharge current oscillation 

behavior appeared to be directly related to the strength and topology magnetic field.  While 

further investigation into these issues is beyond the scope of this work, it represents an important 

future effort for the improved understanding of their effects on thruster performance and life-

limitations.   
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7.2.1.1.   Defining Nominal Operation 

Based on the behaviors observed during operation of the MaSMi-60, specifying the 

applied definition of "nominal operation point" is necessary.  The nominal operating point is 

generally defined as the minimum discharge current as a function of inner coil current (i.e. Br,max) 

for a given discharge voltage and propellant flow rate.  A true discharge current minimum was 

realized for only two operating conditions over the MaSMi-60's range of coil currents (200 V 

and 12 or 14 sccm); these cases are shown in Figure 7.2-1.  Therefore, the nominal operation 

point for the MaSMi-60 was not necessarily the absolute minimum discharge current as a 

function of inner coil current but rather the minimum current with the attainable magnetic field 

settings.  All results, with the exception of the select conditions that achieved a true discharge 

current minimum, are presented for operation at the maximum Br,max possible before significant 

saturation of the magnetic circuit (a maximum inner coil current of 4.2 A).  Plots of discharge 

current against inner coil current for the nine operating conditions presented in Table 7.2-1 are 

shown in Figure 7.2-2   

 

Figure 7.2-1.  Discharge current as a function of inner coil current for operation of the 

MaSMi-60 at a discharge voltage of 200 V and anode flow rates of 12 and 14 sccm. 
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Figure 7.2-2.  Discharge current as a function of inner coil current for operation of the 

MaSMi-60 at discharge powers of 250 W (top), 400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom). 
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7.2.2.   Magnetic Shielding Assessment 

Three methods were used to assess the effectiveness of magnetic shielding in the 

MaSMi-60: (1) visual observations of the plasma discharge contact with the walls, 

(2) examination of the discharge channel discoloration before and after operation, and (3) erosion 

calculations based on carbon backsputter measurements.   

For the visual observations of the plasma, camera settings were optimized to clearly show 

the highest plasma densities in the discharge channel.  Images of the plasma discharge of the 

MaSMi-60, such as the one presented in Figure 7.2-3, show that large gaps between the plasma 

and the discharge channel walls were present, suggesting that both the inner and outer channel 

walls were successfully shielded [1].   

 

Figure 7.2-3.  Operation of the MaSMi-60 at 250 V and 335 W showing evidence of successful 

magnetic shielding through a clear offset of the plasma from the inner and outer discharge 

channel walls. 

Figure 7.2-4 shows an image of the discharge channel before and after thruster operation.  

The clean white BN channel documented before operation was uniformly coated after operation 

by a layer of black carbon deposit, back-sputtered from the graphite panels along the walls of the 
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vacuum chamber.  Like the H6MS, these observations are visual evidence of a fully shielded 

magnetic field topology [1,37]. 

 

Figure 7.2-4.  Comparison of the MaSMi-60's discharge channel and pole faces before and after 

~20 hours of operation.  Note the level of front inner and outer pole face erosion. 

 According to the literature, the erosion rate of BN under xenon ion incidence (εXe-BN) can 

be bounded by 

 
           

     

     
  

      

        
       

      

        
   7.2-1 

where α is the sticking coefficient (assumed to be unity), RC is the carbon backsputter rate, ρC is 

the mass density of carbon, mBN is the particle mass of BN, ρBN is the mass density of BN, mC is 

the particle mass of carbon, YXe-BN is the sputter yield of BN under xenon ion incidence, and 

YXe-C/BN is the sputter yield of carbon-coated BN under xenon ion incidence [1].  The yield ratio 

is conservatively estimated to be 10 based on the literature [1].  By dividing a Hall thruster's 

discharge channel thickness (tBN) by the erosion rate calculated from Equation 7.2-1, a 

conservative lower bound on the useful life of the discharge channel (and to some extent, the 

thruster) can be estimated. 
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As a means to approximate discharge channel erosion (and therefore channel life), carbon 

backsputter measurements were taken at discharge voltages of 200 V and 300 V.  Near constant 

deposition rates of approximately 0.03 μm/h and 0.06 μm/h were observed for the 200 V and 

300 V conditions, respectively.  Applying these values to Equation 7.2-1 suggests a maximum 

discharge channel erosion rate of approximately 0.63 μm/h at 200 V and 1.13 μm/h at 300 V.  

Because the discharge channel walls were coated in a layer of backsputtered carbon after 

operation of the MaSMi-60, the discharge channel erosion rate was bounded by approximately 

0.03 - 0.63 μm/h for operation at 200 V and 0.06 - 1.13 μm/h for operation at 300 V.  These 

approximate erosion rates represent a 10x - 100x reduction in discharge channel erosion rates 

compared to unshielded Hall thrusters, suggesting that increased discharge channel lifetimes of 

the same magnitude may be realized [1,37].   

Interestingly, the carbon deposition rates measured for the MaSMi-60 were 

approximately an order of magnitude greater than those observed during testing of the H6MS 

conducted at JPL's Owens (Patio) chamber [1,37].  While testing of the MaSMi-60 in the Owens 

chamber would give conclusive evidence as to the true extent for this discrepancy (though not an 

option during this thesis investigation), these observations appear to be related to the relative 

sizes of the two vacuum chambers.  While the two chambers share a similar diameter, the 

distance from the thruster exit plane to the beam dump in the Owens chamber is approximately 

twice that of the High Bay chamber.  Extending the length of the vacuum chamber increases the 

fraction of ions impacting the chamber sidewalls (rather than the downstream beam dump) due to 

the inherent angular divergence of the thruster beam.  Due to the ions' low angle of incidence to 

the sidewalls, sputtered carbon atoms are more likely to be ejected downstream and away from 

the thruster rather than upstream towards the thruster.  This would yield decreasing backsputter 
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rates as beam dump proximity to the thruster is increased.  Conversely, as the length of a vacuum 

chamber is decreased, a greater fraction of the thruster beam is incident on the beam dump 

(generally oriented perpendicular to the beam).  This encourages sputtered carbon atoms to travel 

upstream, increased backsputter rates to the thruster.  This effect offers a possible explanation for 

the higher carbon deposition rates observed during testing of the MaSMi-60 in the High Bay 

chamber.  Incorporating this explanation with experimental observations suggests that the factor 

of ~2 decrease in beam dump proximity to the thruster yielded a factor of ~10 increase in carbon 

backsputter observed local to the thruster, despite the >10x increase in ion flux generated by the 

H6MS compared to the MaSMi-60.   

Significant erosion of both the inner and outer poles was observed throughout testing of 

the MaSMi-60.  The images of the MaSMi-60 in Figure 7.2-4 show the level of the pole face 

erosion after approximately 20 hours of operation.  This feature is known to affect both high- and 

low-power magnetically shielded Hall thrusters and may be caused by the MaSMi-60's non-

optimized magnetic shielding field topology, cathode plume oscillations producing energetic 

ions (observed in ion thruster and cathode life tests), or other mechanisms [102,103].  For 

example, though the MaSMi-60 achieves symmetric shielding of the inner and outer walls, it also 

imposes a topology around the chamfered regions of the discharge channel with exceedingly 

high field curvature (termed "over-shielded" as it is much higher than in the designs of other 

higher power MS thrusters). This, in turn, may lead to higher angular divergence of beam ions 

and higher pole erosion. Alternatively, combination of the magnetic field structure and cathode 

plume oscillations may impact the stability of the thruster, leading to higher than desired 

discharge plasma oscillations which could enhance erosion. While beyond the scope of this 
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thesis investigation, these and other possible physical mechanism(s) of ion bombardment of the 

pole faces are under investigation [103].   

7.2.3.   Performance Measurements: Thrust Stand 

7.2.3.1. Thrust 

Thrust stand measurements were taken at the 30 operating conditions presented in Table 

7.2-1.  The thrust produced by the MaSMi-60 as a function of discharge power for each 

operating discharge voltage is shown in Figure 7.2-5.  Increases in discharge power yielded 

proportional increases in thrust, generating highly linear trends for each discharge voltage.  

Thrust values ranging from 8 mN to over 33 mN were observed across all operating points, 

demonstrating a favorable throttling range for the MaSMi-60. 

 

Figure 7.2-5.  Thrust as a function of discharge power for the MaSMi-60. 

7.2.3.2. Anode Specific Impulse 

The anode specific impulse (Isp) as a function of discharge power for the MaSMi-60 is 

shown in Figure 7.2-6.  All curves followed the expected trends of increasing Isp with both 
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discharge voltage and discharge power.  Specific impulse values of between 730 s and 1370 s 

were observed across the full range of operating conditions.  These results suggest that the 

MaSMi-60 achieves slightly lower Isp values at a given power level than conventional low-power 

Hall thrusters of a similar-scale.  This is likely due to the plasma being forced far downstream of 

the discharge channel exit by the over-shielded magnetic field topology, causing a poor 

propellant utilization fraction and an associated reduction in specific impulse.  

 

Figure 7.2-6.  Anode specific impulse as a function of discharge power for the MaSMi-60. 

7.2.3.3. Anode Efficiency 

The MaSMi-60's anode efficiency as a function of discharge power is presented in Figure 

7.2-7.  In general, all operating conditions yielded increased efficiency as the discharge power 

was increased.  In every case except the 400 V conditions, however, there appeared to be an 
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least in part, by the over-shielded topology; this forces the plasma far downstream of the 

discharge channel exit, reducing plasma confinement and focusing while enabling increased 

neutral leakage.   

 

Figure 7.2-7.  Anode efficiency as a function of discharge power for the MaSMi-60. 

7.2.4.   Performance Measurements: Plasma Diagnostics 

To characterize the MaSMi-60's plasma discharge over the majority of its throttling 

envelope, plume diagnostics measured the beam characteristics at nine operating conditions.  

Data was collected at discharge voltages of 200 V, 250 V, and 300 V and discharge powers of 

250 W, 400 W, and 550 W.  These points were selected as they are sufficient to capture the 

trends in thruster performance over the throttling range, as seen in Figures 7.2-8 through 7.2-13. 

7.2.4.1. Faraday Probe Results 

 Figure 7.2-8 presents the ion current density profiles, corrected for background charge-

exchange collisions, for each of the nine operating conditions used to characterize the MaSMi-
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conditions at a given power level.  A slight broadening of the peak in the ion current density 

profiles is observed with increasing discharge voltage, suggesting a slight widening of the beam.  

While this effect is apparent in the ion current density profiles, the divergence half-angle of the 

beam (containing 95% of the momentum-weighted ion current) only showed a very slight 

increase (if any) with increasing discharge voltage and was nearly constant across all operating 

conditions.  A summary of the corrected beam ion current, beam divergence half-angle 

containing 95% of the momentum-weighted ion current, and their associated uncertainties is 

presented in Table 7.2-2. 
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Figure 7.2-8.  Ion current density profiles for the MaSMi-60 at discharge powers of 250 W (top), 

400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom). 
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Table 7.2-2.  Summary of ion current density, divergence half-angle, and the associated 

uncertainties for operation of the MaSMi-60. 

Vd (V) Pd (W) Ib (A) Div. (°) Uncertainty (Ib) Uncertainty (Div.) 

200 250 0.765 33 +8% / -4% +/-8% 

200 400 1.237 33 +5% / -3% +/-8% 

200 550 1.737 33 +4% / -2% +/-8% 

            

250 250 0.615 31 +10% / -5% +/-8% 

250 400 1.024 31 +6% / -3% +/-8% 

250 550 1.405 34 +5% / -2% +/-7% 

            

300 250 0.524 31 +12% / -6% +/-8% 

300 400 0.791 33 +7% / -4% +/-8% 

300 550 1.089 33 +5% / -3% +/-8% 

 

7.2.4.2. Retarding Potential Analyzer and Emissive Probe Results 

 Results for the normalized ion current from the UCLA 4-grid RPA measurements at 

200 V, 250 V, and 300 V operation of the MaSMi-60 are shown in Figure 7.2-9 while a plot of 

dI/dV for each of these discharge potentials is presented in Figure 7.2-10.  One representative 

curve is shown for each discharge voltage as the variation of the RPA traces was minimal 

between the three power levels at each applied discharge potential.  The full set of nine RPA 

traces can be found in Appendix A.  All RPA traces of ion current against ion discriminator bias 

were smooth, facilitating the identification of the most probable ion potential.  A FWHM value 

of between approximately 65 V and 70 V was observed for all but one of the RPA scans (the one 

exception had an FWHM value in excess of 100 V), suggesting a wide thermal distribution of 

ion energies in the plasma beam.  Figure 7.2-11 shows characteristic plots of the emissive probe's 

measured floating potential against the applied heater current for discharge voltages of 200 V, 

300 V, and 400 V (the full range of examined discharge potentials).   
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The plasma potential, measured directly from the emissive probe local to the RPA, 

remained between 9 V and 10 V for all operating conditions.  Assuming a local electron 

temperature of approximately 3 eV, the plasma potential was approximately 11 V at the RPA; 

this is the correction applied to the most probable ion potential measurements.  Table 7.2-3 

summarizes the peak value of dI/dV, the local plasma potential, the most probable ion potential, 

and the approximate RPA measurement uncertainty for the three discharge voltage operating 

conditions. 

 

Figure 7.2-9.  Normalized ion current as a function of RPA ion discriminator potential for 

200 V, 250 V, and 300 V operation of the MaSMi-60. 
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Figure 7.2-10.  Normalized dI/dV as a function of RPA ion discriminator potential for 200 V, 

250 V, and 300 V operation of the MaSMi-60. 

 

 

Figure 7.2-11.  Emissive probe floating potential as a function of applied heater current across 

the full range of examined operating discharge voltages of the MaSMi-60. 
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Table 7.2-3.  Summary of the most probable ion potential, downstream plasma potential, and the 

associated uncertainty for operation of the MaSMi-60. 

Vd (V) Vpeak,RPA (V) Vplasma (V) Vmp (V) Uncertainty ηv 

200 186 11 175 +/- 6% 88% 

250 237 11 226 +/- 4% 90% 

300 290 11 279 +/- 4% 93% 

 

7.2.4.3. ExB Probe Results 

Normalized ion current profiles measured by the ExB probe for the nine operating 

conditions considered during the plasma characterization are presented in Figures 7.2-12 through 

7.2-14.  While its beam is clearly dominated by singly charged ions, there is significant multiply 

charged ion content in the MaSMi-60's plasma discharge.  In general, the MaSMi-60's beam 

composition matches well with the measurements made on the H6MS Hall thruster across all 

nine operating conditions, offering evidence that the discharge channel walls of the MaSMi-60 

are well shielded [37].  The wide thermal distribution of ions noted during the RPA 

measurements were also observed in the ExB probe spectra, where relatively wide Gaussian 

curves (corresponding to a large spread in ion energies) were required to fit the data.  It is 

important to note that the spectra peaks for each beam voltage occurred exactly at the expected 

ExB voltage bias (i.e. electric field); this is best observed in Figure 7.2-14 (300 V operating 

conditions).  The fits to the 200 V and 250 V data sets were made using the same method (i.e. 

using knowledge of where each specie's peak should occur), enabling the ion species content to 

be identified with high confidence.  A summary of the beam composition at each of the nine 

operating conditions and their associated uncertainties is shown in Table 7.2-4. 
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Figure 7.2-12.  Normalized velocity spectra showing the MaSMi-60’s beam composition during 

operation at 200 V and 250 W (top), 400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom). 
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Figure 7.2-13.  Normalized velocity spectra showing the MaSMi-60’s beam composition during 

operation at 250 V and 250 W (top), 400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom).  
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Figure 7.2-14.  Normalized velocity spectra showing the MaSMi-60’s beam composition during 

operation at 300 V and 250 W (top), 400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom).   
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Table 7.2-4.  Summary of ion species' contributions to the beam current for operation of the 

MaSMi-60. 

Vd (V) Pd (W) I
+
 I

++
 I

+++
 Uncertainty (I

+
, I

++
, I

+++
) 

200 250 0.613 0.245 0.142 +/-8% +/-20% +/-35% 

200 400 0.569 0.275 0.156 +/-9% +/-18% +/-32% 

200 550 0.550 0.269 0.181 +/-9% +/-19% +/-28% 

                

250 250 0.623 0.259 0.118 +/-8% +/-19% +/-42% 

250 400 0.601 0.252 0.147 +/-8% +/-20% +/-34% 

250 550 0.572 0.257 0.171 +/-9% +/-19% +/-29% 

                

300 250 0.708 0.204 0.088 +/-7% +/-24% +/-57% 

300 400 0.648 0.214 0.137 +/-8% +/-23% +/-36% 

300 550 0.643 0.258 0.099 +/-8% +/-19% +/-50% 

 

7.2.4.4. Calculated Performance Summary 

 A summary of the voltage utilization, current utilization, mass utilization, divergence, 

charge utilization, and anode efficiencies measured by the beam diagnostics compared to the 

anode efficiency measured by the thrust stand is presented in Table 7.2-5; the approximate 

uncertainty in the efficiency calculations is also included.  Good matching is observed between 

the calculated and measured anode efficiency, with all performance values falling well within the 

uncertainty of the plasma beam measurements. 

  Insight into the behavior of the MaSMi-60 can be drawn by comparing its performance to 

that of the high-performing H6MS Hall thruster.  The measured anode efficiency of the 

MaSMi-60 ranged from 24% to 28% whereas the H6MS demonstrated an anode efficiency of 

67% [37].  While low-power Hall thrusters are never capable of high (60+%) efficiencies 

observed in high-power devices, the efficiency demonstrated by the MaSMi-60 is less than that 

of many comparably sized devices and warrants investigation.  An examination of the individual 

efficiency contributions to the MaSMi-60's anode efficiency clearly shows the primary causes of 
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the thruster's lower-than-expected performance.  The voltage utilization and charge utilization 

efficiencies were, in general, in the mid-90% range.  These values matched well with the H6MS, 

which demonstrated a voltage utilization efficiency of 93% and a charge utilization efficiency of 

96% [37].  The current and mass utilization efficiencies were the two lowest components of the 

anode efficiency, with an average value of 62% over all thruster operating conditions and no 

value over 67%; the divergence efficiency was only slightly better, with values peaking at 73%.  

By contract, the H6MS demonstrated 87% current utilization efficiency, 98% mass utilization 

efficiency, and 89% divergence efficiency [37].  The strong relationship between the magnetic 

field parameters (topology, strength, etc.) and its effect on the current utilization, mass 

utilization, and divergence efficiencies, is well understood.  The physical mechanisms specific to 

the MaSMi-60 which are responsible for these low efficiency values will be explored using 

computational modeling, presented in the next chapter.  While the MaSMi-60's over-shielded 

topology appears to grant a 10x - 100x increase in the useful life of the discharge channel 

compared to unshielded devices,  the high pole erosion rates and low performance as a result of 

the topology suggest a clear path forward to improve the MaSMi-60 in future design iterations. 

Table 7.2-5.  Summary of the MaSMi-60's measured and calculated efficiencies. 

Vd (V) Pd (W) ηa,meas ηv ηb ηm ηd ηq ηa,calc Uncertainty (ηa,calc) 

200 250 24% 86% 61% 57% 70% 96% 20% +14% / -8% 

200 400 24% 88% 62% 64% 70% 96% 24% +14% / -9% 

200 550 25% 90% 63% 66% 70% 96% 25% +15% / -10% 

                    

250 250 27% 89% 60% 60% 73% 97% 23% +15% / -9% 

250 400 27% 92% 64% 63% 73% 96% 26% +14% / -9% 

250 550 28% 91% 64% 67% 69% 96% 26% +14% / -9% 

                    

300 250 28% 94% 65% 57% 73% 97% 25% +16% / -9% 

300 400 28% 94% 59% 58% 70% 96% 22% +13% / -8% 

300 550 28% 92% 60% 62% 70% 97% 23% +13% / -8% 
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7.3. Concluding Remarks 

 This chapter introduced the MaSMi-60 and presented the thruster's performance over a 

wide range of operating conditions.  Strong evidence that the MaSMi-60 achieved a fully 

shielded magnetic field topology was observed.  First, the discharge plasma was clearly offset 

from the channel walls during thruster operation.  Second, the discharge channel surfaces were 

coated in backsputtered carbon with no signs of asymmetrical deposition patterns or significant 

ion bombardment erosion.  Third, the beam species mix showed a high content of multiply 

charged ions, matching similar trends observed during testing of the H6MS.  Discharge channel 

erosion estimated based on QCM-measured carbon backsputter rates suggested a 10x - 100x 

decrease in erosion compared to unshielded Hall thrusters, thereby suggesting a significant 

increase in discharge channel life.  The thruster was tested over a wide discharge power range 

spanning from 160 W to nearly 750 W.  Significant discharge oscillations were observed during 

operation, and nominal operation (by conventional definition) of the thruster was only achievable 

at two of the more than 30 points considered.  The MaSMi-60 demonstrated thrust values 

between approximately 8 mN to over 33 mN with a peak specific impulse of 1370 s and a peak 

anode efficiency of approximately 29%.  The calculated anode efficiency based on plasma plume 

diagnostics showed good agreement with thrust stand measurements while revealing the primary 

factors contributing to the low anode efficiency: mass utilization, current utilization, and beam 

divergence.  Overall, the MaSMi-60 not only demonstrated a fully shielded magnetic field 

topology, but also significantly improved performance over the MaSMi-40.  To confirm that the 

MaSMi-60 attained the required plasma properties enabling magnetic shielding and to identify 

the physics causing the low anode efficiency of the device, computational simulations of the 

thruster were performed.  Results from these computational efforts are presented in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 8 

COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE MASMI-60 PLASMA DISCHARGE 

 

 In this chapter, results from the computational portion of this investigation are presented.  

Section 8.1 revisits the motivation for numerical simulations and explains their importance to 

this investigation.  Section 8.2 reviews a brief history of the computational modeling of Hall 

thrusters, covering key developments from the 1970's to the present.  An overview of Hall2De, 

the 2-D axisymmetric code developed at JPL for the simulation of the partially ionized gas in 

Hall thrusters, is presented in Section 8.3.  Section 8.4 continues with results from the Hall2De 

simulations of the MaSMi-60 that support the conclusion that the designed topology establishes 

effective magnetic shielding of the channel walls.  Experimental validation of the simulations 

along with a sensitivity study of the Hall2De results is presented in Section 8.5.  Section 8.6 

reviews the MaSMi-60's plasma behaviors predicted by Hall2De and compares them to results 

from higher power devices.  Concluding remarks follow in Section 8.7. 

8.1. Motivation for Plasma Modeling in Low-Power Hall Thrusters 

One of the most critical design features of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster is the 

grazing magnetic field line, which must not intersect any portion of the discharge channel wall 

while penetrating into the anode region of the thruster.  The depth of this penetration determines 

the temperature of the electrons along this particular field line, and therefore along the discharge 

channel walls in an MS Hall thruster.  In the last five years, wall probe measurements taken 

along the discharge channel of high-power magnetically shielded Hall thrusters have validated 

the theoretical predictions of low near-wall electron temperatures and plasma potentials near that 
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of the discharge voltage along the channel surfaces [1,39,78,104,105].  However, the small 

channel dimensions of low-power Hall thrusters make the use of wall probes challenging, if not 

impossible, without affecting the plasma discharge.  A computational model must therefore be 

employed to determine the plasma properties and behaviors inside the discharge channel in order 

to establish the magnetic shielding effectiveness in reducing channel wall erosion.    

8.2. Brief History of Hall Thruster Numerical Models 

 The first records of theoretical models describing the partially ionized discharge of a Hall 

thruster dates to the 1970's when Morozov et al developed a relatively simple model for the 

stationary plasma thruster (SPT) [106–108].  One of the first 3D models for the SPT, which used 

a particle-in-cell (PIC) scheme combined with a Monte Carlo collision model, was developed by 

Hirakawa and Arakawa [109].  Since the late 1990s, a common computational approach has 

involved solving the fluid (inertialess) momentum and energy conservation laws for electrons 

while using discrete-particle methods to track the heavy-species.  This hybrid method captures 

the bulk plasma behaviors and ion kinetics with reasonable computational times.  HPHall 

(hybrid-PIC Hall), one of the first codes to use this approach, relied on a PIC-direct simulation 

Monte Carlo (DSMC) method for ions in 2D axisymmetric thruster geometry [110].  This code is 

attributed to being the first to capture the breathing mode oscillations of Hall thrusters in a 2D 

simulation [111].  HPHall has been extensively used since the late 1990's and has undergone 

several improvements, such as the upgrade to HPHall(2) by Parra and Ahedo in 2006 [112].  

 A fundamental component of Hall thruster discharge plasma modeling is the electron 

Hall parameter (Ωe), defined as  

    
  

  
 8.2-1 
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where νe is the electron collision frequency.  Ion acceleration in a Hall thruster is based on 

operation of the device at high electron Hall parameter (Ωe >100), where the resistance to the 

transport of mass and heat in the electron flow perpendicular to the magnetic field is much 

greater (by ~ Ωe
2
) than in the direction parallel to the magnetic field in the majority of the 

discharge channel [111].  This allows the separation of the electron equations based on their 

direction relative to the magnetic field: the full partial differential transport equations are solved 

only perpendicular to the field while the electron equations in the parallel direction are simplified 

by assuming constant electron temperature and thermalized potential the latter of which yields an 

algebraic equation for the plasma potential [106].  This simplification is often called the "quasi-

1D assumption."  In terms of modeling, this assumption allows the electron equations to be 

discretized in a quadrilateral computational cell that is bounded by two adjacent magnetic field 

lines rather than one with arbitrary geometry [111].  This is the methodology used in HPHall and 

is widely applicable to a variety of Hall thruster geometries.  However, magnetic field topologies 

with complex field line arrangements (such as those near magnets, magnetic poles, eroded or 

chamfered channel surfaces, etc.) and/or reduced Hall parameter values (such as those near the 

cathode and anode plume) bring into question the applicability of the quasi-1D assumption.  

Because both of these situations exist for a magnetically shielded Hall thruster, a more general 

approach is required to discretize the electron equations. 

8.3. Hall2De  

8.3.1. Code Overview 

Hall2De is a 2D axisymmetric code that allows for the simulation of the partially ionized 

gas in the r-z plane of Hall thrusters.  Ions are modeled as a cold (compared to the electrons), 

isothermal fluid with charge-exchange and multiple-ionization collisions accounted for in the 
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momentum equations as a friction ("drag") force.  For the neutral species, Hall2De assumes that 

the particles incident on a surface are fully accommodated and that any re-emitted particles 

follow a cosine distribution.  Therefore, the flux of neutrals on a given surface is a function of 

the view factor of that surface to all other surfaces, making the calculation of neutral particle 

distributions one primarily based on geometry.  A mass-conserving first-order upwind algorithm 

is used to step the neutral gas particles between grid cells, allowing the neutral density to change 

as a function of time despite the particles having a fixed velocity (based on the velocity 

distribution computed from the view factor particle flux model).  A 2D form of Ohm’s law in 

directions parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field and the electron energy equations are 

discretized on a field-aligned computational mesh.  The plasma potential is determined from 

Ohm’s law combined with the current conservation equation [111].  As with all other global Hall 

thruster codes in existence today, a self-consistent model of the anomalously high transport of 

electrons known to occur in these devices remains elusive in Hall2De. Nevertheless, with 

experimentally-guided models of the anomalous collision frequency, results from Hall2De 

simulations  have been validated against measured plasma parameters for numerous high-power 

Hall thrusters [78,113,114].     

Three unique features distinguish Hall2De from HPHall and similar quasi-1D r-z codes: 

1) Magnetic Field Aligned Mesh (MFAM):  The discretization of the governing 

equations on an MFAM allows for the solution of the highly anisotropic electron 

equations in both parallel and perpendicular directions without suffering from 

excessive numerical diffusion. This allows for solutions in thrusters with highly 

mirrored and/or magnetically shielded field topologies.  Unlike quasi-1D r-z Hall 

thruster codes like HPHall where computational elements defined by two adjacent 
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magnetic field lines and two boundary segments are interpolated onto an arbitrary 

mesh, Hall2De further divides the computational elements using an orthogonal set 

of lines (called the magnetic vector potential, or simply vector potential A, and 

defined by      ).  This is especially advantageous when the thruster 

surfaces disrupt the continuity of a given magnetic field line.  Additionally a 

MFAM allows for a self-consistent plasma simulation in the anode region; by 

contrast, HPHall is incapable of a self-consistent solution in this region and uses 

extrapolation to determine a solution between the anode boundary and the nearest 

magnetic field line. 

2) No Discrete-Particle Methods:  Hall2De solves the conservation equations for the 

ions by considering them as isothermal, cold (relative to the electrons) fluids; 

multiple ion fluids (corresponding to multiple ion charge states and sources) can 

be included in a single simulation.  For the collisionless neutrals, line-of-sight 

formulations accounting for ionization and wall collisions are used to evolve the 

neutral species in time [115].  All view factors are calculated in a pre-processing 

phase to reduce total computational time.  A main objective of the methods 

followed for the numerical solution of the heavy species (ions and neutrals) is to 

eliminate numerical fluctuation errors associated with discrete-particle statistics 

which, in some cases, may resemble real fluctuations that can occur in these 

discharges. 

3) Large Computational Domain:  The domain considered by Hall2De encompasses 

the entire discharge channel and extends several channel lengths downstream of 

the thruster exit plane, encompassing the cathode boundary and thruster axis of 
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symmetry.  This allows for detailed and self-consistent descriptions of the 

downstream plasma behaviors based on changes in the ionization and acceleration 

region plasma while accounting for the cathode boundary conditions self-

consistently. 

8.3.2. Physics Model  

8.3.2.1. Ion Governing Equations 

 As mentioned above, Hall2De models the ions as a cold, isothermal fluid.  The derivation 

of the momentum conservation equation begins with the Boltzmann equation for the ion 

distribution function (fi): 

    
  

                       8.3-1 

where Fi is the specific force on the ions, containing contributions from the electric and Lorentz 

forces.  Taking the moment of Equation 8.3-1 yields the momentum conservation law used for 

ions, expressed in conservative form as follows: 

  

  
                                 8.3-2 

where ni is ion density, ui is the mean ion velocity, qi is the ion charge, pi is the ion pressure, and 

Ri is the ion drag force incorporating contributions to momentum exchange from both elastic and 

inelastic collisions.  Viscous terms in the pressure tensor are neglected and pi = piI is assumed 

where I is the delta tensor.  Derivation of Equation 8.3-2 from the Boltzmann's equation and 

explicit definitions of the drag force term are presented in [111].   

 Specification of the computational domain's boundary conditions closes the conservation 

law for ions.  The hydrodynamic Bohm criterion for the normal component of ion velocity (ui), 

given by  
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   8.3-3 

is imposed at the eclectically insulating boundaries (i.e. discharge channel walls) for ions 

entering the plasma sheath.  This condition holds assuming fully absorbing walls, cold 

monoenergetic ions, and sheath electrons following a Boltzmann distribution.  The Bohm 

criterion is used for ions with a normal velocity component less than the ion acoustic speed; 

otherwise, the true ion velocity is used at the boundary.  At electrical conductors, no secondary 

electron emission is allowed and thin-sheath conducting-wall boundary conditions are specified 

where the boundary is set at ground potential.  At the anode, the ion boundary condition 

encompasses the sheath's evolution from ion attracting to ion repelling through a continuous 

transition from the Bohm condition for ion velocity to zero velocity (details about this model and 

its numerical implementation are described in the literature) [116,117].  A reflection boundary 

condition is applied along the thruster centerline while ions are allowed to flow out of the system 

freely at the outflow boundaries assuming a zero-current condition.  The cathode ion flux is 

specified at the cathode boundary based on cathode simulations with the OrCa2D code or 

experimental measurements [78,118,119]. 

8.3.2.2. Electron Governing Equations 

The momentum equation for the electrons, with the viscous terms neglected, takes the 

form 

 
   

   

  
                      8.3-4 

ue is the mean electron velocity, qe is the charge of an electron, pe is the electron pressure         

(pe = peI is assumed), and Re is the electron drag force [111].  The curl-free condition for the 

electric field yields 
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      8.3-5 

where ϕ is the potential. 

 Due to the low mass of electrons, their inertia can be neglected.  This yields the vector 

form of Ohm's law: 

 
               

   

    
        8.3-6 

where  

 
  

   

  
   

                             
     
  
   

             
 

  
    
 

   8.3-7 

and  

 
     

   
   

    

             
   

 8.3-8 

where     is the Coulomb logarithm, ε0 is the permittivity of a vacuum, and 

 

     
      

 

 

   8.3-9 

The total electron collision frequency (νe) has been defined above as the sum of the individual 

frequencies, given by 

                8.3-10 

where νen is the electron-neutral collision frequency and να is the anomalous collision frequency 

that accounts for non-classical transport mechanisms in the plasma (discussed further at the end 

of this section).  Equation 8.3-6 can be broken up into perpendicular (⊥) and parallel (∥) 

components with respect to the magnetic field, given as 

 
 ∥     ∥  

 ∥  

    
       ∥ 8.3-11a 
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           8.3-11b 

In most of the regions of the Hall thruster the resistive terms in the parallel direction are 

negligible, reducing Equation 8.3-10a to 

  
 ∥  

 ∥  

    
 8.3-12 

which leads to the Boltzmann relation for the electron number density. The relation can then be 

used to obtain the algebraic equation for the plasma potential alluded to previously. 

 The electron energy conservation law is used to solve for electron temperature: 

  

 
    

   
  

         
 

 
         

 

 
          

 

   
  8.3-13 

where the thermal conduction heat flux tensor (Qe) is discretized on the MFAM along and across 

the magnetic field as 

   ∥     ∥ ∥    8.3-14a 

                8.3-14b 

Isothermality of the field lines is preserved when the resistive terms in the parallel direction are 

negligible, as was the case in Equation 8.3-11a.  The summation term in Equation 8.3-13 

accounts for inelastic energy losses associated with electron-neutral and electron-ion collisions 

and is defined in [111].  The last term in Equation 8.3-13, which is generally small in Hall 

thrusters, accounts for the time-rate of energy exchange between the electrons and heavy species 

due to deviations from thermal equilibrium. 

 Equations 8.3-11a and 8.3-11b are substituted into the current conservation equation 

(shown in Equation 8.3-15) and solved parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field to 

determine the plasma potential: 
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       8.3-15 

where j represents the total current density summed over both ions and electrons.   

 Boundary conditions along all surfaces of the computational domain must be defined to 

close the electron equations.  At the anode, conducting sheath boundary conditions are 

employed. The electron current density normal to the surface is therefore given by 

 

           
 
 
    
         

    
                   

   8.3-16 

and the convective heat flux is defined as 

                           8.3-17 

Note that the conductive heat flux (qe) at the sheath is set to zero 

          8.3-18 

In these equations, the potential drop across the sheath is  

         8.3-19 

where VA is the applied anode potential and the electron thermal flux (jTe) is defined as 

 

   
 

  

 
 
    
  

   8.3-20 

Due to the attraction of electrons to the positive anode potential, the sheath structure adjacent to 

the anode is generally electron repelling (i.e. Δϕ > 0).  The electron boundary conditions at the 

cathode are guided by independent numerical simulations with the OrCa2D code and/or 

measurements of the plasma generated by the hollow cathode, leading to values for the neutral 

particle flux, plasma potential, and electron temperature [78,118,119].   

Along electrical insulators (such as the discharge channel walls) the conductive heat flux 

is set to zero and a zero-current condition is imposed: 
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          8.3-21 

Secondary electron emission is calculated based on the electron temperature, plasma potential 

along the sheath edge, and the material-dependent secondary electron yield. The sheath drop is 

determined based on the formulations of Hobbs and Wesson [120].  Dirichlet conditions are 

imposed for electron temperature along the far-plume outflow boundaries; this is a good 

assumption because the electron temperature far (several channel lengths) from the discharge 

channel exit of a Hall thruster usually falls between 1 eV and 4 eV, based on direct 

measurements [78,111,113,114].  A zero-current condition is imposed for the current density at 

the plume boundaries. 

8.3.2.2.1. Model of the Anomalous Collision Frequency 

 The anomalous collision frequency model in Hall2De is an important aspect of all Hall 

thruster simulations and therefore warrants further discussion.  In the present simulations of the 

miniature thruster the variation for the anomalous collision frequency profile along the thruster's 

discharge channel centerline is initially assumed based on the findings of several previous 

numerical and experimental investigations aimed at identifying general trends of the frequency in 

both the interior and near-plume regions of Hall thrusters.  These investigations revealed that the 

anomalous collision frequency follows a common form: a shallow positive slope from the global 

minimum to a local maximum, then a steep negative slope to a local minimum, followed by a 

steep positive slope to the global maximum, and lastly a shallow negative slope (see 

Figures 8.5-1 and 8.5-4 for examples).  The minimum value occurs approximately at the 

transition from the ionization to the acceleration region.  The shallow negative slope downstream 

of the channel exit closely follows the electron gyrofrequency profile.  In simulations of the Hall 

thruster plasma, this profile is iteratively altered in magnitude until the operating discharge 
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current is achieved.  In principle, iterations of both the axial and radial positions of the various 

components of the profile should be performed to quantify the impact of our uncertainty in the 

model of the anomalous collision frequency on the location of and gradients in the discharge 

plasma.  Such sensitivity studies are warranted since the exact location of the discharge channel 

plasma is generally known experimentally to only ~10% of the discharge channel length.  The 

results of sensitivity simulations performed for the MaSMi-60 Hall thruster are presented in a 

later section. 

8.3.2.3. Neutral Particle Governing Equations 

Ionization collisions experienced by neutral particles occur frequently compared to the 

particle's transit time inside of the discharge channel.  By contrast, collisions between neutral 

particles are very infrequent.  The kinetic conservation equation for the neutral particle 

distribution function (fn) is therefore the same as for ions, but with the force term equal to zero: 

    
  

               8.3-22 

Only ionization collisions are considered, approximated based on the electron-neutral ionization 

collision frequency (   
 ), giving the rate of change of the distribution function the form of  

 
           

       8.3-23 

The neutral density can then be determined by taking the integral of the neutral distribution 

function over velocity space: 

 
                 

     

 

 8.3-24 

where r is the position vector.  A more detailed explanation of the neutral gas algorithm used in 

Hall2De is presented in [115].  In summary, neutral particles are assumed to travel in straight 
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lines at a constant velocity until they are ionized, strike a wall, or leave the computational 

domain.  The distribution function for neutrals emitted from boundaries takes a cosine 

distribution which is scaled to reflect ionization losses from the neutral population.  The flux of 

neutrals injected from the anode is specified based on the thruster's operating flow rate.  Neutral 

flux at the cathode boundary is specified based on independent cathode flow simulations. 

8.4. Hall2De Simulation Results for the MaSMi-60 

8.4.1. Magnetic Shielding 

 A simulation of the MaSMi-60's plasma discharge was performed with Hall2De using an 

operating condition near the middle of the thruster's operational envelope: a discharge voltage of 

300 V and a discharge current of 1.4 A.  Results for the electron temperature and plasma 

potential contours are presented in Figure 8.4-1; these values plotted along the outer and inner 

discharge channel surfaces are shown in Figure 8.4-2.  According to Figure 8.4-1, the plasma 

potential remains constant while the electron temperature remains well below 10 eV along the 

discharge channel surfaces.  This is confirmed by the results of Figure 8.4-2, where the plasma 

potential was predicted to be nearly constant at approximately 312 V +/-5 V and electron 

temperature was predicted to remain below approximately 4 eV +/-2 eV.  The Hall2De 

simulation results for the MaSMi-60 match well with published data on the H6MS, presented in 

Figure 8.4-3, supporting the conclusion that the MaSMi-60 was magnetically shielded.  In sum, 

the MaSMi-60's constant plasma potential and low electron temperature along the discharge 

channel walls predicted by Hall2De meet the two key requirements to achieve magnetic 

shielding, supporting the conclusion that MS was successfully achieved at the miniature scale.   
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Figure 8.4-1.  Plasma potential (top) and electron temperature (bottom) contours from Hall2De 

simulations of  the MaSMi-60 operating at 300 V and 1.4 A. 
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Figure 8.4-2.  Plasma potential (blue) and electron temperature (red) plotted along the outer 

and inner discharge channel walls from Hall2De simulations of the MaSMi-60 operating at 300 

V and 1.4 A.   
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Figure 8.4-3.  Published plasma potential (left) and electron temperature (right) contour plots 

for the H6MS (predicted using Hall2De) [78].   

 With the MaSMi-60 achieving the discharge channel plasma conditions required for 

magnetic shielding, the Hall2De-predicted channel wall erosion rate was examined.  A detailed 

description of the erosion rate model in Hall2De is described in [121–123].  Briefly, Hall2De 

computes the total kinetic energy and flux of ions that bombard the channel surfaces and 

determines the erosion rate based on a model of the material sputtering yield [121–123].  It is 

typical in magnetically shielded thrusters that the ion energy is below the threshold energy for 

sputtering in which case the erosion rate is set to zero. The total kinetic energy is calculated as 

the sum of the energy gained by ions accelerated by radial components of the electric field and 

the energy gained by ions passing through the wall sheath.  The Hall2De simulations predicted 

zero erosion along the entire length of the inner and outer discharge channel walls.  This offers 

further evidence that the low-power MaSMi-60 successfully achieved an MS configuration. 

8.4.2. Thruster Performance and Associated Physics 

 The primary contributors to the MaSMi-60's experimentally measured sub-29% anode 

efficiency were the mass utilization, current utilization, and beam divergence efficiencies, as 
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presented in Section 7.2.  To better understand the physics causing these low efficiency values, 

the relevant parameters were extracted from the Hall2De simulation of the MaSMi-60 operating 

at 300 V and 1.4 A.  The physics governing these parameters were then closely examined. 

8.4.2.1. Physics Governing the MaSMi-60's Low Mass Utilization 

 The MaSMi-60's mass utilization predicted by Hall2De was approximately 56%, which 

nearly perfectly captures the demonstrated value of 58% at the selected operating condition.  An 

examination of the MaSMi-60's neutral density profile predicted by Hall2De, shown in the upper 

cell of Figure 8.4-4, reveals that no significant drop in neutral density was predicted in the 

expected ionization zone; peak ionization is generally believed to be located in the mid-channel 

region.  Additionally, no significant change in neutral density is seen along the expected path of 

the ion beam [27].  Instead, a high density of neutrals were predicted to flow beyond the exit 

plane and then diffuse gradually into the surrounding vacuum.  This feature is in contrast to the 

nominal neutral density profile predicted for the H6MS, shown in the lower cell of Figure 8.4-4.  

A significant drop in neutral density is observed in the ionization zone, leading to high mass 

utilization and low neutral density along the expected path of the ion beam.  These results 

suggest that a significant fraction of the neutrals injected into the MaSMi-60's discharge channel 

freely flow out of the thruster without being ionized, causing poor mass utilization.   
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Figure 8.4-4.  Neutral density profiles for the MaSMi-60 (top) and H6MS (bottom). 
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  To further explore this phenomenon, a simplified phenomenological computational 

model was developed to examine the ionization fraction of neutrals leaving the MaSMi-60's 

anode, passing through the ionization and acceleration regions, and traveling downstream of the 

thruster exit.  For this model, it was assumed that the neutral gas density will decrease with time 

due to ionization according to   

    

  
             8.4-1 

where σi is the ionization cross section and        is the ionization reaction rate coefficient for 

Maxwellian electrons [3].  By definition, the flux of neutrals incident on the plasma (Γn) is  

           8.4-2 

where vn is the neutral particle velocity.  Assuming Γn ≈ nnvth, where vth is the most probable 

value for the reduced axial component of the neutral velocity such that vn ≈ vth ≈ dz/dt (an 

approximation that is discussed below) and applying Equation 8.4-2 to Equation 8.4-1 yields 

    
  

   
        

   
    8.4-3 

dz is the axial distance along the channel.  With the exception of vth, all variables in Equation 

8.4-3 depend on the electron temperature and/or electron density; because Te and ne are functions 

of axial location in the channel, these variables are also dependent on axial position.  Equation 

8.4-3 represents the fraction of unionized neutral particles as a function of axial position. The 

ionization mean free path (λi) appears in Equation 8.4-3 as the inverse of the term in parenthesis: 

    
   

        
    8.4-4 

 The ionized propellant fraction was calculated from the anode face to approximately 1.5 

channel lengths downstream of the exit plane in 1 mm axial steps.  The neutral particles entering 

the discharge channel were modeled to leave the anode surface in a cosine distribution.  The 
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neutral population traveling along each angular trajectory from 0 to π/2 in increments of 1° were 

considered separately, yielding two important effects.  First, fewer neutrals are on high-angle 

trajectories due to the initial cosine distribution of the gas injected into the channel from the 

anode.  Second, and more importantly, the axial velocity of neutral particles on non-zero angle 

trajectories is reduced by the cosine of the angle.  Because we are interested in the ionization of 

neutrals during their transit through the discharge channel, only the axial component of vth is 

needed to determine the effective mean free path, λi.    As can be seen from Equation 8.4-4, the 

reduced axial velocity of high-angle particles leads to a shorter ionization mean free path lengths 

and therefore an increased probability for ionization.   

 Neutrals that collide with a channel wall were assumed to be specularly reflected such 

that the particles' axial velocity would remain unchanged.  No chemistry occurs between the 

neutral particles and the walls; therefore, this is a good assumption as it upholds the conservation 

of momentum in the discharge channel, which is a region of free molecular flow based on its 

high Knudsen number (          , where λ is the collision mean free path and the channel 

width is the characteristic length of the vessel containing the neutral gas).  Note that this is in 

contrast to ions impacting the channel surfaces: this case generally leads to neutralization of the 

ions through an energy exchange between the particles and the walls, making a cosine 

distribution of the neutralized particles leaving the walls is a more appropriate assumption.  Ion-

wall collisions, which result in cosine distribution trajectories of newly neutralized particles from 

the channel surfaces, local changes in neutral population that affect the ionization fraction, etc., 

were not considered in this simplified ionization model; however, it is accounted for in Hall2De 

as specified above.  It should be noted that Hall2De uses cosine distributions for neutral particles 

impacting the channel walls; due to the complexity of this aspect of the code and the desire for 
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maintaining a simplified, physics-informed model of propellant ionization, this feature was not 

incorporated into the ionization model.  All unionized neutrals that leave the discharge channel 

exit plane on angular trajectories greater than 15° (the angle from the center of the anode surface 

to the discharge channel downstream tips) were assumed to remain unionized and be radially lost 

into the surrounding vacuum.   

 The fraction of unionized neutrals was calculated at each axial location from a modified 

version of Equation 8.4-3:   

 
               

        

   
    

  

         
         8.4-5 

where the subscript ii outside the square brackets represents the index of the axial step.  As 

mentioned above, all parameters inside the brackets of the right-hand term depend on the 

electron temperature and/or electron density profiles and therefore vary with changes to axial 

position, except for vth.  The fraction of ionized propellant (fi) was then calculated at each axial 

step by comparing the unionized neutral flux with the initial number of particles released from 

the anode (Γn,o): 

 
         

      
    

    8.4-6 

After neutral particles on all angular trajectories from 0 to π/2 were considered, the total 

ionization fraction was calculated by taking the ratio of the sum of all ionized particles on all 

angular trajectories divided by the total number of particles released from the anode: 

 
     

 

    
        

  

     8.4-7 

 A total initial flux of 10
6
 neutral particles was injected into the discharge channel from 

the anode.  A neutral temperature of 500°C was assumed for the propellant entering the 
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discharge channel, leading to an initial neutral density of approximately 1.25x10
18

 m
-3

 at the 

anode flow rates and a most probable neutral thermal velocity of approximately 312 m/s based 

on the following equations: 

 
             

  

  
  8.4-8 

 

     
    
 

 8.4-9 

where Equation 8.4-8 is a simplified version of the ideal gas law, PV=NkT, converted to pressure 

in units of Torr (PT) [3].  The electron temperature and electron density profiles from the 

MaSMi-60's Hall2De simulation results were approximated using three fitted polynomials 

capturing the near-anode, thruster exit, and near-plume features of each profile.  These 

approximate curve fits were then fed into the ionization model.   

 It is recognized that the maximum electron temperature of over 50 eV predicted by 

Hall2De for the MaSMi-60 operating at 300 V appears to be a significant over-prediction 

compared to published results in MS Hall thrusters, which show a peak Te of between 30 eV to 

35 eV at 300 V discharge voltages [1,39,78,114].  While this may be partially caused by a 

simplifying assumption in Hall2De that incorporates the electrons' azimuthal Hall current energy 

with the total electron temperature, efforts are currently underway to determine the magnitude of 

the contribution of this assumption to the peak Te and to achieve more realistic Te predictions.  

The MaSMi-60 produced an ion species mix very close to that of the H6MS (i.e. high multiply 

charged species beam content), suggesting that the peak electron temperature should be similar 

between the two thrusters [37].  Therefore, for the purposes of this ionization model, the 

MaSMi-60's electron temperature profile was linearly scaled to achieve a maximum temperature 

of approximately 32 eV (~10% of Vd), which falls in line with published experimental 
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measurements.  This scaling of the electron temperature down and closer to the commonly found 

value of 10% of the discharge voltage matches well with the experimentally measured electron 

temperature in the near-plume region shown later in Figure 8.5-8.  The experimentally measured 

species mix and electron temperature profile at a discharge voltage of 300 V validates the Te 

scaling applied to the Hall2De results. 

 The results from the above ionization analysis are presented for the MaSMi-60 and 

H6MS (for comparative purposes) in the following paragraphs.  The small size of the 

MaSMi-60's discharge channel and its effects on electron temperature and density is illustrated in 

Figure 8.4-5 where the electron temperature and electron density for the MaSMi-60 and H6MS 

used in the ionization model are plotted against axial position normalized to the MaSMi-60 

discharge channel length.  Comparing the predicted electron temperature curves for the two 

thrusters reveals that the MaSMi-60's profile is very narrow with a FWHM that spans 

approximately 0.2 LMaSMi-60, suggesting there are very high axial gradients in the magnetic field 

that confine the hot electrons to an axially short region.  By contrast, the H6MS's profile is much 

broader with a FWHM spanning approximately 1 LMaSMi-60, showing the thruster's lower axial 

magnetic field gradients and wider band of hot electrons.  As suggested by the Hall2De contour 

plots in Figure 8.4-1, the MaSMi-60's peak electron temperature (and maximum plasma potential 

gradient, which is not shown in Figure 8.4-5) are located downstream of the thruster's exit plane 

(z/LMaSMi-60 of approximately 1.1); the position of these features in the H6MS are in the plane of 

its discharge channel exit.  Both devices show a peak electron density at the approximate axial 

midpoint of their respective discharge channels and the density profiles have a similar overall 

shape.  However, the MaSMi-60's density profile is approximately 2.5x narrower than that of the 

H6MS.  Additionally, despite the MaSMi-60's higher initial density gradient, the H6MS is 
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predicted to achieve approximately 18% greater peak electron density and (expectedly, based on 

its larger discharge channel dimensions) maintain a high density over a longer axial length than 

the MaSMi-60.  These results show that the plasma parameters primarily responsible for 

ionization of the injected propellant are more axially compressed and located further downstream 

(relative to the thruster's exit plane) in the MaSMi-60 compared to the H6MS. 

 

Figure 8.4-5.  Electron temperature (Te) and electron density (ne) predicted for the MaSMi-60 

and H6MS as functions of axial position normalized to the MaSMi-60's discharge channel 

length. 

 The effects of the MaSMi-60's narrow ionization region can be seen in Figure 8.4-6, 

which compares the ionization mean free path predicted for the MaSMi-60 and the H6MS as a 

function of axial distance, both normalized to each thrusters' respective discharge channel length.  
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The minimum predicted ionization mean free path for the MaSMi-60 is approximately 

1.3 LMaSMi-60 while the average value is approximately 1.5 LMaSMi-60 before increasing sharply at a 

z/LMaSMi-60 of around 1.4.  In the case of the H6MS, the minimum predicted λi is considerably 

lower, approximately 0.3 LH6MS with an average value of less than 0.5 LH6MS until a z/LH6MS of 

greater than approximately 1.5.  Note that, despite the significantly different physical dimensions 

of the two thrusters' discharge channels, the H6MS's minimum λi is predicted to be 

approximately 50% smaller (in an absolute sense) than that of the MaSMi-60.  These results 

suggest that the ionization mean free path of neutrals injected into the MaSMi-60's discharge 

channel is too long compared to the length of the ionization region generated by the thruster; a 

significant population of neutrals do not have enough time (i.e. axial distance coupled with 

particle velocity) to become ionized before they flow out of the discharge channel.   
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 Figure 8.4-6.  Ionization mean free path predicted for the MaSMi-60 and H6MS as a function of 

axial position, both normalized to the respective thruster's discharge channel length. 

 Figure 8.4-7 presents the spatial evolution of the ionization fraction for the MaSMi-60 

and the H6MS as a function of axial distance normalized to the discharge channel length of the 

MaSMi-60.  The maximum predicted value of the ionization fraction for the MaSMi-60 was 

approximately 61%, which matches well with the measured mass utilization efficiency of 58%.  

Approximately 25% of the MaSMi-60's ionization events were predicted to occur beyond the 

discharge channel exit; this result matches the Hall2De predictions shown in the upper cell of 

Figure 8.4-4, where a stream of unionized particles are predicted to exit the thruster.  By contrast, 

a maximum ionization fraction of more than 99% was predicted by this simple model for the 

H6MS, matching well to its high mass utilization efficiency of approximately 98%.  The 
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maximum ionization fraction for the H6MS was predicted to be achieved significantly upstream 

of the discharge channel exit and well upstream of the acceleration zone.  The slope of the 

H6MS's ionization fraction profile is also notably steeper than that of the MaSM-60.  This is 

likely a combination of thee effects: (1) the H6MS's longer channel length, which creates a wide 

band of high electron density and therefore increased probability of ionization in the near-anode 

and mid-channel (z/L ~ 0.5) regions; (2) the larger channel width (in conjunction with increased 

channel length), which allows neutrals on high-angle trajectories to travel further before 

encountering a wall and thereby increasing dwell time in the ionization zone (i.e. increasing the 

probability for ionization); (3) the H6MS's anode design, which may yield a more diffuse flow of 

neutrals into the channel compared to the MaSMi-60, thereby encouraging large angle 

trajectories for the injected propellant.   

It is interesting to note that, despite the low electron temperatures (Te <5 eV) predicted in 

the near-anode and mid-channel regions, a significant fraction of the propellant is predicted to be 

ionized in these regions: over 25% for the MaSMi-60 and nearly 75% for the H6MS.  

Conventionally, the ionization zone is believed to perform the majority of the ionization events 

over an axial length of approximately 1/2 the discharge channel length with the downstream limit 

located near the upstream edge of the acceleration region (the center of which is located at or 

near the peak electron temperature) [27].  The results from this ionization model presented in 

Figure 8.4-7, which shows strong agreement with measured values, suggests that the useful 

ionization zone extends much further upstream of the channel exit (nearly to the anode face) than 

conventionally thought with a near constant increase in ionization fraction until the maximum 

value is reached.  This trend was predicted for both the MaSMi-60 and H6MS. 
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Figure 8.4-7.  Ionization fraction as functions of axial position normalized to the MaSMi-60's 

discharge channel length for the MaSMi-60 and H6MS. 
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caused by the short length of the discharge channel appears to facilitate long ionization mean 

free path lengths.  Combined with a high axial velocity component of the neutral propellant, this 

results in injected neutral particles spending an insufficient amount of time in the ionization 

region to achieve high ionization fractions.  Studies at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory 

(PPPL) examining the relationship between discharge channel length and propellant utilization, 

which show that propellant utilization increases with increasing discharge channel length (up to 

some limit), are in the published literature [124].  For a low-power Hall thruster on the same 

scale as the MaSMi-60 and operated at similar discharge voltage and propellant flow conditions, 

increases in propellant utilization of up to approximately 7% were observed for a 1.5x increase in 

discharge channel length and up to approximately 15% for a 2x increase in channel length [124].  

In summary, the high ionization mean free path length in the MaSMi-60's ionization zone, likely 

caused by an insufficient discharge channel length and a sub-optimal anode design, appears to be 

the key physical mechanism that causes poor propellant utilization in the MaSMi-60.  

Incorporating a longer discharge channel and an anode that promotes high radial velocities for 

injected neutrals in future design iterations may therefore significantly increase the mass 

utilization efficiency of the MaSMi-60.   

8.4.2.2. Physics Governing the MaSMi-60's Low Current Utilization 

 It is well understood that insufficient magnetic field strength can cause unfavorable 

oscillatory Hall thruster behavior and lead to increased electron streaming to the anode [125].  

This is primarily caused by inadequate confinement of electrons in the high-field region due to 

enhanced charge carrier, and therefore electron, mobility across magnetic field lines [125].   The 

observations made in the MaSMi-60, including high discharge current oscillations combined 

with an inability to achieve a minimum discharge current versus magnetic field strength, 
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followed the abovementioned trends.  This suggests that a higher-than-nominal electron current 

was flowing to the anode due to an insufficient magnetic field strength.  Because excess electron 

current is included in the power supply's applied discharge current and has no contribution to 

increasing the ion beam current, it effectively decreases the current utilization efficiency by 

increasing the denominator of ηb, presented in Equation 3.1-8.   

 Further evidence supporting this theory was provided by Hall2De simulations of the 

MaSMi-60.  The thruster's magnetic field strength was artificially increased by 20% while all 

other parameters, including the topology of the field and the operating condition of the thruster, 

were left unchanged.  The result was an increase in the predicted current utilization efficiency by 

nearly 10%, supporting the claim that increasing the MaSMi-60's magnetic field strength would 

lead to improved thruster performance.  Future iterations of the MaSMi Hall thruster will include 

a magnetic circuit that provides a higher magnetic field strength across the discharge channel 

than the current MaSMi-60, thereby improving electron confinement, reduce electron streaming, 

and providing higher current utilization efficiency. 

8.4.2.3. Physics Governing the MaSMi-60's High Beam Divergence 

 Published results for the H6US (unshielded) and H6MS, as well as the MaSMi-40 and 

MaSMi-60, have shown that the application of magnetic shielding requires increased curvature 

of the magnetic field near the discharge channel downstream edges [1,37,74,79,102].  A result of 

this modification to the magnetic field is a downstream shift of the discharge plasma (i.e. the 

acceleration region); however, this appears to have a negligible effect on beam divergence 

[1,37,74,79,102].  In the case of the H6, a 5° increase in divergence half angle (from 15° to 20°) 

was observed when converting the thruster from the US configuration to the MS configuration 

[37].  By contrast, a beam divergence half angle of more than 30° was observed during testing of 
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the MaSMi-60.  The MaSMi-60's higher beam divergence can be attributed to the thruster's over-

shielded magnetic field topology, featuring tightly curved magnetic field lines near the exit 

plane, which leads to a larger downstream shift of the acceleration zone (relative to the channel 

exit plane) compared to the H6MS.   

 The MaSMi-60's over-shielded field topology (discussed in Chapter 7) exhibits 

considerably more curvature downstream of the discharge channel edges than the H6MS's field 

topology.  This can be seen by comparing the electron temperature contours, which closely 

follow the magnetic field lines, in Figures 8.4-1 (upper cell) and 8.4-3 (right cell).  As discussed 

in Chapter 3, the applied electric field points perpendicular to the magnetic field and is directed 

away from the anode.  Therefore, an increase in magnetic field curvature causes an increase in 

the off-axis angle of the electric field vector.  The concave field structure along the channel 

centerline has a focusing (i.e. lensing) effect on the beam ions; the electric field vectors are 

forced to point towards the channel centerline, causing a convergence of accelerated ions into a 

coherent beam.  The convex field structures downstream of the discharge channel edges in the 

magnetically shielded thrusters, however, cause increased angular divergence of the beam 

because the electric field vectors point away from the channel centerline, leading to ion 

acceleration away from the channel centerline.  Because the MaSMi-60 generates greater field 

curvature in the regions downstream of the discharge channel edges compared to the H6MS, 

higher angular beam divergence is expected.  Through careful redesign of the magnetic circuit to 

maintain a magnetically shielded field topology while reducing the over-shielded features of the 

field structure, the low beam divergence efficiency demonstrated by the MaSMi-60 can likely be 

improved. 
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A result of the MaSMi-60's over-shielded MS field topology is the relatively large 

downstream shift in the acceleration region.  Because of the extreme curvature of the magnetic 

field around the discharge channel downstream edges, the penetration depth of the magnetic field 

lines into the channel is limited [79].  This forces the acceleration zone, which is defined by the 

steep near-exit region drop in plasma potential and closely tied to the field structure, further 

downstream of the exit plane than is observed in more optimally shielded Hall thrusters such as 

the H6MS.  The downstream shift in the discharge plasma is therefore a byproduct of the 

magnetic field topology and not a contributor to the increased beam divergence.  Figure 8.4-8 

presents the plasma potential for the MaSMi-60 and H6MS as a function of axial distance 

normalized to each thrusters' respective channel length.  This plot shows that the MaSMi-60's 

acceleration region begins approximately 20% further downstream than that of the H6MS. 
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Figure 8.4-8.  Plasma potential for the MaSMi-60 and H6MS from Hall2De simulations as a 

function of axial position normalized to the each thruster's respective discharge channel length. 
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field topology, thereby causing a portion of the beam to be lost to the walls and a resulting 

collimation of the beam [100].  By the same token, operation of the BHT-1500 in the nominal 

"jet" mode operation yielded greater beam divergence than the "collimated" mode due to a lack 

of channel wall collimation.  While this may lead to the conclusion that a downstream shift in the 

ionization and acceleration regions directly correlates to increased beam divergence in Hall 

thrusters, the ion focusing effects generated by the curvature of a magnetically shielded field 

topology, in addition to the plethora of published data on MS devices, refutes this argument.  The 

downstream shift in the discharge plasma is an inherent feature of state-of-the-art MS Hall 

thruster designs; however, improvements to the MaSMi-60's magnetic circuit to eliminate the 

over-shielded topology should reduce the magnitude of the downstream plasma shift relative to 

the thruster exit.  

8.5. Results Verification 

 In the past, probes inserted into the discharge have been used to verify the results from 

Hall2De [78,114,119].  The probes, which were either injected into the discharge channel plasma 

using fast-drive probe stages or embedded in the discharge channel walls, provided 

measurements of electron temperature and discharge plasma potential.  This has been common 

practice in high-power Hall thrusters where the discharge channel width is significantly larger 

than in low-power devices.  It was generally assumed that if the probe did not significantly 

disturbed the plasma, accurate measurements of the plasma properties could be obtained.  

However, a recent study by Jorns et al using the unshielded H6 clearly demonstrated that 

invasive probe measurements significantly perturb the discharge plasma despite the short transit 

time of the probe inside the discharge channel [126].  When the invasive probe crossed the 

approximate peak magnetic field location, the global structure of the near-exit plume changed 
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significantly and was characterized by a ~0.125 z/L downstream shift in the plasma [126].  The 

magnitude of the perturbations to the plasma was observed to be less pronounced at lower 

operating voltages and currents, with the perturbations being more dependent on discharge 

voltage [126].  Note that wall probe measurements or fast-scan probe measurements taken 

downstream of the exit plane have not been shown to significantly affect the plasma properties. 

 In the case of low-power Hall thrusters, invasive probe measurements are even more 

challenging due to small channel dimensions.  Furthermore, greater degrees of perturbation of 

the plasma would occur based on the relative sizes of the injected probe, the discharge channel, 

and the discharge plasma.  In light of the limited discharge plasma measurements inside and near 

to the channel exit of the MaSMi-60, the fidelity of the Hall2De simulations was addressed as 

follows.  First, a sensitivity study was performed to demonstrate that the Hall2De results on the 

effectiveness of magnetic shielding were insensitive to variations in the location and shape of the 

anomalous collision frequency profile inside the discharge channel.  Second, electron 

temperature measurement were taken in the near-plume region downstream of the discharge 

channel exit and compared with the values computed by Hall2De.  These results are described in 

the following sections. 

8.5.1. Sensitivity Study Results 

 A “nominal” profile of the anomalous collision frequency in the MaSMi-60 was first 

employed and was based on previous investigations of Hall thrusters for which the minimum 

value was located just downstream of the discharge channel exit (~1.05 L).  To confirm that the 

Hall2De solutions were insensitive to (i.e. not heavily dependent on) the shape and location of 

the anomalous resistivity profile inside of the discharge channel, several additional Hall2De 

simulations were completed using the MaSMi-60 geometry.  The first set of simulations checked 
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the solution's sensitivity to changes in the shape of the anomalous collision frequency profile 

upstream of the discharge channel exit while maintaining the global profile's axial location.  

Figure 8.5-1 shows a comparison of the nominal and altered collision frequency profiles along 

with the electron gyrofrequency and the electron-neutral and electron-ion frequencies; the 

resulting changes to the plasma potential and electron temperature along the channel centerline 

are shown in Figure 8.5-2.  Figure 8.5-3 presents the predicted electron temperature and plasma 

potential along the inner and outer channel walls.  A slight upstream shift in the electron 

temperature profile was observed for the altered collision profile, along with an associated 

increase in the peak temperature by approximately 10%.  The plasma potential's profile for the 

modified anomalous collision frequency profile was also largely unchanged relative to the 

nominal case; only a slight upstream shift and a slight decrease in magnitude downstream of the 

channel exit was observed.  The electron temperature was predicted to remain below 5 eV while 

a near constant plasma potential near that of the discharge voltage was predicted along the full 

channel length.  A comparison of these results to those presented in Figure 8.4-2 further 

demonstrates the lack of the solution's sensitivity to the applied changes to the collision 

frequency profile. 
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Figure 8.5-1.  Comparison of the nominal and modified anomalous resistivity profiles with the 

relevant collision frequencies for the MaSMi-60.   
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Figure 8.5-2.  Comparison of the electron temperature and plasma potential profiles along the 

channel centerline based on the nominal and modified anomalous collision frequency profile for 

the MaSMi-60.   
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Figure 8.5-3.  Plasma potential (blue) and electron temperature (red) plotted along the outer 

and inner discharge channel walls from Hall2De simulations of the MaSMi-60 operating at 

300 V and 1.4 A with the modified anomalous collision frequency profile.   
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of the anomalous collision frequency to electron transport inside the discharge channel for the 

upstream-shifted profile compared to the nominal case, suggesting that classical transport 

mechanisms were sufficient to maintain the discharge plasma.  By contrast, a slight increase in 

the contributions of the anomalous resistivity profile for the downstream-shifted case relative to 

the nominal profile was observed, suggesting the need for a greater contribution of non-classical 

transport mechanisms to maintain the discharge.  Figure 8.5-4 shows the nominal, upstream-

shifted, and downstream-shifted anomalous collision frequency profiles along with the other 

relevant collision frequencies.  The electron temperature and plasma potential profiles along the 

channel centerline associated with the nominal and shifted collision profiles are presented in 

Figure 8.5-5.  The electron temperature and plasma potential profiles along the discharge channel 

walls for the upstream- and downstream-shifted collision frequency profiles are plotted in 

Figures 8.5-6 and 8.5-7, respectively.  Axially shifting the collision frequency profiles had a 

minimal impact on the magnitude of the electron temperature and plasma potential; the global 

trends of each set of profiles were nearly identical with less than 4% difference between the three 

cases.  However, a notable axial shift was observed in the profiles; this shift was in direct 

proportion to the associated anomalous collision frequency profiles' shift.  Despite these changes 

to the anomalous collision frequency profile's axial location, the electron temperature and plasma 

potential along the channel walls were predicted to remain below 5 eV and at approximately 

300 V, respectively.  These results agree well with those presented in Figure 8.4-2, showing that 

the simulation results were insensitive to the applied shifts in the anomalous collision frequency 

profile.  
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Figure 8.5-4.  Comparison of the nominal, upstream-shifted, and downstream-shifted anomalous 

collision frequency profiles with the relevant collision frequencies for the MaSMi-60.   
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Figure 8.5-5.  Comparison of the electron temperature and plasma potential profiles along the 

channel centerline based on the nominal, upstream-shifted, and downstream-shifted anomalous 

collision frequency profile for the MaSMi-60.   
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Figure 8.5-6.  Plasma potential (blue) and electron temperature (red) plotted along the outer 

and inner discharge channel walls from Hall2De simulations of the MaSMi-60 operating at 

300 V and 1.4 A with the upstream-shifted anomalous collision frequency profile.   
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Figure 8.5-7.  Plasma potential (blue) and electron temperature (red) plotted along the outer 

and inner discharge channel walls from Hall2De simulations of the MaSMi-60 operating at 

300 V and 1.4 A with the downstream-shifted anomalous collision frequency profile.   

 No significant changes were observed in the Hall2De-predicted plasma properties 

required for magnetic shielding of the MaSMi-60, despite changes to the simulation's anomalous 

collision frequency profile shape and location.  This confirms a lack of sensitivity to both the 

shape of the profile inside the discharge channel, corresponding to the extent of classical and 

non-classical electron transport mechanisms to maintain the plasma discharge, and the axial 

location of the profile's central minimum, corresponding to the location of the discharge plasma's 

ionization and acceleration zones.  Therefore, the applied changes to the location of the discharge 

plasma had a negligible impact on the magnetic shielding of the MaSMi-60.  This suggests that 
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impact the thruster's ability to achieve and maintain a magnetically shielded configuration.  

These results show that changes to the primary variable in Hall2De  (i.e. the anomalous collision 

frequency profile) had a negligible effect on the prediction of the magnetic shielding parameters 

(Te and Φ at the channel surfaces) near and the erosion rates of the channel walls.  For more 

conclusive validation of Hall2De, however, experimental probe measurements of the electron 

temperature and plasma were compared to the simulation results. 

8.5.2. Near Exit Plane Plasma Measurement Results 

 In an effort to experimentally validate the Hall2De results for the MaSMi-60, plasma 

measurements were taken in the near exit region of the thruster to compare to the simulations.  A 

Langmuir probe scanned through the near-field plume plasma yielded values for the electron 

temperature and plasma potential just downstream of the thruster exit.  Electron temperature 

measurement results are plotted in Figure 8.5-8 against both the unmodified nominal Hall2De 

simulation results and the nominal Hall2De simulation results scaled to a peak electron 

temperature of approximately 32 eV (discussed in Section 8.4.2.1).  Based on the measurements, 

the scaled simulation Te profile appears to be a much more accurate representation of the actual 

electron temperature profile.  Figure 8.5-9 presents the measured plasma potential data compared 

to the Hall2de-predicted potential profile.  Overall, good agreement was observed between the 

measurements and simulation, suggesting that Hall2De was able to capture the key physics and 

plasma parameters of the MaSMi-60.  The Hall2De plasma model was therefore considered 

sufficiently validated, allowing for the physics-based conclusions regarding the discharge 

plasma's behavior and the quality of the MaSMi-60's magnetic shielding to be drawn above. 
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Figure 8.5-8.  Comparison of experimental measurement, the nominal Hall2De simulation, and 

the scaled Hall2De simulation of electron temperature along the channel centerline for the 

MaSMi-60 operating at 300 V and 1.4 A.   
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Figure 8.5-9.  Comparison of experimental measurements and the nominal Hall2De simulation 

of the plasma potential along the channel centerline for the MaSMi-60 operating at 300 V and 

1.4 A.   

8.6. Plasma Physics and Behaviors of Low-Power MS Hall Thrusters 

While more work is required to make conclusive arguments about the unique plasma 

physics of low-power magnetically shielded Hall thrusters, the observations made during the 

testing of the MaSMi-60 suggest possible trends that may be seen in future miniature MS 

devices.  The global behavior of the discharge plasma produced by the MaSMi-60 followed well 

understood trends established by high-power MS Hall thrusters.  The two fundamental plasma 

parameters governing magnetic shielding (low Te and near constant Φ ~ Vd along the channel 

surfaces) in high-power devices were demonstrated to be obtainable at the low-power thruster 
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scale.  Hall2De predicted sub-5 eV electron temperatures and nearly constant plasma potentials 

equal to that of the discharge voltage across the channel and along the channel surfaces of the 

MaSMi-60, suggesting that it reproduced the necessary conditions for magnetic shielding [78].  

According to measurements taken in the near-plume region of the H6MS and the MaSMi-60, the 

application of an MS field topology appears to generate similar electron temperatures profiles at 

the same discharge voltage regardless of thruster discharge power.  This is supported by the 

similar ion species mix measured in the plasma beam observed in both high- and low-power MS 

Hall thrusters, which was biased towards higher multiply charged ions than in unshielded 

devices.  Additionally, the application of a shielded field topology has been shown to cause an 

increase in angular divergence of the plasma beam due to the increased magnetic field curvature 

near the discharge channel edges.  The associated downstream shift in the discharge plasma 

(specifically, the acceleration zone) was shown to have a negligible effect on angular divergence.  

These trends were present regardless of thruster power level. 

Despite these similarities, certain key aspects of the performance and plasma behaviors 

were unique to the MaSMi-60.  It should be noted that many of the unique behaviors of the 

MaSMi-60 may be a result of the thruster's particular design and, as it is the only sub-400 W MS 

thruster currently available for testing, it is difficult to discern general physics trends against 

individual thruster behaviors.  In the following paragraphs, an effort was made to focus solely on 

general physics portrayed by the MaSMi-60 rather than observations that can be attributed to the 

thruster's specific design.   

One key difference between high- and low-power MS Hall thrusters can be seen in the 

ionization fraction and the related propellant utilization.  The small channel dimensions of low-

power thrusters yield a narrow axial region of high electron density in the near-anode and mid-
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channel regions, effectively shortening the ionization zone.  This effect may exist in many, if not 

all, low-power Hall thrusters and mitigation techniques in the form of creative anode designs or 

longer channel lengths have been demonstrated; however, a small discharge channel combined 

with a miniature scale MS field topology yields unique physics [124,127].  The magnetic field 

gradients in a shielded Hall thruster are inherently steeper than in a similarly sized unshielded 

device [79].  Additionally, these gradients are notably steeper in low-power Hall thrusters than in 

high-power devices solely based on scale length arguments [79].  This feature of low-power MS 

Hall thrusters causes a further reduction in the probability for ionization, yielding decreased mass 

utilization.  By contrast, high-power MS devices benefit from physically larger dimensions 

(specifically, longer and wider discharge channels), enabling sufficiently long ionization zones to 

be established. 

Another effect of low-power magnetic shielding was a significant increase in discharge 

current oscillations relative to unshielded low-power Hall thrusters [47,58].  While the character 

of these oscillations appear to be related to the thruster's breathing mode, the specific reason for 

the increase in oscillation magnitude relative to unshielded devices has not been conclusively 

identified.  The evidence presented in Chapter 7 suggests that the cause may be an insufficient 

magnetic field strength across the discharge channel.  Large discharge current oscillations are 

observed in Hall thrusters with the application of both too much field strength (high oscillations 

enable enhanced electron conductivity across strong fields) and insufficient field strength (free 

electron streaming across weak fields promote increased predator-prey oscillations); the latter 

case is more likely given the MaSMi-60's inability to achieve a minimum discharge current as a 

function of magnetic field setting across the majority of the examined operating range [125].  

This poses a significant obstacle for low-power MS Hall thruster development as a variety of 
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unique challenges are associated with achieving high field strengths in miniature MS Hall 

thrusters, as described in [79]. 

In summary, the experimental and computational investigation of the MaSMi-60 suggests 

that the global plasma physical phenomena governing magnetic shielding are achievable at the 

miniature scale.  However, unique physical mechanisms appear to be encountered when MS is 

applied to low-power Hall thrusters, making the design and development of such devices 

challenging. 

8.7. Concluding Remarks 

 The computational modeling of the MaSMi-60's discharge plasma using Hall2De was the 

focus of this chapter.  The conditions for magnetic shielding, namely low electron temperature 

and constant plasma potential along the discharge channel walls, were predicted by the codes for 

the MaSMi-60, offering further evidence that a fully shielded field topology was achieved.  

Hall2De also predicted zero net erosion of the discharge channel walls based on the total kinetic 

energy of ions incident on the channel surfaces.  The physics governing the low mass utilization, 

current utilization, and beam divergence efficiency experimentally demonstrated by the 

MaSMI-60 were identified via Hall2De simulations and explained via simplified physics-based 

models of the thruster's discharge plasma.  Results from these models were compared to 

measurements and simulations of the H6MS, leading to a better understanding of the unique 

physical mechanisms encountered at the miniature scale.  Code validation efforts showed that the 

Hall2De simulations had minimal sensitivity to the anomalous collision profile (a key source of 

uncertainty in the simulations).  Electron temperature and plasma potential measurements taken 

in the MaSMi-60's near-plume region matched well the scaled simulation's results, offering some 

confidence in Hall2De's results.  An overview of the similar and unique plasma physics resulting 
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from applying magnetic shielding to low-power Hall thrusters was also presented.  The 

concluding statements for this dissertation and suggestions for future low-power magnetically 

shielded Hall thruster efforts follow in Chapter 9.  
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Chapter 9 

CONCLUSION 

 

The primary goal of this dissertation, to investigate the miniature-scale application of 

magnetic shielding to extend the operational lifetime of low-power Hall thrusters, has been 

accomplished.  The scalability of magnetic shielding to low-power Hall thrusters was first 

examined through the development of the MaSMi-40. A second design iteration, the MaSMi-60, 

successfully demonstrated magnetic shielding over a discharge power range of 160 W to nearly 

750 W.  These findings were confirmed both experimentally, through measurements of the near-

plume plasma parameters, and computationally, through the simulation of the MaSMi-60 using a 

validated plasma modeling code.  The experimental and computational results suggest that the 

MaSMi-60 generates an over-shielded magnetic field topology, causing a reduction in overall 

thruster performance (thrust, efficiency, etc.) compared to similarly-sized low-power Hall 

thrusters.  The over-shielded topology did reveal, however, that an optimal magnetic field 

topology may exist for MS thrusters at nearly all power levels and sizes, suggesting the need to 

trade the level of channel wall shielding (i.e. operational lifetime) against thruster performance.  

Discharge channel erosion rates on the MaSMi-60 were shown to be at least one to two orders of 

magnitude less than unshielded Hall thrusters, signifying dramatically increased operational 

lifetime of the discharge channel walls.  Additionally, several of the key challenges and 

limitations of magnetic shielding for low-power (<500 W) Hall thrusters were identified.    
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In the remaining sections of this chapter, the major conclusions from the various sections 

of this dissertation are summarized.  Suggestions for future investigation into low-power 

applications of magnetic shielding are also proposed. 

9.1. The Applicability of Magnetic Shielding to Low-Power Hall Thrusters 

 The MaSMi-40 and MaSMi-60 Hall thrusters were designed and developed to 

demonstrate that magnetic shielding could be applied to low-power Hall thrusters.  The 

MaSMi-40 generated a partially-shielded field topology; the outer discharge channel wall 

showed evidence of strong shielding while the inner wall appeared to be weakly shielded, 

suggesting an asymmetric field topology across the discharge channel gap.  The thruster's 

performance was measured at two experimental facilities, resulting in a peak thrust of 

approximately 13 mN at a specific impulse of approximately 1,100 s and an anode efficiency of 

approximately 22%.  The causes of the asymmetric magnetic field topology in the MaSMi-40 

were identified, leading to the development of a second-generation low-power magnetically 

shielded Hall thruster.   

 The MaSMi-60 successfully demonstrated a fully shielded magnetic field topology at low 

operational powers ranging from 160 W to nearly 750 W.  These operating conditions 

corresponded to thrusts ranging from approximately 8 mN to 33 mN, anode specific impulses of 

up to approximately 1370 s, and anode efficiencies of over 28% .  The magnetic shielding of the 

MaSMi-60 was experimentally confirmed by visual observations of the discharge plasma, carbon 

deposition patterns on the discharge channel walls after operation, and calculated discharge 

channel erosion rates based on carbon backsputter measurements.  The thruster showed a 

reduction in channel wall erosion by a factor of approximately 10x-100x compared to unshielded 

devices, suggesting an increase in useful life of the discharge channel of the same order.  These 
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results were confirmed with an experimentally validated computational model of the discharge 

plasma inside and downstream of the MaSMi-60's exit plane; low electron temperatures and 

constant plasma potential along the discharge channel walls were predicted, satisfying the 

requirements for magnetic shielding, along with zero net erosion of the channel surfaces. 

9.2. Physics and Limitations of Magnetic Shielding at Low Powers 

 The demonstration of magnetic shielding on the MaSMi-60 led to an investigation into 

the plasma's physical behaviors inside the discharge channel.  A comparison of plasma 

simulations of the low-power MaSMi-60 and the low-power H6MS showed that the physics 

governing magnetic shielding were maintained at the low-power regime.  Several unique 

physical mechanisms leading to low mass and current utilization as well as high beam 

divergence in the MaSMi-60 were identified at the miniature scale.  However, because the 

MaSMi-60 attained the necessary conditions for MS (low electron temperature and a plasma 

potential near that of the discharge voltage along the channel walls), low erosion rates of the 

discharge channel and an associated extension of the thruster channel's predicted useful life 

resulted.   

 It should be noted that significant pole erosion was observed after operation of the 

MaSMi-60, which is believed to be associated with the excessive curvature (over-shielding) of 

the magnetic field topology around the downstream edges of the discharge channel.  While 

further investigation into this phenomenon beyond the scope of this thesis, similar erosion has 

been observed in low-power MS Hall thrusters and is currently a major topic of study.   

 As a consequence of this research, several limitations to the scalability of magnetic 

shielding were discovered.  Because these findings contain design-related information about the 
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MaSMi-60, which is an ITAR-controlled technology, details on these limitations can be found in 

existing and future ITAR publications [79]. 

9.3. Proposed Future Work 

 A solid foundation for the development of low-power magnetically shielded Hall 

thrusters has been established by the research described in this dissertation.  However, numerous 

related studies are worthy of consideration.  These topics include, but are not limited to: 

1) Investigation of Low-power MS Discharge Oscillations and Mode Transitions.  

This thesis investigation revealed that both the MaSMi-40 and the MaSMi-60 

exhibited unique and interesting plasma behaviors not generally observed in low-

power Hall thrusters.  These included very high discharge current oscillations, up to 

400% of the mean discharge current, and global plasma mode shifts, which 

corresponded to changes in the thruster's performance.  While the potentially 

detrimental effects of mode transitions have been documented for various Hall 

thrusters, the possible link between discharge oscillations and pole face erosion 

(especially in magnetically shielded devices) make this area of research important for 

the future development of low-power MS devices [103]. 

2) Conducting Wall Low-Power MS Hall Thrusters.  Due to the novelty of low-

power applications of magnetic shielding, traditional BN discharge channels were 

used in the testing of the MaSMi Hall thrusters.  Studies conducted by Goebel et al., 

however, have demonstrated that, due to the significantly reduced plasma-wall 

interactions in MS Hall thrusters, such devices may be operated with discharge 

channels fabricated from conducting materials such as graphite [73].  The improved 

thermal emissivity of graphite compared to BN ceramics resulted in significant 
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reductions in discharge channel temperatures, allowing for higher power operation, 

with  minimal changes to thruster performance.  Additionally, conducting materials 

such as graphite are less expensive and more tolerant to launch loads than ceramics, 

making them attractive for use on Hall thrusters.  This thesis identified that significant 

challenges exist to maintain low temperatures during operation of a low-power MS 

Hall thruster.  Therefore a high emissivity conducting discharge channel capable of 

radiating a significant portion of the discharge plasma's thermal loads rather than 

conducting them to the thruster magnetic circuit would be an important design feature 

and should be pursued in the near future. 

3) Pole Erosion Physics and Mitigation in Low-Power Magnetically Shielded Hall 

Thrusters.  While pole face erosion has been identified in both high- and low-power 

Hall thrusters, qualitative observations suggest that the erosion rates are considerably 

higher at small thruster scales [102,103].  While engineering solutions to mitigate this 

erosion have been identified, the physical mechanism responsible for this erosion is 

still unknown.  As this phenomenon appears to be the life-limiting factor for MS Hall 

thrusters, especially at the low-power scale, investigation into the source of pole 

erosion in low-power MS Hall thrusters is a crucial area of research. 

4) Low-Power Lensed / Partially Shielded Hall Thrusters.  This thesis investigation 

was focused on the demonstration of magnetic shielding at miniature thruster scales 

in an effort to identify and characterize the performance, challenges, and limitations 

of low-power MS Hall thrusters.  While further miniaturization of MS Hall thrusters 

beyond the scale of the MaSMi-60 (especially for flight applications) appears to be 

extremely challenging, the development of smaller scale (sub-4 cm discharge channel 
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outer diameter) devices using a strongly lensed magnetic field topology (i.e. 

symmetric and partially-shielded) are certainly possible.  Such devices may 

demonstrate lower electron temperatures and a plasma potential nearer to that of the 

discharge voltage along the channel walls  compared to unshielded miniature Hall 

thrusters.  Similar to the benefits of magnetic shielding on the MaSMi-60 and low-

power Hall thrusters, the application of a strongly lensed magnetic field topology to a 

device with a ~50 W to 150 W nominal power could certainly result in favorable 

performance and lifetimes. 
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Appendix A 

MASMI-60 RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER PROFILES 

 

 In Chapter 7, the performance of the MaSMi-60 was presented.  A representative plot 

was shown for the most probable ion potential as the data for each discharge voltage condition 

was very consistent between power levels.  The nine sets of data taken by an RPA for the 

operating conditions considered are presented here. 
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Figure A-1.  Normalized ion current and dI/dV as a function of RPA ion discriminator potential for 

operation of the MaSMi-60 at 200 V and 250 W (top), 400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom). 
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Figure A-2.  Normalized ion current and dI/dV as a function of RPA ion discriminator potential for 

operation of the MaSMi-60 at 250 V and 250 W (top), 400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom). 
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Figure A-3.  Normalized ion current and dI/dV as a function of RPA ion discriminator potential for 

operation of the MaSMi-60 at 300 V and 250 W (top), 400 W (middle), and 550 W (bottom). 
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